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Preface

Biotechnology produces numerous and significant benefits for humanity and the environment,

but is often controversial regarding its societal implications. Over the recent decades, traditional but

also novel technologies in this field of study have raised complex ethical concerns, which—in certain

cases—necessitate policy changes at the national and/or international level.

This Special Issue aims to discuss the ethical, legal, and societal challenges raised by

biotechnological applications and highlights the interdisciplinary approach that needs to be adopted

to responsibly address such problems. For this reason, it explores the ethical issues and potential

legal and societal consequences generated by the use of genome editing, genetic testing, gene therapy,

organoid technology, synthetic biology, and artificial intelligence by bringing together scholars from

diverse fields—including medicine, law, genetics and genomics, agriculture, chemical engineering,

policy science, philosophy, and environmental and social sciences.

This Special Issue is addressed to biomedical scientists, environmental and social scientists,

lawyers, philosophers, and policy makers.

Vasiliki Mollaki

Editor
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Abstract: An intensely debated question is whether or how a mandatory environmental risk assess-
ment (ERA) should be conducted for plants obtained through novel genomic techniques, including
genome editing (GE). Some countries have already exempted certain types of GE applications from
their regulations addressing genetically modified organisms (GMOs). In the European Union, the
European Court of Justice confirmed in 2018 that plants developed by novel genomic techniques
for directed mutagenesis are regulated as GMOs. Thus, they have to undergo an ERA prior to
deliberate release or being placed on the market. Recently, the European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA) published two opinions on the relevance of the current EU ERA framework for GM plants
obtained through novel genomic techniques (NGTs). Regarding GE plants, the opinions confirmed
that the existing ERA framework is suitable in general and that the current ERA requirements need
to be applied in a case specific manner. Since EFSA did not provide further guidance, this review
addresses a couple of issues relevant for the case-specific assessment of GE plants. We discuss the
suitability of general denominators of risk/safety and address characteristics of GE plants which
require particular assessment approaches. We suggest integrating the following two sets of con-
siderations into the ERA: considerations related to the traits developed by GE and considerations
addressing the assessment of method-related unintended effects, e.g., due to off-target modifications.
In conclusion, we recommend that further specific guidance for the ERA and monitoring should be
developed to facilitate a focused assessment approach for GE plants.

Keywords: novel genomic techniques; genome editing; CRISPR/Cas; plant modification; GMO;
environmental risk assessment; biosafety regulation

1. Introduction

The ruling of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in the case C-528/16 delivered in
July 2018 clarified that plants developed by novel genomic techniques for directed muta-
genesis are considered genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in the EU in accordance
with Directive 2001/18/EC on the deliberate release and placing on the market of GMOs.
The ruling also confirmed they are not exempt from regulations according to Article 3 in

BioTech 2021, 10, 10. https://doi.org/10.3390/biotech10030010 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/biotech
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conjunction with Annex IB of the Directive (i.e., the “mutagenesis exemption”) [1]. In a
broader sense, the decision established that organisms which are developed by methods
of directed mutagenesis such as GE are subject to the current EU regulatory framework
for biotechnology products. The EU biosafety framework was introduced in 1990 and
underwent major amendments. In 2001 and 2003 the Directive 2001/18/EC and Regulation
(EC) No. 1829/2003 on GM food and feed were introduced. In and 2013 and 2015 the Imple-
menting Regulation (EU) No 513/2013 on requirements for the authorization of genetically
modified (GM) food and feed and Directive 2015/412/EU providing EU Member States
with the possibility to implement restricting measures on the cultivation of GMOs in their
territories were adopted [2]. The decision of the ECJ was a major step in the long and heated
debate in Europe concerning the regulation of organisms developed by novel genomic
techniques such as genome editing (GE), but did not resolve all uncertainties regarding the
regulation of such applications [3]. First, the ruling does not apply to all types of NGTs,
which cover a diverse range of methods including cisgenesis, transgrafting and epigenetic
engineering by methods of RNA-directed DNA methylation alongside GE [4]. Secondly, it
was argued that the ruling does not resolve all pending questions regarding the practical
implementation of the EU regulatory framework for GE organisms [5]. Subsequently to the
ECJ ruling, the European Commission conducted a stakeholder survey in the framework
of a study regarding NGTs including GE to address some of these issues. The recently
published study, however, does not provide concrete policy recommendations for further
discussion [6].

GE is mostly done through introducing DNA single- or double-strand breaks at
specific loci of a target genome by a range of site-directed nucleases (SDN), with CRISPR-
Cas-type nucleases being them most prominent among them [7]. Mutations are then
introduced at these genomic sites by cellular DNA repair systems. The outcome of the
genetic modification may be directed by template DNA sequences supplied in trans or by
modifications of the used SDN [8]. SDN-based GE has quickly become a standard tool
in molecular biology for a variety of uses, including fast–track plant breeding [9]. The
discovery of the CRISPR-Cas system as a genome editing tool was awarded the 2020 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry [10]. Due to its simplicity and accessibility, GE has been used at an
increasing pace and scale for the development of genetically modified plants in recent
years [11]. GE is believed to be of high importance for future plant breeding by certain
stakeholders [12,13]. The regulatory uncertainties surrounding GE organisms, particularly
the question of whether GE organisms are GMOs according to many existing biosafety
frameworks, led to policy considerations and debates in most countries of the world and at
the level of international organizations. The increasing use of GE in plant breeding at the
global level made this debate more urgent [14–17]. Against the background of the different
national systems for the regulation of GMOs, some countries, including a number of Latin
American countries, have already introduced supplementary legislation to facilitate the
determination of the regulatory status of individual GE applications with regard to the
existing biosafety laws [18]. Some countries, such as Australia, have decided to exclude
some types of GE applications from their regulatory framework for GMOs [19]. Other
legislations such as the EU and New Zealand have sought decisions of their supreme courts
to decide whether GE organisms are subject to their existing regulatory system for GMOs.
In both cases, the court rulings have positively answered this question [15]. Canada is
operating a regulatory system that is based on the novelty of the newly developed traits
and the plausibility of hazards that may be associated with the use of modified plants as
regulatory triggers. Canadian regulations for plants with novel traits accommodate GMOs
as well as plants with novel traits established by GE or conventional breeding within the
existing regulatory framework [14,15].

In all countries, the decision to regulate GE plants according to the existing GMO
regulations is crucially relevant for the level of regulatory oversight for GE plants. These
decisions are thus highly important for the particular risk assessment requirements applied
for GE plants [15]. Thus, the current debate in the EU as well as in other countries focuses

2
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on two issues: the practical applicability of the current regulatory system for products of
novel genomic techniques such as GE and the development of appropriate approaches for
the assessment of food safety and the environmental risk assessment (ERA) of organisms
developed by GE. This review is focusing on the latter question. Specifically, we discuss
considerations regarding an appropriate risk assessment of the traits developed by GE
approaches as well as any unintended effects of GE plants. We suggest that further specific
guidance for the ERA and monitoring of GE plants should be developed. We note that
considerations regarding the risk assessment for GE plants will inform the debate on
options for further regulation [20].

2. Recent Considerations for the ERA of GE Plants at the EU Level

In their explanatory note addressing new techniques in agricultural biotechnology [7],
the High Level Group of Scientific Advisors to the European Commission concluded that a
highly diverse range of applications and possible products of GE and other novel genomic
techniques need to be considered in the debate on regulatory approaches and the ERA. As
a general conclusion, they suggested an appropriate ERA needs to address the following
aspects in a case specific manner:

• Effects due to intended changes present in the modified plant;
• Effects due to unintended changes present in the modified plant;
• Effects due to the characteristics of the modified plant species and its interaction with

the receiving environment;
• Effects due to the intended use of the modified plant.

Such considerations apply to the ERA, which is currently conducted for GMOs in
accordance with Directive 2001/18/EC and related EU legislation, e.g., Regulation (EC)
No 1829/2003 on GM food and feed. The scientific risk assessment for GMOs is based on
guidance developed by the EFSA. Such guidance is available for (1) molecular characteri-
zation; (2) comparative assessment including agronomic, phenotypic and compositional
characterization; (3) food and feed safety assessment; and (4) environmental risk assess-
ment [13]. EFSA published a general guidance document for the ERA of GM plants in
2010 [21]. Furthermore, notifications for authorization of GM products in the EU need to
conform to the information requirements as set forth in Implementing Regulation (EU) No
513/2013. This regulation implements elements of the existing guidance document on risk
assessment of GM food and feed [22] in a legally binding form.

In 2012, EFSA delivered an opinion addressing the risk assessment of GE plants which
contain site specific insertions of exogenous sequences (so called SDN-3 applications) [23].
Against the background of the ruling of the ECJ in case C-528/16, the European Commis-
sion tasked EFSA in 2019 with several mandates for opinions concerning emerging novel
genomic techniques. A recently published review provides a brief overview on the man-
dates relevant to the risk assessment of organisms developed by GE [13]. In particular, two
opinions and the related documents on the results of the consultation processes conducted
for the respective draft opinions are pertinent to the discussion of an appropriate ERA
approach for GE plants:

• The opinion on the applicability of the previous EFSA Opinion from 2012 on SDN-3 for
the assessment of plants developed using SDN-1, SDN-2 and oligonucleotide directed
mutagenesis (ODM), i.e., GE methods to typically generate small-sized random (SDN-
1) or template directed (SDN-2) mutations at predefined genomic loci [24,25].

• The opinion on the evaluation of existing guidelines for their adequacy for the molecu-
lar characterization and ERA of genetically modified plants obtained through synthetic
biology [26,27].

The second opinion discusses a wider range of applications than GE. It, however,
addresses a low-gluten wheat plant produced by targeted mutations of multiple alpha-
gliadin genes using CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing as one of the three case studies discussed
in the opinion.

3
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Due to limitations by the terms of reference, EFSA did not produce a new, stand-alone
guidance document for the case-specific risk assessment of GE plants. Rather, the GMO
panel stated whether the previous conclusions of the 2012 opinion on SDN-3 applications
were applicable for any SDN-1, SDN-2 and ODM applications [13]. The 2020 opinion there-
fore recurred on the 2012 opinion on SDN-3 applications, which in turn recurred on the
general guidance document on ERA. The opinions concluded that the general approach and
the principles developed for the assessment of GMOs are relevant and applicable for GE
plants. The opinions further stress the necessity of a case specific assessment and indicate
that the existing assessment approaches need to be adapted with a view to the characteris-
tics of the individual GE applications. However, no further (case-) specific guidance was
provided in the EFSA opinions. This was noted by several comments during consultations,
which called for further work to provide more detailed guidance [24]. The recent EFSA
opinions also did not address the limitations and shortcomings of the existing assessment
and monitoring approach for GMOs, which should also be considered for GE plants [28].
As highlighted in this review, some aspects of the current system may particularly affect
the robustness of the assessment of GE plants: (1) the specific focus on newly expressed
transgenic proteins, (2) difficulties concerning the choice of appropriate test organisms to
assess any adverse effects of modified plants on the receiving environment(s) and (3) the
testing of chronic effects, indirect effects and interaction effects focusing on individual new
compounds rather than on the entire modified plant. The current limitations regarding the
post-marketing environmental monitoring (PMEM) should also be considered with a view
of GE plants [28].

3. Generic versus Case-Specific Considerations for the Assessment of GE Plants

The precautionary principle requires a case-by-case evaluation of the risks associated
with GMOs. However, the current discussion concerning regulatory approaches regarding
GE organisms and specifically regarding GE plants typically focuses on trying to establish
classes to categorize GE organisms based on the GE technique used and the type of modifi-
cation introduced [29]. Some countries used such an approach to specify GE applications
which should be further regulated and thus be subject to a risk assessment according to
the respective biosafety laws [14,18,19]. A crucial question, however, is whether general
denominators of risk/safety are available which would allow for a conclusion on the safety
of whole groups of applications instead of applying case-specific considerations for all
individual GE applications.

In the following, we discuss some generic considerations with a view to their suitability
for such classification, in particular:

• Considerations regarding the type of GE method (SDN-1; SDN-2/ODM; SDN-3);
• Considerations regarding the size of the introduced genetic changes;
• Considerations regarding the precision of the editing process;
• Considerations regarding the complexity of the introduced changes (i.e., the depth of

intervention);
• Considerations regarding the novelty of the developed traits;
• Considerations regarding the speed of the development.

3.1. Considerations Regarding the Type of GE Application

The trigger to determine the status of their regulation in some countries, such as
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Australia and more recently the USA, is based on con-
siderations regarding the type of GE method which is used to create GE plants [14,15,18,19].
The underlying consideration is that only some GE applications-such as SDN-3 applications
result in the integration of longer exogenous sequences into the genome of the modified
plants [13]. Rostocks [13] argues that modifications introduced by SDN-1, SDN-2 and ODM
in general would resemble mutations which may also be introduced by classical mutation
breeding.

4
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However, this does not take into account that the scale, scope and location of mutations
which can be introduced by GE may differ quite significantly from those mutations which
may arise spontaneously during conventional breeding. A recent review [30] shows that
GE facilitates introduction of multiple mutations, such as the simultaneous editing of
several genes/alleles (multiplex editing) or the editing of gene alleles that are inaccessible
to conventional breeding.

Furthermore, the theoretical comparison of spontaneous mutations with modifications
introduced by GE does not consider the specific hazards that may be associated with a
particular mutational change. The occurrence of hazards thus would not be correlated in
all cases with an exogenous origin of the introduced DNA sequences.

Thus, case-specific considerations seem to be more appropriate than considera-

tions based solely on the type of GE applications.

3.2. Considerations Regarding the Size of the Introduced Genetic Changes

Another general consideration regarding genetic modifications via GE is that the
mutations introduced by SDN-1, SDN-2 and ODM applications typically are of small size.
In some cases, only minimal sequence changes called single nucleotide variants (SNVs) are
introduced [31]. As discussed in Section 3.1, some regulatory frameworks exempt such GE
applications, in particular SDN-1 applications, from the scope of their biosafety regulations.

The respective regulations, however, are not consistent upon comparison. In the USA,
only GE plants with SNVs are exempt from oversight by USDA APHIS. Organisms with two
or more base pair changes do not qualify for automatic exemption [14]. Decision criteria for
regulatory exclusion of individual modified organisms from the biosafety laws in Argentina,
Brazil, Chile and Colombia exclude small sized SDN-1, SDN-2 and ODM modifications
(SNVs and small insertions/deletions). Australia only excludes SDN-1 applications, while
regulating all GE applications using repair template sequences, including SDN-2 and
ODM applications. A major reason for introducing the specific regulations, particularly in
Australia, was to create a simple and enforceable system for determination of the regulatory
status of individual GE applications by developers and/or authorities [15,19].

However, the size of the modification cannot be regarded as a reliable denominator

of risk/safety of the specific modifications present in individual GE plants. On the
contrary, it is well known that even small DNA sequence changes can significantly impact
the function and effects of the modified genes within the context of the GE plant. Thus, the
High Level Group of Science Advisors concluded that the risk associated with particular
sequence changes can only be assessed case-by-case [7,32].

Considerations regarding the size of the sequence modifications introduced by GE
are more relevant to the question of whether the respective GE plants can be identified as
a specific product, i.e., unanimously distinguished from other plant varieties by state-of-
the-art detection methods [33]. However, GE plants with multiple small modifications or
larger modifications may be identified by such methods [34]. The possibility to analytically
identify a specific GE product is less relevant for the ERA than the ability to determine
the environmental exposure to certain GE plants during PMEM and other enforcement
requirements.

3.3. Considerations Regarding the Precision of the Editing Process

GE methods promise to introduce genetic modifications at specific genomic locations
with a much higher precision than other methods for mutagenesis [13]. However, the

specificity of the used GE systems is not absolute. All GE methods are known to have

the potential to also introduce off-target modifications [11,20,35]. As acknowledged by
Rostoks [13], some off-target activity must be expected with GE. He also indicates that
the methods to predict such activity in silico are not absolutely reliable. Furthermore,
integration of extraneous DNA elements at DNA-breakpoints such as off-target cleavage
sites may occur [13].

5
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The precision of GE, i.e., the specificity for GE to happen only at intended target sites, is
therefore a relevant denominator for the potential occurrence of unintended modifications.
Such modifications might be associated with adverse effects, thus the identification and
characterization of off-target modifications in the final plant product is relevant for the
assessment of unintended effects [36,37].

3.4. Considerations Regarding the Complexity of the Introduced Changes

GE plants described in the scientific literature contain a range of different modifica-
tions to address different breeding objectives [11]. Only some GE plants contain single or
few modifications that result in single, specific phenotypic changes. A significant number
of GE plants were modified to facilitate complex physiological or phenotypic changes [20].
In particular, the modification of genes, which facilitate multiple different (pleiotropic)
effects or which target genes involved in regulatory responses in the parental plants, may
give rise to complex phenotypical changes that may be challenging to identify or assess.
Another category of GE applications, which facilitate a higher depth of intervention, are
multiplexed GE applications to create complex physiological, developmental or morpho-
logical changes. A number of such applications were described in recent reviews [13,20].
Examples include GE wheat with modifications in six homeoalleles of a gene (TaMLO) to
increase resistance against powdery mildew, GE wheat edited in multiple alpha-gliadin
genes resulting in a low gluten content and GE wild tomato modified in several genes for
de novo domestication. The latter is a novel approach for the rapid development of tomato
varieties that combine desired traits found in wild tomato plants, such as resistance toward
pathogens or salt tolerance, with agriculturally favorable traits occurring in domesticated
tomato varieties [38].

A high depth of intervention and/or complexity of the introduced changes may

serve as an unspecific general indicator that a robust, comprehensive ERA is required.
With regard to a respective case study (a low-gluten GE wheat), EFSA concluded that
such applications go far beyond any GM plants previously assessed. However, EFSA also
concluded that the existing requirements according to the current ERA approach for GMOs
are adequate and sufficient for such types of GE plants [27].

3.5. Considerations Regarding the Novelty of the Developed Traits

A wide range of different traits have been developed by GE in different plant species.
Some of these traits are related to traits already occurring in crops produced by conventional
breeding or in wild relatives which could be crossbred. Other traits described in the
scientific literature are similar to ones established in GM plants, e.g., herbicide or disease
resistance [20]. However, a significant number of traits were not previously established by
conventional breeding or other biotechnological methods, such as classic GM technology
or the silencing of endogenous genes through RNAi methods. The latter category thus
contains plants with novel traits. Less knowledge is usually available for plants with novel
and untried traits than for GE plants that are comparable to conventionally bred plants
or already assessed GM plants [20]. In particular, knowledge from practical experience in
agricultural production, from observation of related wild plants and/or from previous risk
assessments may be lacking. The Plants with Novel Trait (PNT) regulation implemented
by Canada mandates a case-specific risk assessment of PNTs.

The available level of knowledge and/or history of safe use needs to be considered
for the assessment of the intended modifications and the resulting intended traits with
comparable traits in similar or related crop or plant species. However, such information
does not relate to any unintended effects due to the modification process by GE. Famil-

iarity thus cannot serve as a general denominator of overall safety. Novelty of the trait
indicates the need for new data to assess risk issues relevant for the particular GE plant.
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3.6. Considerations Regarding the Speed of the Development

GE is expected to reduce development time considerably, particularly for plants har-
boring multiple independent modifications [39]. It is estimated that the development time
for GE plants is substantially shortened compared with classical GM plants and convention-
ally bred plants. Development time for GE plants is estimated to be 4–6 years in comparison
with 8–12 years for GM or conventional plants [9]. When fewer backcross generations

are necessary to develop elite varieties from GE plants, the possibility that unintended

modifications are removed during subsequent crossbreeding steps is decreased. This
is particularly important for applications facilitating the direct editing of elite lines, the
editing of agricultural plants that are predominantly propagated vegetatively and for GE
perennial plants with long generation times such as trees [20]. The speed of the develop-
ment process may be considered an unspecific and indirect indicator of risk/safety, since a
shorter development time of GE plants is constraining the time for the assessment of any
unintended and unexpected effects.

3.7. Conclusions Regarding the Appropriate Approach for Risk Assessment

Based on the discussion of the suitability of general denominators for risk/safety, we
argue that a case-specific risk assessment within the current regulatory frameworks for

GMOs should be conducted. This is considered a better option than to exclude certain

classes of GE application from GMO regulation and from the established systems for

risk assessment under these regulations.
However, some generic considerations can provide relevant input on how to focus

the ERA on relevant risk areas (assessment of intended traits or assessment of unintended
effects) and on specific risk issues according to the existing guidance [21].

4. Considerations for the Case Specific Assessment of GE Plants

When designing a case-specific assessment, the following characteristics of GE appli-
cations need to be considered:

• The different GE techniques (SDN-techniques, ODM) and the various approaches for
application that are available or in development and used to modify plant species
(SDN-1, SDN-2, SDN-3, base editing, prime editing, epigenetic engineering). An
overview on these approaches, their different characteristics as well as recent develop-
ments is given, e.g., by Adli [40], Anzalone and coworkers [41] and in a recent study
by the Joint Research Centers of the European Commission (JRC) [29].

• The specific characteristics of such GE approaches with regard to their target speci-
ficity [20] and their ability to modify genomic locations that are not accessible to
conventional breeding [30].

• The wide range of plant species that can be modified by GE approaches. This range
includes a multitude of plants used in agriculture and forestry, as well as a range of
non-crop plants [20,42].

• The broad range of traits that is under development [9,11]. Some of these GE plants
are already marketed in certain countries or may be placed on the market in the near
future [12]. A number of these traits are novel, some are highly complex.

• The interactions of the individual GE plants with the respective receiving environ-
ments, taking into account the specific conditions of their use and the possibilities for
unintended introduction into non-managed habitats.

In addition to the principles applied to the ERA of GMOs according to Directive
2001/18/EC, the ERA conducted for GE plants should also be based on the characteristics
presented above. For the design of a case-specific ERA, two sets of considerations need to
be taken into account, regarding GE plant x environment interactions:

• Trait-related considerations to assess the effects of the intended trait(s).
• Method-related considerations to assess the unintended effects.
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4.1. Trait-Related Considerations

The level of risk associated with a GE plant depends significantly on the effects of the
developed trait(s) on the overall characteristics of the modified plant species [32]. Thus,
a case-specific ERA must specifically consider the introduced trait(s) as well as the plant
species that are modified. Recently, some systematic reviews of the scientific literature on
GE plants have been published [9,11,20]. These reviews indicate that:

• A wide range of plant species is used for GE, either as model organisms for scientific
research and method development, such as Arabidopsis thaliana, tobacco and rice, or
plants that might be used as ornamental plants or in agriculture, forestry and industrial
production. Examples for the latter groups include apple, barley, camelina, cassava,
cotton, cucumber, flax, grapefruit, grapevine, legumes (soybean and barrelclover),
maize, oilseed rape, opium poppy, poplar, potato, rice, rubber dandelion, red sage,
tobacco, tomato, watermelon and wheat (bread wheat and durum wheat) [20].

• The GE applications in such plants are at different stages of development. Most
reports in the literature are accounts of early development including proof of concept
studies [20]. A rising number of GE plants are currently developed for marketing.

However, only a few are commercialized [12,43]. The latter groups are particularly
interesting for regulators to keep track of since they may be presented for regulatory
assessment in the near future.

• A broad range of traits are considered for development. The systematic review con-
ducted by Modrzejewski and coworkers [11] listed 101 GE applications that might
be relevant for the use in agriculture in the near future. A recent analysis of these
applications indicates the following [44]. One major focus is on the development of
traits that increase the agronomic value of crop plants (increased yield, improved
storage quality, enhanced crop development; 38% of applications), or alter the compo-
sition of the plants (e.g., reduced lignin content, altered fatty acid composition; 28%
of the applications). Sixteen percent of applications concern different approaches to
increase the resistance to biotic stress (particularly for resistance to fungal or bacterial
pathogens) and 8% are for modified content for industrial purposes (improved starch
quality, altered oil composition). Another 8% are for plants with resistance to broad-
band herbicides (e.g., herbicides containing glyphosate or ALS-inhibitors) and 5% of
the applications are for enhanced abiotic stress tolerance (e.g., tolerance to drought or
salt stress).

• Most of the applications are aimed at knocking out the expression of plant genes

involved in the above-mentioned processes via SDN-1. Fewer applications are for
functional modification of genes (SDN-1, SDN-2, ODM applications). Other applica-
tions of agronomic importance, e.g., applications to develop herbicide resistant plants,
are based on SDN-3 approaches [20].

• A majority of the current developments are applications to modify a single target

gene, or all alleles of such genes present in the target plant. However, there is a
significant and increasing number of applications for multiplexing. Examples for
such developments are provided, e.g., in Kawall et al. [44] and Eckerstorfer et al. [20].
Applications with a higher depth of intervention are developed for different purposes,
including altered composition, increased yield and developmental and morphological
alterations beneficial for agricultural use.

• A significant number of the traits developed by GE need to be considered novel.
Some of these developments are not feasible by conventional breeding approaches [30].

We conclude that the assessment of some of these traits will be challenging. EFSA
came to the same conclusion in their case study of a complex modified low-gluten wheat
plant modified in multiple genes by a CRISPR/Cas-based method [27]. Such applications
differ significantly from any plants which were assessed previously and would require a
comprehensive approach for risk assessment including ERA and food/feed safety assess-
ment. Similar conclusions are drawn in a recently published study on a GE Camelina plant
with altered fat composition [45]. A focused but robust ERA also needs to be provided
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for GE plants with traits that enhance their biological fitness or alter their reproductive
properties. In addition, applications which provide a fast-track development of crops
from non-domesticated wild forms [38] should be considered novel crops and should
undergo a comprehensive risk assessment [20]. In contrast to other GE applications, no
history of safe use and possibly only limited scientific data will be available for most of the
above-mentioned complex GE applications.

Existing experience (“familiarity”) with similar plant x trait combinations should be
considered when a similar use of the corresponding GE plant is intended. In some cases,
familiarity may be available with a specific trait, which was already used in conventionally
bred crops employed in agricultural production for some time, particularly with respect to
food and feed safety. The availability of a history of safe use regarding environmental effects
is less likely, considering the complex nature of plant x trait x environment interactions.
In some cases, however, such as GE herbicide resistant plants, conventional counterparts
exist and the respective experiences with the environmental effects of such conventional
herbicide resistant plants and its management should be considered in the ERA [46].

However, it needs to be emphasized that the concept of familiarity should be used as
a tool to strengthen the case-specific approach to risk assessment. Like EFSA concluded for
the concept of substantial equivalence [21], it may be used as a starting point to determine
risk assessment needs and the requirement for newly established data rather than as an
endpoint of the assessment.

4.2. Method-Related Considerations

Method-related considerations should be applied to facilitate the assessment of un-
intended effects. As suggested previously, the overall process of modification should
be considered, including the steps to introduce GE tools for modification into the target
plant cells or tissues. Duensing and coworkers [32] indicate that, in most cases, transgenic
constructs are introduced into plant cells transiently or integrated into the genome of the
recipient cells to express the required GE tools. While such integrated constructs are typi-
cally removed in breeding steps subsequent to GE, the absence of exogenous constructs or

secondary modifications (spurious insertions) need to be confirmed [44,47]. Lema [47]
recommends that routine approaches using Southern hybridization methods should be
used to assess spurious insertions. Alternatively, the absence of exogenous sequences can
be assessed by whole genome sequencing (WGS) data and bioinformatics analysis [47].

One well known aspect of GE applications is that the used nucleases do not recognize
the targeted genome loci with absolute precision, resulting in some level of off-target
activity [35–37]. A recent report from the JRC provides a detailed discussion of the available
knowledge regarding off-target activities associated with the different GE methods and
tools [29]. The report highlights that the presence of off-target modifications has not been

well-studied for a number of GE applications, in particular for GE applications of recently
developed methods or for methods which are only used in a limited number of applications.
Thus, the general notion that GE methods are inducing off-target modifications with
a low probability is based on a limited amount of reported data [29]. The JRC report
also highlights that off-target activity is not only found with SDN introducing DNA
double strand breaks, but essentially with all existing GE methods. For example, recent
publications address the off-target activity of base-editing enzymes [48] and SDNs that are
modified for epigenetic engineering [49].

EFSA also discussed off-target-activity of SDNs [13,25]. As an overall conclusion, they
considered the level of off-target activity lower than the mutation rate due to classical
mutagenesis [13]. Furthermore, they referred to the availability of strategies to increase
the precision of editing and to remove off-target modifications in subsequent crossbreed-
ing steps [13]. Based on such general considerations, EFSA considered the overall risk
low and recommended no detailed risk assessment approach in their recently published
opinion [25].
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However, not all GE approaches can be designed to minimize the occurrence of off-
target modifications. In cases aimed at simultaneously modifying a number of genomic
loci with slightly different target sequences in a quite simple way, a high level of specificity
for all single targets is not feasible. In such applications, genome editing tools with a lower
level of specificity (i.e., precision) are employed, which recognize all the slightly different
target sequences with appropriate efficiency. Such intentionally “dirty” approaches are a
straightforward approach to simultaneously modify different genomic targets sites, which
are not perfectly homologous, e.g., different members of a gene family [45]. DNA breaks
introduced by off-target activity may facilitate the insertion of extraneous DNA sequences,
which in turn may lead to unintended effects [44,47].

Additionally, the introduced off-target modifications may not be readily removed in
all cases. This is particularly true for approaches which require fewer backcrossing steps
than conventional breeding schemes or are designed to avoid such backcrossing steps
altogether, i.e., approaches for “quick” breeding schemes. Also, secondary modifications
introduced by GE systems in the vicinity of the intended genomic target site should be
appropriately assessed. Such modifications are tightly linked to the intended traits and
are not easily lost during subsequent breeding [20,44,47]. Therefore, we suggest drafting

further guidance for the assessment of unintended effects of GE modifications.
A number of methods, including WGS, are available for a targeted and untargeted

analysis of unintended modifications and should be considered for a case-by-case evalu-
ation [20]. Specifically, such tools should be applied if the characteristics of the used GE
approach suggest a higher probability for off-target modifications to occur in a GE plant.
In particular, “quick and dirty” GE approaches, i.e., GE approaches with a higher level of
off-target activity and fewer subsequent breeding steps to remove secondary modifications,
should be thoroughly assessed for unintended off-target modifications and associated
adverse effects. The previously proposed 10 step approach to assess unintended effects
described by Eckerstorfer and coworkers [20] is considered a good starting point for a
focused assessment of unintended effects. In addition, recommendations by the French
Haut Conseil des Biotechnologies [50], Kawall and coworkers [44] as well as by Lema [47]
concerning the assessment of off-target modifications and spurious insertions should be
considered to develop appropriate guidance.

5. Implications for Regulatory Approaches for GE Plants

As outlined in the above chapters, the emerging GE applications present a number
of challenges for regulators, risk assessors and policy makers. For the policy makers
and regulators, one challenge is to ensure a legislation based on regulatory triggers that
are simple to use, unambiguous and easily enforceable, yet flexible enough to cope with
emerging techniques such as GE. From a risk assessment point of view, the main challenge
is that such a legislation should ensure an adequate assessment of the diverse combinations
of plants and traits obtained by GE. Such an approach must take into account the associated
risks in accordance with the objectives of established biosafety legislation, i.e., a high level
of protection of human and animal health and the environment. However, the regulatory
solutions developed by policy makers do not necessarily resolve the challenges regarding
the ERA and environmental monitoring of biotechnology applications. As discussed in
the previous sections, the risks associated with GE plants is correlated with the newly
developed traits and/or unintended effects resulting from characteristics of the specific
GE approach used to establish a particular GE plant rather than with a certain type of GE
approach per se (e.g., SDN-1, SDN-2/ODM, SDN-3). Certain approaches that are complex
and/or fast and/or dirty may be associated with a higher risk.

This results in challenges to develop a regulatory framework that is broad enough
to include all types of GE applications, while providing enough flexibility to focus the
attention and resources of risk assessors on the characteristics that are particularly relevant
for the GE plant in question.
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In general, we consider the principles and the case-specific approach provided by

the current framework for GMOs to be appropriate for the emerging GE applications.
This is in accordance with the recent EFSA opinions [25,27].

However, we consider the exclusion of whole classes of GE applications from the

existing regulatory frameworks for biotechnology applications, e.g., the current EU

framework for GMO regulation, a poor option from a biosafety perspective. As dis-
cussed previously [15], other applicable regulation is insufficient to address biosafety
issues. In fact, the European seed legislation, food and feed law as well as the plant
protection law and plant variety protection law are neither individually nor collectively
able to ensure an assessment and control of possible negative environmental impacts of
NGTs [51]. Such regulations that apply to all agricultural plants, genome edited or not, are
thus not well suited to provide an appropriate framework for case-specific risk assessment
according to the high safety standards implemented in the respective GMO legislation.

6. Conclusions

Our review indicates the challenges faced by policy makers, regulators and risk
assessors to provide an appropriate framework for the risk assessment of GE plants. The
risk associated with individual GE applications will be highly variable. While the effects of
some GE applications may be well known from conventional varieties with similar traits,
other GE applications could be associated with plausible risk issues and may be more
challenging to assess and monitor. The latter group will likely be comprised of GE plants
with complex and novel modifications as indicated by EFSA [27] and other authors [20,44].

Considering the wide ranges of plant species and the GE methods and traits that
need to be considered, there is no safety by default for whole groups of GE applications
encompassing different individual GE organisms. Biosafety considerations should instead
be based on an appropriate ERA prior to the release of GE plants into the environment.

The case-specific approach incorporated in the EU regulatory framework is a viable
way forward provided that further guidance for the risk assessment of GE applications is
developed. The existing guidance developed by EFSA and their initial work on GE appli-
cations is not sufficient to address these challenges, but rather a starting point for further
efforts. In this review, we argue that general considerations concerning risk/safety of

all GE applications or of different classes of GE applications are insufficient to address

the challenges at hands. Instead, we suggest that a focused case-specific approach is fol-

lowed to provide a robust risk assessment of individual GE plants. This ERA approach
should focus on risks that may plausibly manifest themselves in the phenotype or the
interaction with the environment of a particular GE plant. To this end, we suggest that two
sets of considerations are considered: (1) trait related-considerations to assess the effects
associated with the newly developed trait(s); and (2) method-related considerations to
assess unintended changes associated with the intended trait(s) or with other modifications
in the GE plant. Important aspects concerning both sets of considerations are outlined in
Box 1.

Based on these considerations, further guidance should be developed to ensure

the high safety standards provided by the current regulatory framework for GMOs in

the EU for GE plants in an adequate and efficient way, taking into account the exist-

ing knowledge and experience in a case-specific manner. This guidance should thus
strengthen the case-specific approach that is recommended by numerous EU and Member
States institutions. The precautionary approach of the existing EU GMO regulations should
not be weakened by excluding whole groups of GE applications from their scope without
having regard to the characteristics of the individual GE plants.
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Box 1: Crucial aspects for a two-pronged assessment strategy to address trait-related effects and
method-related modifications, respectively.

(1) The assessment of effects associated with the newly developed trait(s) in GE plants should
consider, among others:

• The level of knowledge and familiarity with the particular crop and trait combination
needs to be considered. As indicated in Section 4.1, only limited scientific knowledge
is available for some GE applications.

• Some applications may lead to changes in agricultural management; possible indirect
effects resulting from their use need to be addressed during the ERA.

• Complex GE modifications should be thoroughly scrutinized regarding adverse
environmental effects resulting from these changes. A robust assessment should be
provided for physiological effects of multiple simultaneous changes (multiplexed GE)
and for regulatory effects of the introduced modifications on morphology,
development and reproduction of the GE plant.

• The ERA conducted for GE plants should also address secondary effects associated
with the intended trait(s). This should encompass pleiotropic effects of the intended
trait(s).

(2) The assessment of method-related unintended changes associated with the intended trait(s)
or with other modifications in the GE plant should take into account the following aspects:

• The available body of evidence with regard to off-target-effects, their occurrence and
their identification as indicated in Section 4.2.

• The likelihood that off-target modifications are still present in the final breeding
product. This likelihood may be higher with fast-tracked breeding applications, i.e.,
aimed at modification of elite lines, modification of vegetatively propagated crops,
and modification of plant species with longer generation cycles such as trees.

• The available information on unintended secondary modifications introduced by GE
systems in the vicinity of the intended genomic target site. Such modifications are
tightly linked to the intended traits and are not easily lost during subsequent breeding
steps.

• The available recommendations on how an assessment of unintended and off-target
effects may be conducted and which kind of aspects should be considered in the
framework of the assessment.
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Abstract: Organoids hold great promises for numerous applications in biomedicine and biotech-
nology. Despite its potential in science, organoid technology poses complex ethical challenges that
may hinder any future benefits for patients and society. This study aims to analyze the multifaceted
ethical issues raised by organoids and recommend measures that must be taken at various levels
to ensure the ethical use and application of this technology. Organoid technology raises several
serious ethics issues related to the source of stem cells for organoid creation, informed consent and
privacy of cell donors, the moral and legal status of organoids, the potential acquisition of human
“characteristics or qualities”, use of gene editing, creation of chimeras, organoid transplantation,
commercialization and patentability, issues of equity in the resulting treatments, potential misuse and
dual use issues and long-term storage in biobanks. Existing guidelines and regulatory frameworks
that are applicable to organoids are also discussed. It is concluded that despite the serious ethical
challenges posed by organoid use and biobanking, we have a moral obligation to support organoid
research and ensure that we do not lose any of the potential benefits that organoids offer. In this
direction, a four-step approach is recommended, which includes existing regulations and guidelines,
special regulatory provisions that may be needed, public engagement and continuous monitoring of
the rapid advancements in the field. This approach may help maximize the biomedical and social
benefits of organoid technology and contribute to future governance models in organoid technology.

Keywords: organoids; biobanking; ethics; bioethics; regulation

1. Introduction

Organoids are mini organs grown as 3D cell structures in the lab that display archi-
tectures and functionalities similar to in vivo organs, derived from Embryonic Stem Cells
(ESCs), induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs), adult stem cells and tissue-specific progen-
itors [1]. They have the ability to self-organize, they are multicellular and can be grown
indefinitely. Multiple organoid systems have already been developed from both mouse
and human stem cells, including taste bud organoids, salivary gland, esophagus, stomach,
intestine, colon, liver, pancreatic, prostate, lung, retina, inner ear, kidney, heart, thyroid,
skeletal muscle, bone, skin and brain organoids [2,3]. They can exhibit close resemblance
to real organs, in terms of architecture and function, and therefore hold substantial oppor-
tunities for the investigation of complex human diseases, drug development, regenerative
and precision medicine, as well as transplantation.

Despite the promises for science, the technology of organoids poses complex ethical
challenges because it involves use of human tissues, production of sensitive personal data,
long-term storage in biobanks, as well as the potential for some organoids to obtain human
characteristics. Although to date there are no specific guidelines or regulations for organoid
use and biobanking, there are several instances where organoids are already being used at
the stage of clinical trials [4], demonstrating the quick pace at which this technology moves.
As a result, considering the unique near-physiological characteristics of human organoids,
a more thorough consideration of the ethical issues posed by organoids is necessary to
achieve ethical use and societal acceptance of organoid technology.

This study aims to analyze the multifaceted ethical issues posed by organoids and
to identify potential measures that need to be taken at various levels to ensure the ethical
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use and application of this technology. It is concluded that despite the multifaceted ethical
challenges posed by organoid use and biobanking, we have a moral obligation to support
and pursue organoid research, in order to make sure that we do not lose any of the
potential benefits that organoids offer. A stepwise approach is recommended, which may
help maximize the biomedical and social benefits of organoids and contribute to future
governance models in organoid technology.

2. The Promises of Organoid Technology

One cannot deny that there are still certain limitations in organoid development and
function than we need to overcome. For example, the lack of vascularization and matura-
tion in the developing organoids, the lack of standardization in organoid establishment
and quality control, the variability of phenotypes produced and the lack of inter-organ
communication are remaining challenges [5]. However, organoid technology holds great
potential in clinical translational research.

2.1. Alternatives for Drug Testing in Animals

First, organoids provide complementary approaches to the use of laboratory animals
for scientific purposes. In vivo studies screening for novel drug compounds, testing efficacy
and toxicity are necessary for drug approval by the competent authorities. Following
proper validation as pre-screening systems for novel drugs, in vitro studies in organoids
can substantially reduce the number of animals used [6]. Moreover, organoids provide
greater experimental flexibility and accessibility compared to vertebrate animal models,
allowing for extensive research at a lower cost.

2.2. Disease Modelling

Second, the ability of organoids to mimic human pathologies at the organ level will
counteract the lack of appropriate animal disease models, particularly for chronic, infectious
or complex diseases, and will facilitate the study of disease mechanisms. Even in cases
where appropriate animal models exist, they cannot entirely reflect human physiology.
Organoids can bridge this gap in research between animals and humans. They can be used
in disease modelling aiming to develop advanced therapies for various human diseases.
To name a few, they have already been used as models of genetic conditions such as cystic
fibrosis [7], polycystic kidney disease [8] and Zika virus infection [9]. Brain organoids,
in particular, have huge potential for modelling neurodevelopmental disorders, such as
microcephaly [10], which are either impossible to model in animals or existing animal
models are not appropriate.

2.3. Living Biobanks

Third, small tissue biopsies from humans can be used to develop human organoids
which can be grown indefinitely. Derived either from healthy volunteers or patients, these
organoids can be stored and serve as living biobanks for the study of different pathologies
in translational research. Such biobanks do not only provide a source of biological material,
but can also provide information on organ physiology and function.

2.4. Precision Medicine

Fourth, human genetic variation may influence the disease onset, symptoms, severity,
progression and drug response. Patient-derived organoids provide the means to develop
personalized approaches and lead to precision medicine. They can be used to select for
appropriate drugs in patients with genetic diseases or cancer, to predict response to drugs
and choose better therapeutic options for each individual or groups of individuals. In
other words, organoid biobanking can be a valuable resource to identify effective drugs
against a broad spectrum of disease phenotypes. If these biobanks manage to cover the
range of genetic variance in populations worldwide, they will eventually facilitate the
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design of powerful drug screening platforms, which will be effective for targeted groups of
patients [11].

2.5. Regenerative Medicine

Fifth, organoids derived from healthy individuals can provide the basis for advanced
therapies. Organoids comprise an exceptional source of stem cells for cell therapies and
tissue engineering products with potential applications in numerous human diseases.
A characteristic example is the transplantation of human embryonic stem cell-derived
retinal tissue in two primate models of retinal degeneration [12]. Patient-derived organoids
can even be combined with in vitro genome modification technologies, such as CRISPR
(Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats), to edit genetic mutations
causing disease and replace existing pathological tissues. The study by Schwank et al.
provided the proof-of-concept by using the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system to correct
the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductor Receptor (CFTR) locus by homologous
recombination in cultured intestinal stem cells of cystic fibrosis patients, and the corrected
allele is expressed and fully functional as measured in clonally expanded organoids [13].

2.6. Models of Organ Development

Sixth, the ability of organoids to self-organize and self-assemble makes these structures
an excellent tool to model organ development, a process that cannot be studied in animal
models due to interspecies differences [3].

2.7. Transplantation

Finally, organoids could provide an alternative source of organs for transplantation
in humans. Although this application may seem remote and less realistic, at least for
now, human organoids could potentially play a role in autologous, whole-organ replace-
ment without having to face the challenges of immunocompetency and rejection. For
example, the successful reconstitution of 3D nephric tubules and glomeruli, the two main
components for kidney functions, from mouse and human PSCs provides insight on how
organoid technology could be used in renal replacement strategies [14]. Again, transplan-
tation applications of organoids could be combined with genome editing technologies
to provide “healthy”, autologous organoids. For instance, the use of the CRISPR/Cas9
system in organoids to correct mutations in the CFTR gene causing cystic fibrosis, has also
demonstrated that it is possible to use a similar strategy to generate autologous organoids
for transplantation in patients [13].

3. Ethical Challenges in Organoid Use

Overall, organoids present with enormous potential for drug screening, disease mod-
elling and therapeutic applications. However, their derivation and their current or future
applications, raise a number of ethical issues that are discussed below. Some of the ethical
dilemmas posed by organoids are similar to the ones raised by debatable issues existing
for decades, such as research in human embryos and use of ESCs or informed consent and
privacy of donors whose materials, e.g., cells, are used in existing technologies. Neverthe-
less, the use and storage of organoids pose additional, novel ethical challenges related to
the potential acquisition of human “characteristics or qualities”, to their moral and legal
status, to the level of acceptable organ maturation for certain applications, whether their
creation constitutes life or whether they deserve special protection.

3.1. Source of Stem Cells

Organoids derive from fetal or adult tissues, from ESCs or iPSCs. ESCs are PSCs,
possessing a nearly unlimited self-renewal capacity and developmental potential to differ-
entiate into any cell type of the human body. This property allows ESC-derived organoids
to serve as outstanding in vitro models for developmental biology. ESCs are isolated from
the inner cell mass of in vitro fertilized blastocysts. Nonetheless, their isolation from human
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embryos, which deals with early forms of human life, creates significant ethical concerns
over their use in research, including organoid research. Controversial beliefs can attribute
a moral status to the human embryo ranging from that of human organs or tissues to that
of a human being [15]. Consequently, the use of ESCs in organoid technology raises major
ethical concerns on the value of human life and respect to human dignity.

Of course, this has also legal ramifications, as the human embryo is subject to stringent
regulation in most jurisdictions. Under the “gradualist approach” adopted by several
jurisdictions, the moral status of the embryo increases during its development as we move
from fertilization, to implantation, to primitive streak and nervous system formation (the
14-day limit) and to subsequent developmental stages. Therefore, research on human
embryos and consequent use of ESCs in organoids can be ethically acceptable depending
on the developmental stage of the embryo, but always under strict conditions of informed
consent and appropriate licensing. For example, research in embryos and human ESCs is
prohibited in Italy and Germany, whereas the regulatory framework in Greece and Portugal
allows for research in surplus embryos only until the 14th day of in vitro development, after
informed consent of gamete donors and approval by the competent authorities. In only a
few countries, such as the UK and more recently the Netherlands, the in vitro creation of
embryos for research purposes is allowed after licensing [16].

Nevertheless, ESC use raises additional concerns over whether there is appropriate
informed consent provided by the gamete donors or whether there is potential induce-
ment. An informed consent for research purposes, which may include research for in vitro
fertilization and infertility, ESC use, creation of ESC lines or use of ESCs for commercial
purposes, may be considered too generic unless it is explicit enough to define the area of
research and the potential uses of embryonic tissues. Therefore, a valid informed consent
must be explicit enough to define the area of research and the potential uses of embryonic
tissues. In the case where embryos are primarily created for research purposes, there
are further issues that must be considered. These include health and safety risks for egg
donors, as well as the compensation for egg donation, which remains a controversial issue,
particularly because it entails the commodification of human body parts.

The development of iPSCs provided a revolutionary alternative approach to the use
of ESCs. Through the reprogramming of adult somatic cells, iPSCs exhibit pluripotency
comparable to ESCs. Essentially, organoid technology was fired by studies showing that
PSCs have the capacity to self-organize into the complex structure of an optic cup [17] and
that intestinal organoids can be derived from single adult iPSCs [18]. Subsequent studies
continued to demonstrate that adult stem cells can be propagated in various organoids,
mimicking real organs.

Although iPSCs may not be a complete alternative of ESCs in organoid technology,
they can certainly help avoid the major ethical and legal challenges posed by the use of
ESCs. iPSCs can circumvent the destruction of embryos, and set aside the significant
issues of potential health risks and compensation for egg donors. They can be collected
with minimally invasive or even non-invasive techniques, posing limited health risks
to the donors, and most frequently, they are used for personal treatments of the donors
themselves. In that sense, whenever science allows it, iPSCs may be preferable to ESCs in
organoid technology.

3.2. Informed Consent of Cell Donors

The use of iPSCs in organoid technology raises less complex concerns compared to
the use of ESCs, which relate mainly to the informed consent of tissue donors. Ethically,
informed consent is the ultimate manifestation of respect of an individual’s autonomy.
Legally, informed consent safeguards individuals’ or patients’ rights to autonomy and
self-determination with diverse legal consequences in different jurisdictions. Nevertheless,
whether donors are healthy individuals or patients, the purpose of donating cells for
organoid creation can sometimes be unclear. Do they consent to the development of
standard therapy? This presupposes that the end product (the therapy) has been previously
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validated and approved by competent authorities for this specific use. Do they consent
to the development of an advanced therapy? This may include unproven therapies, for
which limited or no proof on their safety and efficacy has been produced. Do they consent
to research in organoid technology? If yes, do they consent to the development of disease
models or novel therapies? This encompasses a systematic study which will lead to the
documentation and establishment of results. Such questions are very difficult even for
researchers to answer and the cell donors find it difficult to process all these possibilities
and related information. In any case, a vague purpose of iPSC use for the development of
organoids is not acceptable for a real and proper informed consent. The issue of informed
consent is further discussed below in the context of organoid biobanking, which can include
consent in both clinical and research settings.

3.3. Issues Specific to Embryoids

Studying the early phases of human development is of particular importance for birth
defects and teratogenesis, as well as for prevention of implantation failure, pregnancy loss,
infertility treatment and assisted reproduction. The main body of knowledge of embryonic
development is derived from animal models, which, however, exhibit limitations due to
morphological and genetic differences to humans. In vitro fertilization has enabled the
study of human embryos, but this is restricted by the 14-day limit post-fertilization and
poses serious concerns on the moral status of the embryo, as discussed above for the use
of ESCs. Advances in stem cell biology and the use of embryonic and extraembryonic
stem cells, including those derived from embryos, have made it feasible to study em-
bryogenesis and embryo development in embryo-like structures called embryoids [19].
Unlike organoids that mimic a specific organ, embryoids model integrated development
of the entire conceptus or a part of it, and may in the future have the potential of a full
organism. Despite their differences, both organoids and embryoids show properties of
self-organization and can be derived from pluripotent or differentiated cells [20]. In addi-
tion, they both show resemblance to their in vivo counterparts. Human embryoids exhibit
similar morphological and gene expression features to real human embryos, which makes
them the only resource to study embryo development beyond the limit of two weeks
post-fertilization. In this context, embryoids are examined herein as distinct but similar 3D
structures to organoids, which serve as models to investigate human biological processes
or developmental diseases.

Although the use of human embryoids may help avoid the concerns of using human
embryos, they provoke significant ethical controversy, mainly because some individuals
may consider them a form of human life. The matter whether human embryoids could
be considered as embryos holds implications for both research and policy. The moral
status of these structures is debatable. They are derived from ESCs or iPSCs and they do
not constitute zygotes derived from the fertilization of an egg with sperm. As a result,
the narrow definition of a human being “from the moment of conception” that some
individuals use may not be applicable here. Accordingly, the days post-fertilization cannot
be defined and the 14-day limit may not be relevant, either. Hence, the question that arises
is whether the 14-day rule could be breached, at least for embryoids derived from iPSCs.

As a consequence, the legal status of these structures is also questionable. To date,
there is little explicit regulation of human embryoid research. Depending on the definition
of embryos in various jurisdictions, on the occasions that such a definition exists in the
national laws, the use of embryoids in research can fall under existing provisions [21].
Hyun et al. make a distinction of different embryo models, depending on whether they
attempt to model the integrated development of the entire conceptus, i.e., whether they
have the potential to form a full organism or not, which may prove to be useful in future
regulation of embryo models [22].

Another important issue to be considered here is that human embryoids derived from
iPSCs could be considered by some as cloned embryos, as they are genetically identical
to the cell donors, which could be subsequently used for therapeutic or reproductive
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applications. This will certainly complicate the regulation of embryoid use taking into
consideration that worldwide policies on human cloning vary significantly, from per-
missive to restrictive or a complete lack of a specific policy. This is another reason why
it is extremely important to provide a definition of an embryo and distinguish embryo
models based on whether they have the potential to form a full organism or not. An
equally important issue that is worth consideration is that of human cloning combined
with eugenics. In pursuit of “perfection”, cloned human embryoids derived from iPSCs
genetically modified to carry desired characteristics (physical or cognitive) may be consid-
ered by some as morally objectionable, leading to fundamental social inequalities and loss
of inter-individual variability.

As technology progresses, cell culture methodologies will be refined and the develop-
ment of embryoids will better resemble the morphology and development of their in vivo
counterparts. At the same time, this will elevate ethical concerns over the conduct of
research in embryoids having the full potential to form an organism, and special legal
oversight will be necessary. The degree of maturation is particularly relevant for embry-
oids. To which extend should human embryoids be allowed to mature? The answer to this
question will have significant implications on their moral status, the degree of protection
that they deserve and the “rights” of embryoids. The more they mature, the more closely
they resemble human embryos and this implies that more research restrictions may be
applicable. Rules, such as the 14-day limit or the appearance of a primitive streak, may also
be applied in the case of such embryoids. The transfer of human embryoids to the uterus
(either human or other mammalian) raises even more ethical concerns and may violate
existing recommendations to ban human cloning.

3.4. Issues Specific to Brain Organoids

Human brain development and diseases affecting the brain are difficult to study in
animal models, mainly due to differences in complexity, physiology and mechanisms
between human and other species. In addition, based on moral grounds, the study of
human brain in fetuses remains controversial. For the above-mentioned reasons, cerebral
or brain organoids are extremely useful to investigate the complex processes of the brain.
Various cerebral organoids have already been developed including forebrain, midbrain,
hypothalamic and whole-brain organoids [10] exhibiting variable resemblance to their
in vivo counterparts.

The main concerns on brain organoids revolve around the fact that these miniature
organs constitute neural entities of human origin and whether they could obtain human
characteristics, cognitive abilities or be sentient. Although researchers working on brain
organoids may not directly aim to develop sentient organoids or organoids with cognitive
abilities, this could be a consequence of their original aim to investigate human diseases and
develop therapies. Thus, a key question that arises is whether they can exhibit conscious-
ness, feel pain, respond to stimuli or even gain experiences in any way. The possibility
that human brain organoids may develop consciousness has major complications. Of
course, considering the lack of consensus on what constitutes consciousness, the lack of
knowledge and the technical challenges on how to detect consciousness or investigate
whether organoids can feel pain, it becomes evident that these issues are difficult to address.
Some argue that the evaluation of the possible state of consciousness in brain organoids
depends on the theory of consciousness that is adopted [23], while others support that
existing tests to assess consciousness in brain-injured non-communicating patients may
provide methods to assess consciousness in brain organoids [24]. In any case, the ability of
brain organoids to host consciousness or feel pain depends on the degree of development
and the maturity at different developmental states.

A portion of researchers argue that scientific knowledge in brain organoids has not yet
enabled organoids to interact and respond to stimuli or gain experience, and perhaps such
concerns seem premature at present. Nonetheless, future advancements in methodology
may allow brain organoids to develop cognitive functions, comparable to the human
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brain. Already, Muotri and colleagues have developed human cortical organoids, a brain
region that controls cognition and interprets sensory information. These cortical organoids
exhibited electrical activity, similar to the ones observed in premature babies born at 25–
39 weeks post-conception [25]. Although brain organoids may not be mature enough to
closely resemble the adult brain, their potential to host cognitive abilities demands strict
ethical scrutiny before the technology progresses up to that point.

To date, the degree of maturity that can be eventually reached by a brain organoid
remains unknown and this has major implications on the informed consent provided by
the cell donors. Uncertainties about the state of consciousness in brain organoids and
whether they are able to feel can dispute that informed consent is really true and informed.
To stretch this point, could there be any kind of connection between the cell donor and the
brain organoid? How could such an issue be reflected in an informed consent?

Whether and to what degree brain organoids can exhibit human characteristics has
major implications on the moral status attributed to brain organoids. In the case that
brain organoids are eventually found to exhibit even a minimal state of consciousness
or found to be the least sentient, they may require special protection. This implies that
limitations should be introduced to regulate the relevant research, including their storage,
manipulation and destruction. For instance, if in the future it is demonstrated that brain
organoids feel pain, then the comparison to animal studies is inevitable, and it will be
necessary to impose rules equivalent to the principles of Replacement, Reduction and
Refinement (3Rs).

3.5. Issues Specific to Gonadal Organoids

Establishing and characterizing testis and ovarian organoids from human iPSCs is a
promising tool in male and female reproductive biology, pathology and toxicology. Indeed,
studies have generated testis-like cells [26] and ovaries [27] with the ability to be cultured as
an organoid from human iPSCs. Gonadal organoids offer an alternative to experiments that
cannot be performed in humans due to ethical or regulatory issues, but their development
and use certainly raise novel ethical concerns.

As with other types of organoids, gonadal organoids can serve as a source of cells
which could be likely used for in vitro fertilization (IVF). This includes cases where no
viable oocytes can be extracted for IVF or cases of cancer where prepubescent girls undergo
chemotherapy treatments destroying their oocytes. Although more research is necessary to
reach the point that iPSCs can be used to develop gonadal organoids that could provide
viable oocytes or sperm, progress in this field may open up new possibilities for infertility
in the future. Indeed, this could help overcome the ethical issue of maternity and paternity
in cases where infertile people use donated gametes that are genetically different from
them. Even so, more complex ethical concerns are raised by the use of gonadal organoids
in fertilization. In theory, a gonadal organoid developed by male iPSCs may be used to
generate oocytes and vice versa, totally challenging the established religious beliefs or
social standards that human reproduction requires a male and a female partner or donor.

The potential of gonadal organoids to be used for reproductive purposes also requires
the explicit consent of tissue donors. In analogy to posthumous gamete and embryo
use for reproductive purposes, which in many jurisdictions is permitted when written
documentation from the deceased allowing the procedure is available, the use of gonadal
organoids could be ethically acceptable only in the case that the cell donor has consented to
this specific purpose. This issue is extremely sensitive considering that the original consent
for the development of the organoid may have been obtained for other purposes, such as
research or treatment, not explicitly for reproductive purposes. Informed consent by the
cell donor in this case is a moral and legal recognition of the person’s autonomy and will
certainly require regulatory oversight.

In any case, a consensus should be reached at an international level on whether
gonadal organoids could be used for reproductive purposes or whether this should
be prohibited. It is important however, to define the scope of such a prohibition. The
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use of gametes originating form gonadal organoids may be banned for clinical use, i.e.,
transfer to the uterus after fertilization, but it could be allowed for research purposes to
investigate infertility.

3.6. Issues Specific to Multi-Organoid Complexes

The field of organoid research is undeniably advancing, and although not completely
mature, scientific and technological developments may allow for connection of multiple
human organoids to create multi-organoid complexes. With the advantage of the organ-on-
a-chip technology and the use of microfluidics, assembling different organoids to multi-
organoid complexes has already been demonstrated. For instance, merging organoid and
organ-on-a-chip technology successfully generated complex multi-layer tissue models in a
human retina-on-a-chip platform [28]. Skardal et al. also described a three-tissue organ-on-
a-chip system, comprised of liver, heart and lung using bioengineered tissue organoids and
tissue constructs that are integrated in a closed circulatory perfusion system [29]. Even more
importantly, Xiang and colleagues recently established the fusion of two distinct region-
specific organoids representing the developing thalamus or cortex, which are critically
involved in sensory-motor processing, attention and arousal, and exhibited the feasibility
of fusion of disparate regionally specific human brain organoids [30].

Although multi-organoid complexes broaden the horizons for drug testing, drug
discovery and personalized medicine [31], these humanized models raise additional con-
cerns and demand moral consideration. As Munsie et al. argue, “the degree of integrated
biological functioning in multi-organoid complexes might trigger moral reactions on the
appropriateness of creating and experimenting with such familiar, biologically humanized
entities” [32]. As demonstrated by Xiang et al., this is of particular importance in cases
where a brain organoid is connected with other nerve tissues or in cases where a brain
organoid is connected with other organoids [30].

The potentiality of such human organoid complexes to accept and respond to stimuli or
to exhibit some kind of autonomous behavior may provoke strong opinions on their human-
like moral status, demanding special protection from harm. Consequently, the comparison
between using multi-organoid complexes and animals is inevitable here. Multi-organoid
complexes that include brain organoids would demand the obligation of researchers to
seek alternative methods of experimentation. At least, they would demand the imposition
of strict rules for pain minimization, manipulation refinement and appropriate methods
of destruction or “sacrifice”, just as in animal studies, which would be assessed through
in-depth ethics review processes by Research Ethics Committees.

3.7. Gene Editing

Human organoid technology can be used in combination with genome (or gene)
editing technologies to either study human diseases or develop novel therapies. Gene
editing techniques can be applied to edit genes in ESCs, iPSCs, germ cells, somatic cells or
even human embryos and hold great therapeutic potential. The CRISPR system has gained
more interest compared to other technologies such as transcription activator-like effector
nucleases (TALENs) and zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), because it is simpler, more flexible
and has a low cost. The proof-of-concept study demonstrated that the CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing system can be used to correct a mutation in the CFTR gene in cultured
intestinal stem cells of cystic fibrosis patients, and the corrected allele is expressed and fully
functional as measured in clonally expanded organoids [13]. This study demonstrated
the potential of CRISPR technology combined with patient-derived organoids and their
utility as platforms for in vitro research and diagnostics. Since then, new applications
of the CRISPR technology in organoids have appeared. CRISPR has been utilized in
gut organoids to model cancer and hereditary diseases, in liver, pancreatic or mammary
organoids to model cancer and in kidney organoids to model polycystic kidney disease
(reviewed in [33,34]).
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Furthermore, genome editing technologies offer a significant advantage in represent-
ing rare genotypes in organoid development. Donors exhibiting unique or rare genotypes
may be extremely valuable in organoid technology, but this creates an enormous ethical
pressure for them to donate their cells [35]. Gene-edited organoids with established rare
genotypes can help avoid the ethical issue that arises in such cases.

CRISPR-edited patient-derived organoids hold great promise for personalized cell
treatments and the replacement of impaired tissue in patients. However, CRISPR/Cas9
is known to be prone to off-target effects, which was also the case in the proof-of-concept
study in organoids [13]. Off-target effects can mediate unexpected mutations at different
loci, raising concerns on the safety of this genome editing technology, mainly due to its
oncogenic potential. This concern is particularly relevant when organoids or cells derived
from organoids are intended to be used for in vivo therapeutic applications, where genomic
integrity is threatened, generating serious ethical implications. Nevertheless, continuous
research has showed that off-target effects can be predicted and protocols can be refined to
increase specificity of the CRISPR technology. Additionally, other Cas9 variants or other
CRISPR-associated nucleases (Cpf1 and C2c1) have been shown to be highly specific and
reduce off-target effects, suggesting that off-target effects will be eventually minimized.
Thereupon, what is the level of safety that should be reached to allow the use of gene-edited
organoids for clinical use in patients? A suggestion here is to use the existing ethical and
legal framework for gene therapy clinical trials. When CRISPR is proved to achieve a
safety level analogous to that of gene therapies reaching the clinical trial stage, the next
step would be to study gene-edited organoids as potential therapies, in the setting of a
robust, first-in-human clinical trial producing accurate evidence on safety.

However, even in the case that an optimum level of safety has been reached for genome
editing technologies, it may not be ethically acceptable to alter the human genome. Some
argue that editing the human genome in cells subsequently transplanted into humans could
mark the beginning of a slippery slope, which will eventually lead to other applications,
being gene editing in germ cells and human embryos, human cloning or the creation of
human–animal chimeras, and such applications fail to protect the fundamental value of
human dignity.

Yet again, we should consider essential differences for certain types of organoids.
The special moral status attributed to embryoids and cerebral organoids and the potential
use of gonadal organoids in reproduction perhaps allow their genetic manipulation and
subsequent use for research purposes but not for clinical applications. A consensus should
be reached between researchers on whether the use of CRISPR-edited embryoids, brain
and gonadal organoids must be prohibited at the clinical level.

3.8. Creation of Chimeras

Transplantation of human cells in animal models and the subsequent creation of
human-animal chimeras has been widely used in certain research fields. For instance,
humanized mouse models are being extensively studied in cancer research, without gener-
ating massive arguments. In principle, human stem cell transplantation into animals is not
distinct from transplanting human organoids into animals, but the latter may create major
ethical concerns, mostly due to the fact that the transplanted human mini organs closely
resemble their in vivo counterparts.

Before all else, a key question that should be addressed in chimeric research is whether
crossing species boundaries is ethically acceptable. For some, this is a violation of human
dignity and human nature. Animals have a different moral and legal status from that of
human beings, and are consequently treated differently. Animals are neither considered as
“things” nor “persons” and do not have rights (at least yet) merely because they cannot
fulfill any obligations. Quite the reverse, humans do have an obligation to protect animals
and this is inherently recognized by permitting animal experimentation for scientific
purposes to obtain new knowledge for the benefit of mankind, but with respect to certain
principles for animal welfare, under specific legislation and under strict conditions of
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licensing by the competent authorities [36]. Accordingly, a primary ethical issue in chimeric
research concerns animal welfare and the effects of organoid engraftment in the health of
animals. In this respect, depending on the chimeric model and the human organoid used,
the extent of maturation is critical and it is crucial to restrict the development of chimeric
organisms, e.g., into early life instead of allowing them to reach an advanced age.

As organoid technology progresses, however, the ethical concerns grow to include
particularly the use of human brain and gonadal organoids in chimeric research. When
human brain organoids are transplanted in animals, this may change the cognitive capa-
bilities of the resulting chimera [37,38]. Considering also the possibility of human brain
organoids developing sentience or consciousness (as discussed earlier), such human-animal
chimeras are ethically highly problematic. When human gonadal organoids are used in
animals, this raises the additional possibility of cross-species fertilization. Following these
possibilities for brain and gonadal organoids, the confusion as to the moral status of the
chimeric organism and whether it should be treated as a human or an animal is apparent
and justifiable. This is of greater concern when larger animal models than mice are used,
such as non-human primates, at least due to their morphological similarity to humans.

The use of human organoids in animals probably does not require new legislation, as it
falls under existing regulatory frameworks of chimeric research and animal welfare. Many
European countries including Greece, Cyprus, Italy and Germany prohibit the creation
of human–animal chimeras by law, mainly due to ethical issues that arise by chimeric
research and the lack of ability to predict the potential outcomes of such experiments. Such
prohibitions are included in existing regulations for medically assisted reproduction and
in vitro fertilization.

On the other hand, the creation of human–animal chimeras and even the develop-
ment of cytoplasmic hybrid embryos for research purposes are permitted in the UK. As
organoid technology progresses, legislations in the USA and Europe may need to be re-
vised regarding chimeric research in order to avoid lagging behind in research compared
to countries such as China and the UK that allow it. In any case, however, ethical scrutiny
is required by the competent Research Ethics Committees reviewing the relevant protocols
of organoid transplantation into animals, especially when the resulting chimeric organisms
are expected to create confusion over their human or animal nature. Research protocols of
human–animal chimeras involving use of human whole organoids should be reviewed on
a case-by-case basis, because the potential benefits and risks and the ethical concerns which
vary according to the type of organoid must be taken into consideration in each case. It is
also important that research involving transplantation of human organoids into animals
should be conducted gradually, closely monitoring any changes in the body and behavior
of the resulting chimeric organisms at every step.

3.9. Organoid Transplantation

It has been proposed that organoid technology may serve as a source of organs for
transplantation, even though most researchers believe this goal is a long way off. Moving
from bench to bedside, human organoids could serve an unmet worldwide need: the
shortage of grafts for transplantation for replacing damaged tissues or whole organs. Of
course, for clinical translation of organoids, certain standards of size, degree of maturity,
organoid functionality and safety need to be achieved first. With ongoing research and
continuous improvement of organoid technology, some of these obstacles are expected to
fade. In a very recent example, Liu et al. managed to scale up mini-organs by using Multi-
Organoid Patterning and Fusion, a robust organoid engineering approach to assemble
individual airway organoids of different sizes into upscaled, scaffold-free airway tubes
with predefined shapes [39], demonstrating that the size of organoids may not be a problem
for transplantations in the future.

Hence, before moving from bench to bedside, there is a need to analyze and consider
the ethical issues of a first-in-human organoid transplantation trial. Such issues are not
new, in the sense that they are common for all first-in-human trials involving a novel
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therapeutic approach. A first-in-human organoid transplantation trial would pre-require
extensive preclinical research in human–animal chimeras showing sufficient evidence for
organ engraftment, organ functionality and safety of the transplantation should include a
full assessment of potential benefits and risks, a favorable risk–benefit balance that justifies
the intervention, selection of participants and appropriate informed consent procedures.
A distinction in a first-in-human organoid transplantation trial is the fact that it would
require the participation of vulnerable patients in Phase I, who are at late stage of disease
and urgently require organ transplantation. Therefore, it contains the risk of the so-called
“therapeutic misconception”, a phenomenon during which the study participants have
no other available therapeutic options and believe that they will be personally benefited
therapeutically by the clinical trial rather than they will help to generate knowledge and
advance the science for certain diseases [40]. In view of that, the risk of therapeutic
misconception must be taken into consideration during the informed consent procedure
and ensure that participants in the trial fully understand the true benefits of research.

Some scientists have even raised the question about whether it is ethically acceptable
to include children in a first-in-human organoid transplantation clinical trial and under
which conditions. Of course, these would be children who suffer from severe conditions
that predominantly affect children, such as metabolic diseases [41]. In such cases, addi-
tional ethical concerns should be considered including the principle of subsidiarity, which
demands that clinical research involving children is only permissible if the clinical study
cannot be performed in adults. Such first-in-children clinical trial for liver organoid trans-
plantation could be ethically justified provided that certain guidelines are followed and
various safeguards are met [41].

Finally, it is worth noting that organoid transplantation may offer an alternative
to xenotransplantation [42]. Xenotransplantation is the transplantation, implantation or
infusion of living cells, tissues or whole organs from animals to humans and has been
examined as a possible solution to the scarcity of human organ donors, to the illegal
trade of organs from living donors and the use of condemned prisoners as donors, which
is permitted in some countries. It involves genetic modification of animals (e.g., pigs
and non-human primates) so that their organs cause a reduced immune response when
transplanted into humans, raising arguments on the welfare of the donor animals. In
addition, xenotransplantation encompasses serious safety issues, because of the possibility
to transmit infectious agents from animals to human recipients threatening the recipient’s
health but also public health. Perhaps more importantly, transplanting animal organs into
humans raises concerns over whether this changes the human nature of the recipient and
whether it violates the integrity of the human species. These issues result in reduced societal
acceptability of xenotransplantation. Could organoid transplantation offer a substitute
approach that can diminish such ethical concerns? Indeed, organoids are derived from
humans, and therefore cannot change our human nature. They can even be derived from
the recipient’s cells, vanishing the risk of transmitting (animal) diseases and minimizing
the risk of organ rejection by the recipient’s immune system.

3.10. Commercialization of Organoids

Human tissues and cells hold great commercial significance beyond transplantation
and transfusion, and this is well exhibited through their use in organoid technology and
its numerous applications in disease modelling and regenerative and precision medicine.
Nevertheless, commercialization of human body parts and tissues poses ethical and legal
challenges arising from the main question of whether it is possible to have property rights
in biological materials extracted from the human body and consequently, whether we
can sell them and have a financial gain. Opponents of human body commercialization
are in favor of donation in research or therapy as an act of altruism of the donors and
solidarity with those in need. In this context, it should be examined whether it is ethically
acceptable to commercialize organoids derived from human tissues. On the one hand, if
it is not allowed to commercialize organoids, even independently of the tissue donor’s
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will, then the risk of halting or placing obstacles in biomedical research is apparent. On
the other hand, if organoids can be “traded” as commodities, then the interests of third
parties ultimately have more value that the rights of tissue donors. Of course, property and
commercialization concerns do not have a basis in the case of autologous use of human
organoids, where the donor and the recipient are the same person who will potentially
benefit from such a procedure.

An approach to address this difficult issue is to classify human bodily material as
either subject or object, but this may not reflect their true moral value. As discussed earlier,
certain types of organoids may deserve special protection due to their “special” moral status.
Depending on their maturation, embryoids may closely resemble human embryos, brain
organoids may exhibit even a minimal state of consciousness, or multi-organoid complexes
may respond to stimuli or exhibit autonomous behavior, and therefore, their moral value is
certainly higher compared to, say, kidney or intestine organoids. Accordingly, embryoids,
brain organoids and multi-organoid complexes may be considered closer to “subjects” than
“objects”, but as with animals which are neither considered as “things” nor “persons”,
human organoids could be something between “subjects” and “objects”.

Boers et al. proposed that instead of categorizing human bodily material as either
subject or object, organoids should be recognized as hybrids, which are neither human nor
non-human, by considering that organoids exhibit: (i) subject-like values since they can
relate to the bodily integrity of donors and recipients, to the personal identity and values
of donors, to the privacy of donors and they can impact the well-being of donors, and (ii)
object-like values, since they constitute biotechnological artefacts, they are a technology and
they can serve as instruments to achieve scientific, clinical or commercial aims. They further
described a process of legitimizing the commercialization of organoids by a detachment of
the instrumental and commercial value of organoids from their associations with persons
and their bodies [43]. Indeed, such an approach respects both the moral value of organoids,
which stems from their connection to the cell donors and the advantages for science.

According to normative national or European documents and guidelines, the human
bodily parts (including not only whole organs but also human tissues) shall not give rise
to financial gain. Nevertheless, current practices in Europe and an analysis of normative
documents shows that the ban on commercialization of bodily material is not as strict as
it may appear at first sight. Some countries have not ratified the relevant conventions or
certain European directives and that leaves room for the commercial practice of tissue
procurement and transfer [44]. Looking into the future, organoid technology with its
enormous potential deserves and should have a clearer regulatory framework on whether
the commercialization of human organoids is legitimate or whether it should be prohibited.

3.11. Patentability of Organoids

A relevant point to the commercialization of organoids is whether they should be
patentable. Both dilemmas derive from the demand of property or ownership of the
produced organoids. Patenting is a system of intellectual property protection designed
to reward inventors. Organoids derived from human cells, either embryonic or adult
stem cells, are biotechnology products resulting from the application of cell and molecular
biology methods to manipulate biological processes, and thus can be deemed as patentable
interventions. Indeed, a number of patents have been granted for various organoids or
methods to develop organoids in the USA and Japan [45].

On the one hand, a robust patent system is desirable to ensure funding and progress
in organoid technology, to encourage research in such beneficial areas that hold great
promises in disease modelling and personalized treatments. On the other hand, in some
cases, patent protection for biotechnological inventions can be limited for ethical reasons.
It can be argued that the principles of beneficence and justice are not served by patent
systems because patents lead to increased costs for patients and National Health Systems.
At least in the European patent system, certain methods or products may be prohibited if
they are contrary to “ordre public” or morality.
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Particularly for organoids, once more, the type of organoid produced could play a
significant role on whether it is eligible for a patent or not. Due to their special moral value,
embryoids and brain organoids could be excluded from patents based on the notion of
morality. Brain organoids with their potential to obtain human characteristics, cognitive
abilities or to develop sentience may not be patent eligible based on the general prohibition
against the patenting of immoral inventions. Likewise, the patentability of embryoids
can be challenged due to their potential, particularly for the European patent system.
For instance, the decision of the Courts of Justice of the European Union on the case
of Oliver Brüstle v Greenpeace, related to neural precursor cells and the processes for
their production from embryonic stem cells and their use for therapeutic purposes [46],
illustrated that patenting of interventions that require prior destruction of human embryos
or their use as base material can be problematic. The Courts of Justice of the European
Union subsequently considered that the patent prohibition applies to anything functionally
equivalent to an embryo with the “inherent capacity of developing into a human being”,
and determined that parthenotes which are produced from an unfertilized ovum do not
possess that capacity and so are patent eligible [47]. This latest decision may also have
implications for the patenting of human embryoids, but considering the progress in this
field and that the degree of maturity in various embryoids varies, it is difficult to assess
whether embryoids have the “capacity of developing into a human being”. As a result,
definitions are of major importance here, too, with implications on whether organoids will
be patent eligible or not.

3.12. The Cost of Treatments and Issues of Equity

Commercialization and patentability of organoids have major implications on the final
cost of the produced treatments. Existing examples of advanced therapies have shown
that stem cell therapies may be expensive [48,49], which raises serious ethical concerns
over the unequal distribution of effective therapies based on wealth and socioeconomic
status. Increased cost means that not all patients in need will have access to expensive
personalized treatments, despite the fact that they may be life-saving. On the other hand,
iPSCs are relatively easy to obtain, which means that in the future, organoids derived from
iPSCs may indeed provide a more affordable option for treatment. Thus, equity is a primary
concern since the potential benefits of organoid technology should be distributed evenly.

3.13. Misuse and Dual Use Issues of Organoids

As with most biotechnologies, organoid technology could also be used for malevolent
purposes. Rinaldi and Colotti argue that organoids can be used for harmful purposes and
bioterrorism. For instance, lung and brain organoids could be used to test the toxicity of
new chemical weapons, toxic chemicals or toxins, or to assess the infectivity of biological
agents [50]. More than other in vitro cell systems, the knowledge gained through the use
of organoids can also be used for military applications. Biobots combining robots and
human tissues, such as organoids, are typical examples of items raising dual-use concerns.
This is particularly possible for brain organoids connected to a body, such as a robot,
not necessarily a human-like robot. Small insect- or amphibian-like robots can provide a
“vector” for military applications with even autonomous or semi-autonomous properties.

Such malevolent and dual use applications must be considered at an early stage
because, as the technology progresses, certain characteristics or “abilities” of organoids
evolve. Raising these ethical issues among researchers is a necessary first step to prevent
such applications. Although researchers have benign intentions when they develop and
experiment on organoid technology and its applications, this does not mean that the tech-
nology or the knowledge gained by it cannot fall in the wrong hands. Special regulations
may not be necessary for dual and malevolent use of organoids, but current legislations
and ethics standards covering the potential misuse or dual use of biotechnologies can be
applicable in organoids, too.
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3.14. Organoid Biobanking

Organoid biobanking is extremely important for translational research. Organoid
biobanks constitute living biobanks storing viable cells, tissues or even whole mini organs
that can play a double role in research (e.g., alternatives for drug testing in animals,
disease modeling, models of organ development) and clinical settings (e.g., precision
medicine, regenerative medicine, transplantation). Large collections of different types of
organoids representing the genetic heterogeneity of healthy individuals or patients with
various diseases offer tremendous advantages for the study of human diseases and the
development of treatments.

Small or larger collections of patient-derived organoids have already been established,
mainly for cancer studies. These biobanks store patient-derived tumor and matching
healthy organoids including colorectal cancer, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, breast
cancer, prostate cancer and liver cancer organoids, mainly used to test drug sensitivity
(reviewed in [51]). Recently, the first pediatric cancer organoid biobank containing tumor
and matching normal kidney organoids was also set up, aiming to capture the heterogeneity
of pediatric kidney tumors [52]. The potential advantages of organoid technologies have led
large, international initiatives, such as the Human Cancer Models Initiative (HCMI) [53], to
join forces and generate large biobanks of organoids available for the research community.

Nevertheless, organoid biobanking has ethical implications. Some concerns are old
but new ethical issues arise due to the very nature of organoids. At the current stage of
organoid biobanking, there are no binding rules, principles or legal norms defining the
rights and duties of donors and biobankers. Notably, the ambiguous moral and legal
status of organoids further complicates the issue of who owns the cell-derived organoids.
Organoids are biological entities that do not clearly fall into the categories of cells, gametes,
tissues or organs which are legally regulated under relevant laws. Defining the legal status
of organoids, including certain types such as brain organoids, gonadal organoids and
embryoids, is the cornerstone for the consent of cell donors and the subsequent uses of
organoids (e.g., research, clinical, not-for profit, for-profit). Ultimately, defining the legal
status of organoids is a central element in the governance of organoid biobanks.

Commercialization of organoid biobanks raises the issue of fairness and can affect the
donors’ trust and their willingness to provide their samples [54]. Anonymization of the
samples would practically make organoids ownerless but this approach does not allow
donors to maintain their right to withdraw consent. The ownership status of organoids
becomes even more ambiguous if organoids are modified through gene editing, which
means that the final organoid has been produced by means of a technical process, allowing
room for patenting. To overcome the issue of ownership, many existing biobanks that
store and use human biological materials have agreed to be custodians or trustees. A
similar strategy can also be applicable to organoids biobanks. Custodians can act as the
organization that actually holds the assets and trustees can act as managers of the assets
for the beneficiaries of a trust or other party. The literature also suggests that the idea
of treating participants more like “partners” rather than passive tissue “donors” makes
biobank governance more ethically responsible and fair, particularly in the context of living
organoids derived from stem cells of donors [54].

Organoid biobanking demands proper informed consent strategies for both research
and clinical purposes. Similarly to biobanking of human cells and tissues, different consent
approaches can be followed in organoid biobanking: (a) a blanket consent without any
limitations, (b) a broad consent with some restrictions, (c) a tiered consent for certain areas
(e.g., cancer), or for specific diseases (e.g., breast cancer), or (d) a continuous consent, which
requires re-consent for new uses or purposes. There is no consensus on the most suitable
type of consent for organoid biobanking. As in many other cases, a continuous consent
would be impractical and requires an investment of time and resources that impedes the
accomplishment of biobanks’ aims. On the one hand, the more specific a consent is, the
more control is given to donors over their donation. On the other hand, in order to prevent
losing potential social benefits from the use of organoids, a broad consent may be a better
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option in organoid biobanking, as long as donors are provided with sufficient information
to make a reasonably informed decision.

However, donors may have specific concerns, as in the case that the biobank is commer-
cial or for-profit. Therefore, a significant point which must not be missed in the informed
consent is whether the cell donor is informed about the prospect of commercialization of
organoids, and whether he/she agrees to it. Objections may also arise based on the type
of organoid that is biobanked. For brain organoids or embryoids, donors may feel more
attached to them compared to other organoids. Opt-out options should be available in such
cases, providing donors the opportunity to object to certain uses or purposes (e.g., object
to use after the donor’s death, non-therapeutic uses, commercial purposes), according to
their personal values and beliefs. In any case, the consent procedure is and should remain
central in the governance of organoids biobanks, to ensure voluntary and well-informed
donation of samples.

In biobanking, donors provide their consent (whether broad or specific) based on the
condition that their privacy and personal data are protected by de-identification of the
samples. Perhaps one of the major harm risks in biobanking is associated with breaking
privacy of donors. One approach to de-identification is anonymization of samples. This
may be applicable for organoid biobanks for research purposes only, in which case the
return of results to donors may not be necessary. Nevertheless, one should not overlook the
skepticism that true anonymization of genetic data may not be feasible, due to their very
nature. Some believe that the availability of DNA sequencing technology can make it diffi-
cult to maintain anonymization without previous agreements to not pursue identification
via next-generation sequencing.

However, for evident reasons, anonymization is unsuitable for biobanks that even-
tually use organoids for clinical applications, such as personalized treatments, precision
medicine and transplantation, as none of these therapeutic approaches are feasible with-
out knowing the donor’s identity. The decision of patients to donate their stem cells for
organoid biobanking partly depends on the possibility of them being cured from severe
diseases for which no other effective treatments exist. Thus, anonymization is not deemed
appropriate in this case.

What we also need to take into consideration is the fact that organoids are accompa-
nied by genetic data, which are sensitive personal data and demand robust measures of
data protection, particularly for organoids stored long-term and used many years after
the original stem cell donation. Again, this issue must be addressed during the informed
consent procedure. At the same time, bankers and investigators are legally and ethically ob-
ligated to protect sensitive data of donors. They are required to take appropriate measures
to minimize the risk of unauthorized third parties obtaining access to health and genetic
data. Finally, the unclear legal status of organoids and the ambiguous ownership status
also have implications on the ownership of the genotypic or phenotypic data produced in
organoid studies, and this deserves close consideration.

When some of these organoid applications move from research to clinical uses, e.g., the
production of personalized treatments, further considerations must be taken into account.
The clinical validation of organoids must precede and subsequently, possible risks and
benefits of the treatment, of alternative treatments and of refusing the treatment must
also be considered. As a matter of fact, every research activity or clinical application does
involve a certain level of risk for participants or patients. As with human cell and tissue
biobanking, a key issue is that the potential risks to cells donors are disproportionate to
the overall benefits of organoids biobanking. Obviously, this does not lift the obligation
of bankers and researchers to take every possible measure to protect donors from such
risks. In any case, the long-term storage and use of “live” organoids demands meticulous,
continuous ethics review and oversight by independent ethics bodies. Members of these
Ethics Bodies should have a high level of expertise in ethics, law, organoid technology and
biobanking, and of course, representatives of donors or patients should also participate.
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Finally, let us not forget the lessons learnt from the past regarding human biological
material biobanks. What will the fate of organoids be upon unexpected or planned closure
of a biobank? In this respect, a strategy must be in place in each biobank to handle the
organoids according to the relevant legislation but also according to the donor’s informed
consent. This, of course, requires that the possibility of closure of the biobank has been
taken into consideration during the informed consent procedure. Instead of losing the
benefits from previous work on organoids, perhaps the best plan in case of closure is
to ensure that stored organoids are preserved by transferring the biobank’s resources to
another entity [55]. In addition, the organization level of organoid biobanks will play a
key role in their sustainability, but also in the quality of services provided. To protect
and ensure a high quality of research and services, organoid biobanks should implement
standard operating procedures, quality assurance and quality control programs. In order to
achieve consistency in their practices, organoid biobanks should also obtain accreditation,
which requires previous dedication of staff and resources. This is particularly important as
organoid biobanking is expected to increase in the near to mid-term future.

4. Concluding Remarks

Organoid technology holds great promises as alternatives for animal experiments,
disease modeling, regenerative medicine, precision medicine and transplantation. How-
ever, this technology raises complex ethical issues related to the moral and legal status of
organoids, informed consent and privacy of donors, property rights and governance of
biobanks, in both research and clinical settings. A special moral status can be attributed to
certain types of organoids, such as brain and gonadal organoids, creating debates amongst
scientists and members of society on whether they demand special protection compared
to other organoids. In the present manuscript, the ethical challenges posed by organoid
technology have been analyzed and specific recommendations on ethical and regulatory
oversight have been offered.

In view of the fact that up to this moment, there are no specific regulations or guide-
lines for organoid use in research and clinical care, a general combined approach should
be followed to achieve ethical use of organoid technology. The first step would be to
examine if existing ethics review processes, guidelines and regulatory frameworks are also
applicable to organoids. To the degree that organoids show similarities with hESCs or
iPSCs, their use can be examined through existing guidelines of the International Society
for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR) for both stem cell research and clinical translation [56],
which could be adapted if necessary. For organoids used for the development of novel
therapies, the standard approaches to ethics oversight in gene therapy and the relevant
legislation may also be applicable. Likewise, for long term storage of organoids in biobanks,
existing oversight mechanisms in human biological material and DNA biobanking could
be extended to ensure ethically sound strategies for organoid biobanking.

Even so, some of the ethical challenges posed by organoids are not specifically ad-
dressed. Therefore, a second step is required to ensure ethical use of organoids. This is
to examine whether specific types of organoids or specific applications demand special
regulatory provisions. This certainly includes the case of brain organoids and embryoids,
which may have an increased moral status. For instance, existing legislations in various
jurisdictions regulating in vitro fertilization and embryo research may not be appropriate
for embryoids that are not a product of egg fertilization. In such cases, specific regula-
tory frameworks will promote and support ethical organoid research or applications in
clinical care.

A third complementary step would be essential to ensure societal acceptance of
organoid use and participation in relevant research. This is to engage the public and
promote a dialogue between science and civil society on the ethical issues around organoids
including informed consent and privacy, and experimenting with human brain tissues
and embryo-like tissues. Public engagement will also help minimize public confusion
and misinterpretations of using “mini-organs in a dish” and at the same time will avoid
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promises of organoid technology that cannot be confirmed. Of course, this needs to
be combined with appropriate public (media) communication to avoid hyperboles and
excessive expectations of organoid use.

A final, equally important step to ensure ethical oversight and ethical use of organoids
would be to continuously monitor the rapid advancements of this technology. This is
particularly important as organoid research moves into clinical trials to ensure that any
new ethics issues or any changes in the complexity of existing issues will be taken into
consideration.

This four-step approach will help maximize the biomedical and social benefits of
organoid technology. Despite the multifaceted and complex ethical challenges posed by
organoid use and biobanking, we have a moral obligation to make sure that we do not lose
any of the potential benefits through careful considerations, ethical and legal oversight.
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Abstract: The societal acceptability of different applications of genomic technologies to animal pro-
duction systems will determine whether their innovation trajectories will reach the commercialisation
stage. Importantly, technological implementation and commercialisation trajectories, regulation,
and policy development need to take account of public priorities and attitudes. More effective
co-production practices will ensure the application of genomic technologies to animals aligns with
public priorities and are acceptable to society. Consumer rejection of, and limited demand for, animal
products developed using novel genomic technologies will determine whether they are integration
into the food system. However, little is known about whether genomic technologies that accelerate
breeding but do not introduce cross-species genetic changes are more acceptable to consumers
than those that do. Five focus groups, held in the north east of England, were used to explore the
perceptions of, and attitudes towards, the use of genomic technologies in breeding farm animals
for the human food supply chain. Overall, study participants were more positive towards genomic
technologies applied to promote animal welfare (e.g., improved disease resistance), environmental
sustainability, and human health. Animal “disenhancement” was viewed negatively and increased
food production alone was not perceived as a potential benefit. In comparison to gene editing,
research participants were most negative about genetic modification and the application of gene
drives, independent of the benefits delivered.

Keywords: breeding; ethics; farm animals; focus groups; genomics; public attitudes

1. Introduction

Much of the world population is still dependent on animals as a source of protein [1].
Increasing demand is a consequence of increased populations, incomes, and urbanisation
in both low- and high-resource countries [2]. At the same time, there is increasing societal
concern about ethical issues associated with animal welfare standards [3], such as, for
example, intensive production systems [4] and the application of novel technologies to
enhance animal production [5]. As a result, there has been a considerable focus within
scientific and policy communities on the application of novel genomic technologies to
improve animal production systems and disease resistance in livestock [6], including inter
alia genetic modification [5], gene editing, such as CRISPR-Cas9 [7], and the prospective
application of synthetic biology [8]. At the same time, there is a body of evidence to suggest
that public acceptance of the application of genomic technologies to animal production
systems is nuanced by the type of genomic technology being applied (e.g., genetic modifica-
tion versus gene editing), the intended outcome of the modification (e.g., improved animal
welfare or increased profitability), and the target organisms used in the modification (e.g.,
mammals, birds, or fish) [9]. Differences in public attitudes toward applying gene editing to
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agricultural crops have been observed when compared to genetic modification, and conven-
tional breeding technologies are applied to meet the same objectives. Kato-Nitta et al. [10]
report that participants in their survey tended to have more favourable attitudes toward
gene editing than toward genetic modification when applied to crops. Attitudes toward
the use of gene editing in plant breeding appear less firmly entrenched than for genetic
modification [11,12]. It is notable that some applications of gene editing are more accept-
able than others. Yunes et al. [13] report, in a quantitative study of gene editing applied
to cattle, low public acceptance overall. In cases where support was given, it was highly
dependent on the type and purpose of the application proposed. Similarly, Busch et al. [14]
indicate that their participants evaluated the application of gene editing to promote disease
resistance in humans most positively, followed by disease resistance in plants, and then
in animals, but considered changes in product quality and quantity in cattle as the most
negative outcome of gene editing.

The aim of the research presented here is to understand public perceptions of the use of
different genomic technologies in breeding farm animals used in food production, including
ethical concerns linked to different technological outcomes. An extensive body of literature
regarding public perceptions and other socio-economic aspects of genetically modified
animals or other genomic technologies such as cloning applied to food production and other
areas of application is available (see, inter alia [15–17]), although less research has been
conducted in relation to gene-edited animals. It has been established that the way people
perceive new (food) technologies, for example, in relation to potential risks and benefits,
determines whether they accept the development and implementation [18]. Risk perception
refers to people’s subjective judgments about the likelihood of negative occurrences, such
as negative impacts on animal health or the environment, and is important in health and
risk communication because it determines which hazards people care about and how they
deal with them [19]. This includes communication about buying products produced using
genomic technologies [20]. Risk perception is important to policy makers as the public may
reject technologies that they perceive to be risky or unethical, independent of technical risk
assessments provided by experts. It is important to note that research into risk perception
reflects an objective analysis of public or consumer attitudes (Nuffield Council of Bioethics
(2021) Genome editing and farmed animal breeding: social and ethical issues. NCOB,
London, UK).

Advances in biotechnology have given rise to novel approaches to breeding farmed
animals for human consumption. This includes, for example, breeding disease-resistant,
healthier, and more productive animals (e.g., the case of CRISPR-Cas9 in pigs [21–23]),
animal production systems with reduced environmental impacts, for example, in relation
to greenhouse gas emissions [24], and producing animals more amenable to being managed
in existing animal husbandry systems [25]. It is important to understand how citizens
perceive the application of different genomic technologies in animal production systems,
as they are unlikely to be adopted if there is societal opposition to their application, which
is frequently underpinned by moral concerns [26]. Public acceptance may be linked to
both the acceptability of the specific biotechnological process applied in the process of
modification [9] and the developers’ reason for applying it. For example, public concerns
about the acceptability of animal products have focused on different issues, such as animal
welfare [27,28] and environmental and human health concerns [29,30].

The evolving legislative framework, the potential impact of public perceptions of risk,
benefit, and ethical concern on this framework [31], and the extent to which consumer
perceptions have contributed to the European Union’s regulations regarding genetic modi-
fication within animal production systems clearly indicate [20] that consumer acceptability
has to be taken into account.

However, differences in perceptions and attitudes need to be assessed in relation to
different types of genomic application. Variations in legislative frameworks between di-
verse regions also exist. For example, within Europe, CRISPR-Cas9 technology is regulated
in the same way as genetic modification (GM) [32], whereas in the US the resultant product
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is not considered GM. Hence, there exists a fundamental difference in approach where the
US focus is on the ultimate “product”, while the EU focus is on the “process” [33].

Perceptions of, and Attitudes towards, Genomic Technologies Applied to Agriculture

While there is an extensive body of literature on public perceptions of and attitudes
towards the genetic modification of plants, and to some extent to animals and micro-
organisms, other areas of genomic science applied to food production, for example, using
animals, have not been so extensively researched. However, there is some evidence that
public attitudes to gene drives used in agriculture are, as for genetic modification, nuanced
by moral concerns and associated attitudes [34]. Similar findings have been reported for
agricultural applications of gene editing [35]. Generally, the focus of this body of research
has tended to be on understanding public attitudes to biotechnological methods applied
to plants. There is little research conducted in relation to some comparator technologies,
for example, accelerated animal breeding, although there is some evidence that the public
associate the latter with genetic modification [36].

The focus groups methodology was applied in order to (1) explore the attitudes of UK
citizens towards some genomic technologies; (2) discuss and consider ethical dilemmas
that may occur as a result of the use of genomic technologies in animal production systems.

2. Materials and Methods

Following ethical approval for the research (Newcastle University Ethics Committee,
approval number 7235/2018), focus group discussions were used to initiate discourses
between participants, allowing the researcher to decipher and moderate the divergent
opinions [37]. Five (5) focus group discussions were organised, with 6–12 individuals in
each group discussion. In total, 38 respondents participated, and the discussions took place
between November and December 2018. Four focus group discussions were conducted
in the city of Newcastle, and the fifth in a village in rural Northumberland. Each focus
group discussion lasted between 50 and 70 min and was moderated by a trained researcher
and an assistant. Saturation was reached during the fifth focus group discussion, with no
further information being obtained.

2.1. Recruiting Participants

Initially, posters and flyers advertised for potential recruits on public notice boards.
Respondents who expressed interest in taking part in the discussions were sent further
information regarding the study’s purpose and informed that if they were selected to take
part, they would receive a GBP 10.00 shopping voucher. Interested respondents were sent
a brief socio-demographic questionnaire to complete (age, occupation, gender, educational
background, nationality, and dietary preferences). People below the age of 18 years were
excluded, and participants with different socio-demographic characteristics were randomly
allocated across the four urban and rural groups (Table 1). The results of the initial pilot
group were included in the main analysis as no changes were made following the pilot.

Four of the discussions were held within Newcastle University and the fifth focus
group discussion was held in Elsdon, a rural village 40 km north of Newcastle.

2.2. Structure and Approach to Focus Group Discussions

Participants were briefed on the discussions and asked to sign consent forms. They
were subsequently randomly allocated numbers with which they were identified in the
discussion in order to anonymise responses. They were from that point only referred to
by their gender, random number, and the focus group in which they participated (e.g., a
female that received the random number 3, in focus group 1, would be identified only as
(F3, FG1). All focus groups followed the same protocols, developed by the authors of this
paper. Each focus group discussion was preceded by a PowerPoint presentation where the
moderator presented an overview of the technological issues discussed in the focus groups
in relation to biotechnology.
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Table 1. Summary demographics of focus group discussion participants.

VARIABLE NUMBER (%)

Gender

Male (M) 22 (58)

Female (F) 16 (42)

Age groups

18–30 18 (47.4)

31–43 9 (23.7)

44–56 4 (10.5)

>57 7 (18.4)

Mean (age) 37.6

Nationality

United Kingdom 23 (60.5)

European 3 (8)

Asian 4 (10.5)

African 7 (18.4)

Caribbean 1 (2.6)

Employment status

Unemployed 1 (2.6)

Paid employment 15 (39.5)

Student 18 (47.4)

Retired 4 (10.5)

Self-stated dietary preferences

Asian 1 (2.6)

None 27 (71)

Halal 3 (8)

Lacto-ovo free 1 (2.6)

Vegan 2 (5.2)

Vegetarian 3 (8)

Non-Vegetarian Hindu 1 (2.6)

2.2.1. Part I—Attitude to Different Genomic Technologies Applied to Animal
Production Systems

Participants were provided with descriptions of various genomic technologies applied
to animals used in food production systems. As a “warm -up” exercise, participants
were asked to rate how ethically acceptable they viewed each type of genomic technology
listed on a scale of 0–5, with 0 being unacceptable and 5 being entirely acceptable. The
genomic technologies considered here were genetic modification (GM), structural genomics,
functional genomics, conservation genomics, proteomics, and gene drive (see Table 2).
Participants were asked to describe why they assigned the score given to that particular
genomic technology, which then led to a group discussion of the various technologies about
why the various technologies were or were not ethically acceptable. The aggregated results
were provided as feedback to frame the discussion, but will not be considered further here
because small sample sizes mean that statistical analysis is not appropriate.
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Table 2. Areas of genomic technology discussed.

Type of Genomic Technology Brief Description of Technology
Examples of Application to Animal
Production Systems for Food Use

Genetic Modification

Changing the genetic makeup of cells, including the
transfer of genes within and across species boundaries,
to correct defects or produce improved and/or novel

organisms.

Insertion into pigs of spinach gene to change
body composition for better food production.
Insertion of a modified gene to create animals

resistant to heat stress.

Structural Genomics
DNA sequencing, sequence assembly, sequence

organisation, and management and determination of
the structure of every protein encoded by the genome.

Identifying animals with “desirable” genes,
e.g., greater productive yield, better disease

resistance.

Functional Genomics Reconstruction of genome sequences to discover the
functions of the genes together.

Identifying how genes interact to produce
desirable traits, e.g., animal behaviour, health,

and increase in productivity.

Conservation genomics Use of genomic sequencing to better evaluate genetic
factors key to species conservation.

Establishment of the size and health of a gene
pool or genetic diversity of a population
including preserving at-risk genotypes.

Proteomics The large-scale study of the structure of proteins and
what their function is and how they interact in animals.

Understanding of the function and regulation
of genes, and how these participate in complex

networks producing proteins and other
biological agents controlling the phenotypic

characteristics of a trait.

Gene Drive

Natural or genetically engineering the characteristics of
a particular trait so that it dominates other traits and

can propagate throughout a whole population or
species.

Gene drives can be used to counter
animal-borne diseases and can either arise
naturally or be genetically engineered, e.g.,
using CRISPR (gene editing) technology.

2.2.2. Part II—Relative Importance of Genomic Technologies Applied to Animal
Production Systems

This section was designed to understand what participants thought about the different
genomic technologies under consideration in relation to their potential impacts within
society. Information was provided to participants linking some claimed potential benefits
of the use of genomic technologies to breeding farm animals, including pigs and cattle.

2.2.3. Part III—Ethical Dilemmas in the Use of Genomic Technologies

Given that ethical concerns are raised as an important societal barrier to the adoption
of GM in animal production systems, this was further explored in relation to each of the
gene technologies under consideration. An important ethical question in animal breeding is
the consideration of whether the “naturalness” (or “telos” (The telos of an animal is defined
as “its nature or ’beingness’”. Harfeld, J.L., 2013. Telos and the ethics of animal farming.
Journal of agricultural and environmental ethics, 26(3), pp.691–709. In the focus groups, this
was considered by participants as being linked to “naturalness” and so the two concepts
are addressed together in the subsequent analysis and discussion.)) of animals should be
preserved. The concept of naturalness was introduced to the groups, which led to their
discussing the extent to which the animals themselves might ethically be adapted to their
environment in order to promote and improve their welfare and facilitate their management.
Both natural and unnatural methods of adaptation were discussed, including cases where
some methods may lead to the “disenhancement” (Making an animal less sensitive to
and more able to cope with adverse characteristics that may exist in its environment that
may prove difficult to that animal species in its natural state, e.g., see Murphy, K.N. and
Kabasenche, W.P., 2018. Animal disenhancement in moral context. NanoEthics, 12(3), pp.
225–236) of farm animals, and thus potentially affect their “telos”. This may reflect a more
biocentric perspective, which is, in a political, ecological, and literal sense, an ethical point
of view that extends inherent value to all living things (see, inter alia [38,39]).

In order to facilitate and catalyse the discussions, two scenarios were presented to
participants. These are provided in Appendix A.

Each scenario was discussed with participants in relation to the acceptability of each
of the solutions with regard to animal welfare and the telos of the animals and whether
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applying the different genomic technologies to achieve the same goals would be preferable.
Finally, the moderator encouraged the discussions to consider more general attitudes and
perceptions of participants towards using genomic technologies in breeding farm animals,
focusing on the various ethical considerations.

2.3. Data Recording, Coding, and Analysis

All discussions were recorded and transcribed. Preliminary codes were developed
from notes taken during discussions and debriefing sessions. Thematic analysis was
subsequently conducted on the transcripts using NVivo, version 20, QSR International,
Melbourne, Brevard County, Australia. Thematic analysis is a qualitative data analysis
method that involves reading through a dataset (such as transcripts from focus groups)
and identifying patterns in meaning across the data [40]. Coding was initially validated
using the first focus group transcript and further discussed by researchers. During this
process, further codes (and subcodes) emerged. Codes and sub-codes were then organised
into themes and sub-themes (Table 3). The remaining transcripts were then coded, and the
coding scheme amended if additional themes emerged during the analysis. To maintain
the anonymity of participants, the audio records were destroyed once transcription was
completed and validated, in line with ethical requirements for participant anonymisation
required by General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements. This may have
limited subsequent reanalysis of participants’ affective responses, but was appropriate
given data protection regulation applied at the time of data collection.

Table 3. Codes and emerging themes from data.

SUPERORDINATE THEME CODE AND SUBCODE

Attitudes towards the use of different
genomic technologies

Perception of the use of genomic technology
Genetic modification

Gene drive
Functional genomics
Structural genomics

Conservation genomics
Proteomics

Animal health and diseases
Animal welfare

General concerns about the use of genomic technologies

Prioritising the use of genomic
technologies

The relative importance of genomic technologies
Animal health

Environmental sustainability
Animal welfare

Greater productivity
Safer human food
Efficient feed use

Improved human wellbeing and health
Telos

Ethical dilemmas from the use of
genomic technologies

Animal welfare
Animal health

Free-range
Concerns

Religious concerns
Naturalness

Telos

Additional concerns
Climate change

Organic vs. inorganic production
Need for risk communication
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The researchers discussed the various themes that emerged from the analysis. The
quotes used in the text represent the emerging themes and the divergent opinions held by
participants.

3. Results

All focus group discussions were highly interactive, with all participants engaging
in the discussion. This reflects the level of interest, understanding, and knowledge of the
participants relating to the subject area. In general, participants were open-minded and
frequently challenged the views of other participants. Most of the participants agreed
that there was a need to conduct genomic research into animal production. However,
participants expressed divergent views concerning how the information should be applied.
Some participants expressed specific cultural and ethical views about the use of various
genomic technologies in animal breeding. In contrast, others were more positive about
using genomic technologies if those technologies were appropriately regulated, and if
societal preferences and priorities for technological innovation were taken into account.
Some participants argued that genomic technologies could improve animal welfare and/or
improve environmental sustainability. The overall conclusions of the discussions were
broadly consistent across the five groups and reflected in the various themes presented in
this research.

3.1. Attitudes towards to the Use of Genomic Technology in Animal Production Systems

The first part of the discussions involved participants assigning scores to six genomic
technologies and then discussing their results with the rest of the group. The means of
the scores were then calculated and used to complement the discussions that followed.
Participants tended to agree about the acceptability of proteomics, conservation genomics,
structural genomics, and functional genomics (see Table 2).

Participants were less positive about applying genetic modification and gene drives
in breeding new traits in farm animals for human food production. Proteomics was rarely
mentioned in the discussions, and participants were more confident in discussing conser-
vation genomics and structural genomics. Participants associated structural genomics with
traditional selective breeding.

. . . It’s like selective breeding except you have more revision and knowledge to see what
are actually selectively breeding towards . . . if you are looking at the actual genes you
know what you are aiming for, you don’t have those mistaken ones, you have the good
ones . . . (M, FG2).

However, a few participants, after clarifying the meaning of both structural and func-
tional genomics, were negative towards these applications and/or the use of information
from them.

We’ve always done it for years, but we’ve just modernised it to an advanced state that
now threatens our very existence (M, FG1).

Some participants indicated that natural selection is a natural process, but that this was
not the case for all applications of genomic technologies. This line of reasoning represented
a common thread through subsequent discussions. Participants held that understanding
genomic structures and using that information for selective breeding of farm animals
would benefit farmers. However, a majority of the participants expressed the view that
such breeding processes should be “natural”, for instance, by identifying, through genomic
analysis, and then selecting pigs with a desirable trait to produce pigs with traits “useful”
for supply chain requirements. Most participants expressed more negative opinions about
genomic technologies perceived as “artificial” (especially GM and gene drives), especially
for the development of animals with characteristics that could have unintended negative
effects, with potentially severe consequences for human health and wellbeing as well as for
the animal species concerned.
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I just think it could be dangerous, like getting rid of a gene or modifying it. Like what
they did to mosquitoes, that’s good, but if you start doing to the animals we eat, it’s hard
to model interactions as in the rest of the ecosystem, so it might result in something
negative (F, FG2).

3.2. Imposing a Global Control System

Some participants expressed the view that there are potential benefits from the appli-
cation of all the genomic technologies discussed if the route to application was cautious,
precautionary, and appropriately regulated. However, they also recognised the difficulty
of establishing an appropriate and consistent regulatory framework.

At first I indicated we should use these technologies with moderation, but how can we
moderate their use, on a global scale, it has become increasingly difficult (F, FG 3).

So where do you draw the line when you start doing that? (F1, FG4).

Some participants did not believe that individual and country-level controls were
adequate to moderate potentially extreme or maleficent use of genomic technologies:

. . . . . . there should be a global thing, . . . . . . there should be a global kind of system of
policing, and you know the sort of ethical side (F1 and M2, FG5).

Participants expressed the need for industry and national regulation to introduce a
system of governance that includes regulations based on ethical considerations as well as
risk issues.

. . . . . . . that code of conduct, that code of ethics, so there should be some mechanism by
which they [industry and national governments] have to be held to accountable to (F1, FG5).

This was linked to the need to apply universal governance:

I think the most important part is to give the universal limits, I think that’s the reason
why the government exists, to set limits for some of these things (F3, FG4).

3.3. Applications for Health Versus Food

Participants agreed that there was a need to conduct research in these areas using
animal genomic technologies. Many participants indicated that they thought there was
the need to use genomics for fundamental research, particularly functional genomics,
structural genomics, conservation genomics, and proteomics, in order to understand the
nature of organisms.

I feel like there’s a line between the research and the product . . . I find important to do
research because I feel that is the only way we would be able to understand anything after
(M, FG 1).

The development and application of genomic technologies and their potential benefits
were also regarded as important by some participants. While participants held gener-
ally negative views in relation to applying the genomic techniques to animals for food
production purposes, participants were more positive about the application of genomic
technologies for medical and veterinary research and to health care.

If we’re all scared of manipulation, I’m not sure we would have gotten treatment for some
of the diseases we have” (F3, FG3).

. . . we already know about the CRISPR/Cas9 technology and it’s currently used in
cancer technology and the treatment of cancer (F4, FG4).

. . . I think its uses in disease control, for example if this became an alternative to badger
culling . . . . . . (M, FG2).

Some study participants expressed reservations about the use of genomics and ge-
nomic technologies in this context, particularly if they involved the insertion of human
genes in animals for the purposes of xenotransplantation. This view was sometimes
expressed through the lens of religion.
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I think that these [genomic] technologies in general] would be more suited for sustaining
food production . . . but I don’t agree too much with applying to human health, I feel like the
human health, I think it’s worse, and for me my religion doesn’t permit that” (M, FG 1).

3.3.1. Fear of the Unknown, Novel or Unanticipated Outcomes in Animal Production Systems

The fear of the “unknown”, which underpinned some participant concerns about
using genomic technologies applied to animals for food production, was mainly linked
to discussions on genetic modification and gene drives. This may be related to concerns
about cross-species genomic technologies or perceptions of uncontrollability.

Mixing species is just mind blowing, it frightens me just the thought of mixing genes
from different species (F1, FG5).

. . . it can propagate through the population-what if you were wrong, then you screwed
it up basically (F1, FG3).

Many participants expressed a preference for the application of genomic technologies
to conserve animal species compared to other potential benefits that could be generated
from the use of such technologies. This was not particularly related to farm animals but
related more generally to both domestic animals and those living in the wild. This is also
consistent with views from discussions which suggest that participants were more open
to the study and analysis of the genomes of animals and plants, which, in most cases,
can be achieved through conservation genomics, proteomics, structural genomics, and
functional genomics, but were highly sceptical about genetic modification and gene drives.
However, many participants displayed some concerns about how knowledge gathered
from the study of animal genomes might be applied in the future.

3.3.2. Perceptions of Benefits Associated with the Use of Genomic Technologies Applied to
Animal Production Systems

For most participants, the beneficial aspects of genomic technologies linked to out-
comes that would improve the lives of animals were considered to be the most important,
for example, in relation to conservation genetics. These included:

3.3.3. Animal Health and Welfare

Discussion about animal health and welfare was an important topic for most partici-
pants and was closely linked to the concept that animal welfare equates to animal health
and disease control.

. . . animal health . . . control of animal welfare (F1, FG3).

. . . improved animal health which I think it probably crosses over to animal welfare, that
idea of any common diseases, approach as many as you can sort of help identify you breed
out diseases (M3, FG5).

While some participants perceived animal health as being distinct from animal welfare,
the majority viewed animal health as part of animal welfare. Thus, genomic technologies
were viewed to be helpful and important if they could be used to improve animal health and
welfare. The majority of participants viewed animal welfare as an important consideration
when using genomic technologies. Following the presentation of the case studies, some
participants disliked the idea of using genomic technology to cause changes in animals.
One participant described it as an “obvious violation” (F, FG1) of the rights of these animals
and, to another, “absolutely unacceptable,” (M2, FG2) or “inhumane”.

However, a few participants disagreed, reasoning that:

. . . all animals were created in the perfect form, heat, drought, water resistant etc. . . .
you can find each animal is created in its form and place” (M5, FG2).

For some participants, genomic technologies were seen as advantageous to animal
welfare and hence production.
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I don’t think breeding to make them gentler and less aggressive is slightly less unethical
[laughter] (M, FG4).

Some participants indicated that they felt that animal welfare was only used as a
justification for genomic research insofar as this was a scientific bridge to improving
human health.

. . . lot of the things we are talking about we’re saying it’s better for animals, they are not
necessarily better for animals, they are better for us to get something out of the animals
and I’m not sure if I am totally comfortable with that (F1, FG3).

Other participants indicated that, independent of the reasons why farmers might use
genomic technologies (for example, to lower costs of production, increase productivity, and
to improve environmental sustainably to mitigate the impacts of not using optimum animal
husbandry practices), the welfare of animals should always be considered and given a high
priority. Participants who held this view suggested that seeking the best welfare conditions
for animals ultimately will lead to all other benefits that farmers may seek.

When the animal is feeling better, when the animal is feeling natural, when their wellbeing is
enhanced then they will be more productive in the end, if they lived in a natural environment
the food would be safer, they would feel more motivated and healthy (F1, FG4).

But basically you have got to link your low cost with your animal welfare, the two have
got to come together (M5, FG5).

Some participants expressed the view that animal welfare problems were a conse-
quence of human actions and that the conditions associated with animal husbandry should
be changed to accommodate animal welfare needs, rather than developing new technologi-
cal approaches to addressing animal welfare within these systems.

“If people want to continue eating meat, then surely they should change the environment
that these animals are supposed to live in and not genetically modifying the animals to
endure the conditions” (F2, FG2).

3.3.4. Safer Human Food and Health

Some participants emphasised the importance of the application of genomic technolo-
gies to improve human food security. In this context, some participants expressed concern
about which genomic technologies should be applied to food production and the need to
prioritise improved food safety over other beneficial impacts.

. . . Safer human food should be first [most important] because if you want for example a
lot of the health problems we encounter nowadays can be traced to the food we eat . . .
having a safe diet can help cut the risk of certain diseases like cancer (F3, FG4).

3.3.5. Environmental Sustainability

Participants indicated that environmental and ecological problems and factors linked
to climate change could justify the application of many genomic technologies if their
application mitigated these. For some participants, environmental sustainability was
viewed as the most important potential impact of genomic technologies, leading to greater
productivity, safer human food, improved animal health and welfare, and the preservation
of ecosystems. However, one participant considered that the motives driving investment
in genomic technologies were driven only by the financial interests of corporations and
individuals.

The main thing and my fear is the money culture, you have separate ambitions and rules,
and it can be an issue. I think it’s disgusting to try to genetically modify the horrible life
of an animal just for money, and it’s nothing to do with global warming (F2, FG2).

3.3.6. Low Cost and Greater Productivity

The use of genomic technologies to improve productivity was viewed as a “game
changer”. Lower production costs and increased productivity associated with genomic
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technologies were viewed as important by some discussants, particularly in relation to
global population growth.

I think with technology, we can produce more at very low cost to feed the increasing
human population (M1, FG5).

Not all participants, however, held this view. Some associated the use of genomic
technology with financial incentivisation on the part of industry stakeholders. The view
was expressed that there is enough food to feed the world population, but food insecurity
is driven by inequitable food distribution of food and food waste in supply chains.

. . . For me, I don’t think there is scarce food in the world, there is abundance of food, it
is a problem of the distribution of the food that is causing all the food insecurity in the
world” (M, FG1).

“The whole thing that screams at me . . . it says it’s all to do with lower cost and greater
productivity . . . meanwhile the only reasons is to financially drive us to where and what
we don’t need (M1, FG5).

3.3.7. Naturalness and Temperament

Participants were generally not in favour of applying any genomic breeding techniques
that resulted in the modification of the temperament or telos of animals. There was some
difference of opinion amongst participants as to whether animal “naturalness” or animal
temperament were more important in this regard.

Naturalness, that’s highly important . . . the animals should be living their natural lives
in a as close to it as possible . . . (M, FG1).

Temperament is slightly more important than naturalness, because by the time you have been
domesticating animals for ten thousand years a lot of the naturalness [is lost] (M2, FG2).

4. Ethical Concerns

The specific ethical scenarios considered during the discussions focused to a consider-
able extent on participant opinion on the use of genetic modification. The common themes
that were consistent across the focus groups included animal rights and welfare, telos, ac-
cess to more extensive conditions in which animals could be reared, and due consideration
of alternatives to the use of genomic technologies.

4.1. Telos (Naturalness)

Many participants discussed the importance of maintaining the “naturalness” or telos
of farm animals. The use of genomic technologies that completely change the natural
characteristics, or attributes perceived to be natural, of farm animals was unacceptable. The
view was expressed that the phenotypical features of animals were integral to the nature of
the animal and existed for a reason.

. . . While chickens use their eyes to see and beaks to feed, pigs wag their curly tails as a
result of emotional expression (M, FG1).

it’s disgusting to . . . . remove beaks, eyes or tails of animals or do anything that will
make them look less animals (F2, FG2)

Any changes in the phenotype of animals, unless it was for welfare and animal health
which ultimately led to better productivity, were viewed to be unethical. Breeding to change
the temperament of animals was seen by the majority as a violation of their fundamental
nature and “natural rights”, and thus was not considered welfare-driven.

In terms of naturalness, the aggression might be useful to the pig, it might be their nature
to be aggressive (M, FG1).

Participants who expressed concerns about genomic technologies in animal welfare
also indicated that these concerns also had an ethical basis. Alternative futures that did not
involve genomic technologies were described.
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Reduced Meat Consumption

Some participants emphasised the need to reduce meat consumption. Other partici-
pants expressed the view that they were in favour of reduced meat production while giving
livestock appropriate space to enjoy their natural habitats. These discussants claimed that
increased societal demand for meat is driven by increasing meat supply, which makes
the meat very cheap. This, in turn, triggers the need for the introduction of genomic
technological innovations.

I think people are going to have to get used to the fact they have to pay more for their
meat, it’s too cheap . . .

. . . In an ideal world we would all eat less meat, and we would have much higher welfare
chickens (F1, FG3).

4.2. Overall Concerns about the Use of Genomic Technologies in Animal Production Systems
4.2.1. Use of Genomic Information and Technology

While there was a general agreement that the study of the structure and functions of
the animal genomes was important, some participants had concerns about the ways in
which the resulting information might be used, and that genetic information should only
be used to promote animal health and welfare.

. . . I have no problem with that, it’s just doing DNA analysis and obtaining information,
it’s what you do with that information that is potentially disturbing (F, FG 3).

Any technology that doesn’t seek to improve animal health, helping prevent diseases,
or identify and cure ailments in animals and lead to higher animal welfare . . . in my
opinion is not good to us . . . (M2, FG4).

Other participants viewed genomic technologies as a way of improving productivity
to meet the food security requirements of our ever-increasing global population, while to
others, these technologies offered ways of protecting the environment and ensuring the
existence of endangered species.

4.2.2. Motivation by Financial Interests

Participants expressed concerns about the motives of industry actors that drive the
use of genomic technologies. Some participants believed that farmers and producers are
motivated by profit alone. Others were concerned about the role of patent rights that have
been generated from the use of genomic information and technology.

. . . It is just the huge businesses which will take over and then becomes another capitalist
kind, you know where that transition occurs (F2, FG5).

. . . my fears of the money culture [referring to financial interests of corporations] . . .
(F, FG2).

5. Discussion

The research results indicated that, although additional information and clarification
had been provided throughout the focus groups, there remained a general lack of partici-
pant differentiation between the different genomic technologies applied to farm animals.
Participants expressed a preference for “non-invasive” technologies where no genetic mod-
ification or editing was applied, but where technological innovation was directed instead
towards mapping existing animal genomes and used to selectively breed for desirable
traits. Ethical concerns were frequently expressed about the technological processes being
applied, particularly in relation to the extent to which such processes were perceived to
be different from “natural” breeding techniques, and also in relation to the objective of
the application, such as animal health and welfare or environmental protection, which
tended to be viewed as more ethical than applications that increased yield or economic
value within supply chains. However, exceptions to this increased ethical acceptability
were those genomic applications that increased animals’ tolerance of intensive production
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systems or lower welfare standards. This does not align with the argumentation proposed
by Thompson [41], where it is proposed that genomic disenhancement, which changes the
telos of animals so as to enhance animal welfare in intensive animal production systems,
is acceptable. The results appear to reflect Thompson’s perspective that there are moral
intuitions that militate against animal enhancement in the absence of strong philosophical
arguments against it. Some ethicists argue that disenhancement may be a temporary mea-
sure to relieve animal suffering in environments that humans have created for them [42],
although it has, in turn, been argued that it is better to address the conditions that give rise
to poor welfare [43] (an issue also raised in the focus group discussions), or indeed rethink
the concept of telos to address what “is important” to an animal [44]. Further research to
understand differences between the ethical reasoning of experts and public representations
of and beliefs about the same issues is required.

When provided with further information about the different technological innovations
applied to animals, participants expressed the view that gene editing (where the cell’s
genome can be cut at a desired location, allowing existing genes to be removed and/or new
ones added, representing the precise and targeted alteration of a DNA sequence in a living
cell) was preferred over and above genetic modification (involving the transfer of genetic
material from another species) and the use of gene drives (which propagates a particular
suite of genes throughout a population by altering the probability that a specific allele will
be transmitted to offspring). The latter were associated with perceptions of unnaturalness
and uncontrollability, as well as being perceived to increase risks to human and animal
health, as well as the environment. The observation was that the focus group participants
were more accepting of genomic technologies (for example, accelerated breeding) that did
not result in “invasive” genetic changes but allowed a more rapid and precise strategy
to genetic change based on the “observation” of genes rather than the introduction of
artificial genetic changes. This suggests that it is not the concept of genetic change that is
of concern to the public, but rather the technological mechanism by which it is achieved,
and the extent to which this can be obtained using natural breeding techniques. As has
been found in previous research studies, the perceived potential for unintended health
and environmental impacts associated with genetic technologies (e.g., see [43,44]), and
ineffective or contradictory regulatory mechanisms to control and mitigate these (e.g.,
see [45,46]), contributed to these concerns.

Participants recognised the transboundary nature of potential risks and ethical issues
and suggested that, as well as the need to include and address ethical issues in the con-
struction of regulations associated with genomic technologies applied to animals and their
products, there was also a need to include these in transboundary regulatory systems,
given that the risks and ethical issues also had transboundary implications. Ethical concern
was expressed about the continued use of genomic technologies to further the development
of existing intensive animal production systems in their current trajectory (for example,
through applying these technologies to disenhance negative animal behavioural responses
to such production systems), rather than mitigating the problems by reassessing production
system structures and regulation, and so improving animal health and welfare through
changing current practices. Notably, many participants perceived that the application
of some or all genomic technologies applied to animal production systems was, in fact,
unregulated at a global scale. This could be associated with the lack of trust that consumers
have in research institutions, governance practices, and industry [5,45]. Financial gain
was perceived by many participants to motivate the biotechnology industry to use all
genomic technologies in ways that are potentially detrimental to animal health and welfare
(see also [46–50]). It was suggested that developing and communicating how governance
systems work at local, regional, and international levels might reassure the public that
good governance practices are being applied. Increased co-production involving all sectors
of society, in the development of regulations, policies, and how these are applied and
monitored, may increase societal trust in governance practices. However, it is important to
note that many different perceptions and opinions are likely to be associated with differ-
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ent individuals and groups within the public, and understanding these differences is an
important issue in relation to the co-production of policies.

The technologies considered in this research were all identified as having at least
the potential of being used for breeding farm animals [51]. Those technologies, which
were all viewed as a means of studying and accumulating knowledge about the genomes
of organisms, were, however, viewed more favourably than those that were associated
with structural changes to an animal’s DNA. Participants did not really differentiate
between different types of genomic technology unless prompted to do so, including in
relation to their ethical concerns. There was general acceptance of traditional selective
breeding techniques, and from this accelerated breeding technologies were also considered
acceptable, assuming established breeding techniques were still used. However, those
technologies where some modification of animal genetic structures was involved were
considered less acceptable, although this was more pronounced for genetic modification
than for gene editing such as the CRISPR-Cas9 technology. This suggests that a different
labelling approach may be required for genetically modified, as distinct from gene-edited,
animal products, as the latter may be more acceptable to concerned consumers than the
former, although such an approach is not accommodated within some legal frameworks.
For example, CRISPR-Cas9 technology is currently regulated under the GMO regulations
in Europe [52]. The proponents of modern gene editing techniques such as CRISPR-Cas9
argue that such techniques can be used to give additional or more complex types of genetic
changes to those that would occur naturally. This should therefore be taken into account in
legislative frameworks, for example, in the EU definition [53]. The main question that needs
to be addressed is whether products developed using gene editing should be regulated on
the basis of the process or the final products’ characteristics, or whether a hybrid approach
should be taken (https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2020/641
535/EPRS_ATA(2020)641535_EN.pdf, accessed 10 March 2021). It is important that the
technologies used to produce foods will be labelled on products in order to promote
transparency in food systems and the availability of information for those who would
like it.

Finally, the convergence on views of discussants about the use of genomic technologies
and information to facilitate human health care and veterinary research could be linked to
the increasing role of genomics in health care [52,53]. While noting the relative importance
of genomic technologies in health care for both humans and animals, participants also
suggested that there were potential unintended consequences of undesirable traits being
passed to offspring as a consequence of genetic alteration.

6. Conclusions

This research suggests that the public are more positive about the use of (various) ge-
nomic technologies to study and accumulate genetic information about animals, including
farm animals, and which inform and accelerate traditional breeding practices, compared
to techniques that modify the genome of animals. There was more consensus regarding
applications that improved information for conservation, environmental sustainability,
health, and animal welfare, with the exception of animal “disenhancement”. Maintaining
the “telos” of animals was important to study participants. The integration of societal
preferences into regulations and labelling strategies may increase public trust in science
and regulatory institutions, but further research in different cultural contexts and at scale
is needed to enable a “co-produced” future regulatory landscape to be developed.
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Appendix A. Scenarios Presented to Participants Regarding “Ethical Dilemmas”a

• Scenario 1 was structured around the practice of tail removal in intensive pig produc-
tion systems to prevent tail biting. Possible solutions to reducing pig tail biting were
identified, which included (1) surgically removing the tails of pigs, (2) using genomic
technologies to breed pigs without tails, (3) using genomic technologies to breed pigs
that do not bite the tails of other pigs, and (4) reducing the intensity of the production
system, so fewer pigs are in close proximity and with larger housing, which would
reduce the incidence of tail biting.

• Scenario 2 was structured around the practice of debeaking chickens within intensive
production systems to prevent inter-bird aggression. Potential solutions included
(1) breeding chickens without beaks that could not, therefore, engage in these be-
haviours, (2) breeding chickens that are blind and so are not concerned about the
proximity of other chickens, which would prevent problems associated with aggres-
sive behaviours, and (3) putting fewer chickens in close proximity to each other and
providing larger housing, which would have similar impacts on aggressive behaviours
in chickens.
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Abstract: This article aims to examine some of the ethical questions emerging from the use of
already existing biotechnological tools and the issues which might occur by synthetic biology’s
potential future possibilities. In the first part, the essence of synthetic biology and its relation to
the contemporary biotechnological research is analyzed. In the second part, the article examines
whether the new biotechnological inventions pose new or revive old moral questions about the ethics
of science, engineering, and technology in general. After briefly addressing some of the various
issues which are raised by experts, philosophers, but also the general public, concerning synthetic
biology in general, it focuses on the topic of “artificial life creation” and presents moral reasons which
may or may not allow it. The topic is approached by referring to consequentialist, deontological,
but also, virtue theory arguments for and against it and the possibility of a partial permission of
“artificial life” experiments, asking whether the benefits outweigh the risks and moral implications is
explored. Finally, it proposes an argument in favor of the future exploration of biological innovation,
underlying the need for a more balanced access to its beneficial results.

Keywords: biotechnology; synthetic biology; system biology; bioethics; synthetic life; ethics

1. Introduction

Synthetic biology and its aims has been a subject of discussion among scientists,
philosophers and the wider public. Its applications influence our lives, and the orientation
of its further development is crucial for the progress of humanity in the following years.
As expected by such a “scientific revolution”, its birth and growth has led to the emergence
of moral and empirical issues. In this article we will try to approach the nature of synthetic
biology and its relation to novel biotechnological methods and aims. We will subsequently
try to present some of the arguments raised by its applications, especially the emerging
controversial subject of synthetic life. After addressing some of the most common argu-
ments against life synthesis, we propose a way to continue research on artificial life under
specific moral and empirical terms.

2. The Nature of Synthetic Biology

The successful completion of the Human Genome Project triggered an explosive
development of contemporary biological research. Based on its findings it was showed
that a human has about 25.000 genes, little more than a chimpanzee and far less than a pine
tree (about 100.000). It became evident that the function of living organisms could not be
addressed satisfactorily by looking at genes and molecules alone, even if all of them were
studied [1]. Consequently, at the dawn of the so-called “metagenomics” era of the 21st
century, biological research needed to adopt a stochastic approach instead of the, until then,
popular deterministic one [2]. The concept of “Systems Biology”, in other words the study
of living organisms in terms of their underlying network structure rather than simply their
individual molecular components, emerged, conceiving as a “system” anything from a gene
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regulatory network to a cell, a tissue, or an entire organism [3,4]. The growth of biological
research influenced the technological evolution and vice versa, as it happens when big
scientific breakthroughs occur. Technological innovations supported biological research by
providing sophisticated and precise apparatus as well as “high throughput techniques”.
From that moment, it became obvious that computational approaches are required to
handle and interpret the data necessary to understand the complex biological systems.
Computational Technology was linked with System Biology [5]. This interconnection
with the additional integration of engineering principles gave birth to synthetic biology.
Synthetic biology can be considered as a research area in which scientists and engineers try
to modify existing organisms by redesigning and synthesizing artificial genes, proteins,
and metabolic pathways, as well as complete biological systems [6]. This emerging research
field is interdisciplinary and consists of scientific tools and principles taken from biology,
chemistry, informatics, engineering, mathematics and computational modeling. Synthetic
biology’s main aims are first, to improve our understanding of biological systems, of their
complexity and of the properties emerging from their interactions, and second, to make
possible the use of organisms—cells and their systems—as “factories” for the production,
among others, of drugs, biomedical products like vaccines and diagnostics or new tools
for biosecurity, and new “smart materials” with specialized properties. The experts of
synthetic biology are aiming not only to provide novel biotechnological applications but
also to contribute to the advancement of the science of biology in general.

As it happens with many emerging scientific fields, there is not an explicit and univer-
sally accepted definition for synthetic biology. Due to its experimental nature, a functional
definition could depend on its expected results and applications, or generally on its basic
research aims. For instance, some definitions include: “Synthetic biology aims to design and
engineer biologically based parts, novel devices and systems as well as redesigning existing, natural
biological systems” [7], or “Synthetic biology is the engineering of biology: the deliberate (re)design
and construction of novel biological and biologically based parts, devices and systems to perform new
functions for useful purposes, that draws on principles elucidated from biology and engineering” [8].
A definition which seems to represent in a better way the nature of synthetic biology and
to clarify that it is not a novel scientific discipline underlines that: “Synthetic Biology is a
further development and new dimension of modern biotechnology that combines science, technology
and engineering to facilitate and accelerate the understanding, design, redesign, manufacture and/or
modification of genetic materials, living organisms and biological systems” [9].

One of the fields which attract the interest of many researchers in the development
of synthetic biology is the dynamics of the Synthetic Genome. In the Synthetic Genome
research projects, scientists can make use of the wealth of information available about
genomics as well as the tools that can be used for their manipulation. Amongst them is the
oligonucleotide synthesis or genetic modification of the genome towards the creation of
new types of genomes, which could lead to new biotechnological applications. Synthetic
biologists use two strategic approaches in their studies: the “top-down” and the “bottom-
up”. In the top-down strategy they attempt to re-design existing organisms (a bacterium or
a virus) or gene sequences in order to remove the genetic parts which are not necessary for
the role this organism is intended to play. Specific genetic parts of them can also be replaced
or added in order to give the organisms in question new characteristics and functions. The
final goal is to create a “minimum genome” or a “minimal cell” (as simple as possible for
its survival), which can be used as a “chassis”, where the new genes will be introduced
to change or enrich its biological properties and lead to innovative processes [10]. In this
“platform” the addition of synthetic genes, or even a whole synthetic genome, are possible,
using genetic codes which could consist of synthetic bases, other than the known four of
existing life forms, namely A, T, C and G [5,10].The tools of this strategy are computational
and experimental comparative genomics, minimal genomics, synthetic genes, metabolic
engineering, new metabolic pathways, genetic circuits, etc.

While top-down synthetic biology in general uses properties from living systems
to create something new, in bottom-up synthetic biology, which is significantly more
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challenging, scientists aim to build living systems from raw materials starting from non-
living components. In this approach researchers try to create genetically engineered circuits
and switches to turn specific functions “on” and “off” in response to designed stimuli,
with an ultimate aim to include them in reconstructed vesicles as protocell- approach and
cell-free systems [11,12]. A simple gene circuit comprises of a promoter, a ribosome binding
site, the protein coding sequence, and a terminator. The reconstitution of the biological
systems is based on the idea of their modularity. Each module—which is considered as the
smallest functional entity of a biological system—consists of different building blocks with
independent functional bio-parts and bio-devices. In current synthetic biology there is a
hierarchy based on (a) the bio-parts, which encode biological functions (e.g., synthetically
designed DNA), (b) the bio-devices, which are made from a collection of bio-parts and
encode human defined functions (e.g., logic gates), and (c) bio-systems, which perform
tasks, such as counting and intracellular control functions. This complex network can be
re-designed and reconstructed according to the properties one wants the system under
investigation to have [6].

To sum-up, the Systems Biology approach uses quantitative methods and, based on
the systems engineering principles and on signal theories, attempts to analyze the biological
systems under investigation. From the moment a system can be described in mathematical
terms, synthetic biology organizes it into bio-parts or bio-devices and estimates their func-
tionality using the classic reductive method. Following this methodology, complex systems
and processes can be synthesized by well characterized, registered, and standardized parts
and devices. An ideal objective could be the construction of a synthetic cell—an artificial
synthetic life form—which can have various applications, such as the synthesis of products
of high added value or can be used as an instrument of high technological specialization in
specific applications (for example as biosensors used for the diagnosis of various diseases
or in order to control the levels of toxic substances in the environment).

3. Critique of Synthetic Life Experiments

Public, philosophical and scientific scepticism towards biotechnological advancements
involves opinions which oppose the “substitution” of God or nature by humanity, fear of
the potential emergence of reductionist views about life (which may lead to undermining
its value and affect the way humanity conceives itself and the environment) and finally,
question the moral status of the artificially created life forms. As we have argued continuous
innovation in the field of biology and the contribution of sciences like physics, mathematics
and computer science rendered biologists capable of creating their own models and to
intervene to life forms rather than just observing them. Thus, the drawbacks mentioned are
not considered novel. Yet, since the first steps towards life creation by experiments such
as the one conducted in the Craig Venter Institute [13], criticism and concerns have been
revived. In this part, we will try to address the “playing God”, “undermining life’s value”,
“creating organisms of unknown status” arguments. We will explore different aspects
of terms such as “living organism”, “artificially created life” and “natural” beings and
environment, and will approach according to consequentialist, deontological and virtue
theory-based principles the issue of “synthesizing life forms”.

3.1. The “Natural”-“Artificial” Dipole

The differences between “top-down” and “bottom-up” approaches have already
been analyzed. Top-down processes are characterized by the use of already existing cells.
Experiments, such as the one conducted at the Craig Venter Institute which resulted to
the creation of “Synthia”, are substituting natural DNA with an artificial. For this reason
this procedure is not considered to be a complete life synthesis, it has been characterized
as a copy of an already existing organism. Bottom-up experiments on the other hand
are intended to create viable organisms from simple matter. Their approach seems to be
closer to what we might call “life synthesis” [14]. Before we proceed to the examination of
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whether the creation of “artificial life” is morally acceptable or not and, if so, under what
terms, we need to make a brief assessment on what can be perceived as a living entity.

The question “what is life” has been central since humanity’s first steps in rational
thinking. Since the Aristotelian conception of life, there has been significant alteration of
the exact meaning of the term. In general, a living being can be defined by its capacity to
metabolize, to reproduce and die [15]. An organism can also be conceived as an entity in
constant flux. A living being must interact with its environment in order to survive—it
needs to get the substances which are essential for its self-preservation. An organism, by
interacting with its environment and eventually by dying, becomes a part of the process
of evolution [16]. Living organisms are morally important as they have interests; through
research and observation one can conceive what is good for them and what makes them
flourish and act accordingly. For some thinkers who adopt a bio-centrist approach [17],
all living entities matter morally and their interests need to be taken into account when
planning our actions. Life synthesis may bring novel moral questions when adding moral
agents—organisms with interests—which might be taken under consideration. So far, part
of the moral argument in favor of the respectful treatment of organisms, other than human,
was our common ancestry through evolution. Synthetic biology might change that by
creating artificial life. The question might now be whether artificial beings matter morally.

But where does one draw the line between the “natural” and the “artificial”? The
concept of nature and its relationship with humanity—humans in nature—has been the
subject of discussion for many thinkers. J.S. Mill has famously approached nature either
as: (a) anything that happens in the world or (b) anything that happens without human
voluntary causation. Some preservationists aim at conserving the parts of the world which
have not been altered definitely by human intervention [18]. A more recent approach,
made by K. Soper [19] defines nature in three ways: either as a concept needed for the
separation of humanity by its environment; a concept useful for us so that we can think of
the distinction between human and non-human, or as the way in which natural sciences
interpret and explain what occurs in the world (including human actions). In “lay terms”,
this means taking as “natural” anything that is not profoundly human made, such as
environments other than cities or factories; this may include non-human animals, forests,
etc. Following J.S. Mill, we believe that what is considered “natural” cannot be the guide
for human behavior, let alone the basis of moral claims. For this reason, in our opinion,
arguments criticizing synthetic biology’s “unnaturalness” need to focus more on the way
the procedure is conducted (how scientists conceive of their role, how the created organisms
are treated, how respectful for life is the regulation etc. [20]). Secondly, as we tried to show,
synthetic biology is not a novel discipline, rather it combines already used methods in
order to achieve its aims so far. For example, we find that the procedures and tools used
by synthetic biology have not been criticized as immoral when applied in genomics or
systems biology.

For some thinkers, living beings are characterized by the fact that they have an inherent
purpose—a “telos” or aim to flourish or to satisfy their interests. According to them, a
synthetic organism will have both transcendental and immanent aims or, in some other
thinkers’ terms, proximate and ultimate interests, thus occupying a position between fully
artificial and fully natural beings [21]. Fully artificial beings have no goal separate from
that of their user/creator and therefore have only transcendental aims, while fully natural
beings—as we believe—have immanent aims naturally emerging through evolution. By
immanent or proximate interests, we classify all functions which aim at the conservation
or the reproduction of the organism. Therefore, their use by humans must be regulated
accordingly [15].

Humans must conceive both their intrinsic and their instrumental value. The lines
blur if we consider activities such as animal breeding, which follows a natural process but
is human directed; many species would have been completely different had humanity not
intervened, shaping them for its own aims. Furthermore humans do create, but they are a
part of nature. Humanity is a product of evolution; humans are animals which, by using
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their evolved capabilities, interacted with the environment in different ways than other
animals did in order to achieve self-preservation and conservation of the species. Despite
humanity’s achievements, it remains part of nature, so whatever humanity produces could,
in this way, be considered natural. Humans obey the laws of physics and are part of the
evolutionary process just like every other being on Earth. It can also be noted that if any
synthetic life form (even organisms that do not exist in nature, such as XNA-organisms)
obey to the same laws of physics, biology etc. and are thought of as “living”, they can be
considered also a part of nature. Other thinkers underline that for many years vocabulary
used to describe machines was also employed in order to explain biological processes and
functions. In these terms, the blurring of the line between “machine” and “organism” or
“artificial” and “natural” might not be so obvious, especially in an age of intervention to
and manipulation of the genome of natural organisms. On the other hand, an abstract
approach of genetically modified life forms, synthetic life forms and “living machines” may
prove to be a very slippery slope and prepare a way of unequal treatment of the beings
“created” [22].

3.2. “Playing God” or “Substituting Nature”

In our opinion, in order to address the problem of the moral status and the treatment
of synthetic organisms, we must first ask whether their creation is inherently wrong. We
find that the commonly presented and frequently adopted “playing God” or “substituting
Nature” argument must be examined under the perspective of previous and future human
actions. It is claimed that humans must not mess with certain aspects of nature: that
reaching so far into the secrets of life constitutes a hubris, an immoral attitude, or our
species tendency towards domination and control [21,23,24]. As humans are neither
omnipotent nor omniscient, the consequences of their actions in this field may be proven
disastrous for the planet [25]. We believe that although it is true that humans present
a destructive tendency to expand and consume the planet’s resources and to mistreat
non-human animals, it might be claimed that this tendency is linked to a specific way
of organizing our society and developing our economy and not part of our biology. In
other words, whether these experiments will end up being another addition in the series of
human products is a matter of control and regulation.

As mentioned, humans have always manipulated other life forms in order to amelio-
rate their own state. Of course, the fact that something has always been this way is not
enough to justify anything (the examples of slavery, sex inequality and the current harsh
treatment of animals prove so). For this reason, it might be morally sound that humans
better abstain from deepening their knowledge in this domain. One could also argue that
if there indeed exists a special value in natural organisms and life forms in general, this
might be based on the fact that they are products of the evolutionary process—we share
with them a common ancestor and we have a genetic proximity. The same cannot be said
for organisms that are synthesized in a lab. For this reason, these kind of organisms are
different and, as they are manmade, they are inferior.

Contrary to these claims, we find that, the inherent value of a being rests not on the
way it is brought to life, but on the properties we choose to attribute to it. As the example
of the IVF babies shows, we don’t consider IVF babies to be inferior. If indeed there exists a
special value in life it must be conserved and shared by all beings we consider “living”—
artificial or natural [26,27]. The fact that science needs to advance humanity’s knowledge
on life’s mechanisms and characteristics admits exactly that we are not omniscient and will
never be. The way we approach the world around us—the inherent curiosity of mankind—
helps us understand and admire its complexity. It is our belief that a push forward towards
scientific research expresses exactly this kind of admiration.

3.3. Is Synthetic Life Leading to Reductionism?

Another argument which opposes the development of artificial life forms supports
that such type of experiments may create a reductionist conception of life and its value [23].
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This critique is based on a fear that scientists tend to follow a mechanistic approach of
nature and make descriptions of biological phenomena to look like a series of chemical
interactions obeying mathematical equations. Yet, the majority of scientists reject the idea
that life is just a sum of chemical substances interacting with each other—they do not
conceive the whole of a living organism as a sum of its parts. In our opinion, it is quite
improbable that this view will change in the future, as the more we discover about life the
more we realize that there is more to it than that and we remain ignorant of many of life’s
mysteries [28].

In sum, we understand that realizing humanity’s present capacity to take such a
big step towards comprehending and controlling some of the mechanisms of life might
inspire sentiments of fear, especially given the history of uses of scientific discoveries
and innovations (gunpowder, nuclear weapons), yet it is in our hands to control the way
scientific knowledge might be used. In other words, we find that as with every other
technological advancement, it is the use that might be immoral, not the technology itself.

3.4. Virtue Ethics and Life Synthesis

Apart from the fear of hubris or disrespect towards God or nature which, for some,
makes life synthesis intrinsically bad (a deontological perspective), or a belief that such
experiments will lead to dangerous paths, creating new weapons or threatening the envi-
ronment (a more consequentialist approach), a type of virtue theory ethics also disapproves
this kind of research [15]. This view emphasizes the importance of the virtues which
must be cultivated, namely humility, gratefulness for the giftedness of life, respect for
the laws of nature, and precaution in front of the unknown consequences, which may
lead to an abstention from the use of all the technological means humanity has under its
disposition. According to the teleological point of view of virtue ethics, the manipulation
of life alienates our species from the universal telos of shared existence—it generates a
conception of “sheer thinghood” for living beings and separates humanity from the other
species, creating an “us and them” [15]. This attitude towards nature neglects the fact
that we are part of an ecosystem and tries to bring every aspect of the environment under
control for the maximization of utility.

Summarizing, one can find that the arguments opposing the current and future projects
of synthetic biology draw from the vocabulary and theoretical basis of all three basic moral
theories. We must also acknowledge the existence of an intuition among the wider public
against the synthesis of life forms. It has been pointed out that artificial life brings humanity
to a new place in its relationship with nature, and that the “living machines” are a new
adjustment in the ecosystem in the sum of morally significant entities [29–31]. In the next
part we will try to provide an answer to the arguments presented and develop our own
approach, promoting the permissibility of the creation of synthetic life under specific terms.

3.5. Difference between Artificial “Copies” and Natural Beings

One of the main sources of concern towards creating life is the fact that the new
organism’s synthesis out of non-living parts (its artificiality) will constitute a breach with
the natural world. We mentioned that part of our connection to the ecosystem is our
common ancestry—humans constitute a part of the sum of living beings of planet Earth,
they are beings which emerged after millions of years of evolution. For some, when creating
living organisms, humanity bypasses natural selection and makes scientific will superior to
natural evolution, acting thus in a hubristic way. In order to respond to this argument, we
need to distinguish between a potential creation of artificial copies of existing organisms
and a synthesis of completely new types of organisms. As far as copies are concerned,
one must underline that the existence of an identical—artificially-generated—organism
carries no special moral weight. In order to discriminate between the natural organism
and its copy one must prove that the different way they came into existence (synthesis or
birth) is morally significant. We find that a copy does not constitute a breach in the chain
of evolution as it is identical with the natural entity. By copying nature, humanity does
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not prove its superiority towards it but rather expresses admiration and curiosity for its
complexity. We base this argument on the assumption that if one can spot no difference
between a “copied” artificial life form and the natural “original”, one cannot discriminate
between the two [32]. If one would create, for example, a jellyfish identical to a natural
one, there is no sufficient moral reason for us to judge that one—the natural—is better than
the other. If this were the case, one would tell us that the so-called “copy” is, in reality, a
natural jellyfish, and vice versa. In particular, we would have to change the way we value
the animal accordingly, something which would be absurd.

There can also be the case of a potential creation of an organism which will externally
resemble a natural one but will have different properties, for example, a jellyfish created to
be used as a biosensor to detect high levels of pollution by changing color when exposed to a
specific substance. In that case, these organisms constitute an almost entirely different type
of entity—it will be an organism which must matter morally according to its complexity
and not be treated as a mere instrument.

We argue that the potential creation of an organism which resembles a natural one
must be regulated taking into account the level of its biological complexity, as one may
argue that it does not carry the same moral worth as its “natural” twin.

On the other hand, scientists may be considering the possibility of creating entirely
new life forms, as has happened in the past with hybrids, which were generated by humans
through breeding. At the time however, human capabilities in animal-crossing were limited
due to the knowledge of genetics. In this new era, genetic technology has given scientists
the power to create chimeras and make the first steps towards the synthesis of life. Thus,
it is crucial to regulate the terms under which potential new life forms may come into
existence. For these reasons, we need to consider whether the creation of entirely new
organisms is morally significant, if the creation of new species causes negative intuitions,
and if so, for what reasons [33].

4. What Kind of Organisms Shall We Create?

In examining this topic, we claim that the thin line between artificial–natural must
be conserved in order to better understand the way in which a being comes to life and
make the distinction between an organism created from scratch and an organism generated
through natural reproduction. However, at the same time, as mentioned, we find that this
distinction is morally insignificant as far as the treatment of these organisms is concerned.
We have argued that the moral status of an organism remains the same if it is a copy of an
existing species, but on what terms does a completely new life form (an XNA organism for
example) obtain its status?

We find that organisms complex enough to be considered morally—in other words
multicellular conscious beings—would rather not be created. In our opinion, the more
complex an organism is, the more difficult it is to ignore its immanent aims and its interests
for self-sustainability and pain avoidance. A potential cause of suffering to a sentient being
by its scientist/creator may significantly harm these types of organisms’ interests and,
as we consider them to matter morally, we prefer not to put the creators in the position
in which they may harm the new being. For this reason, its creation must be strictly
regulated [34] for aims generally judged as superior, such as research for health issues of
more complex organisms and environmental sustainability. We are critical of the creation of
entirely new complex organisms, not only for reasons of biosafety and security but also for
moral reasons. We understand the complexity of the term consciousness, thus we choose
a more biological approach in our effort to specify it. We also stress the need for up to
date legislation with research concerning levels of consciousness in living beings [35,36].
Simpler life forms, such as viruses, bacteria or protozoa, could be generated according to
safety and security regulations.
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Difference between Artificial “Copies” and Artificial New Species

What makes an artificial multicellular animal-like organism different to a lab mouse
born in order to be used for experimental reasons is that, although this specific mouse was
created or born in order to be used in an experiment (and therefore is quasi-objectified),
being part of an experiment is not an inherent characteristic of its nature. Mice are not
naturally lab animals, designed for research purposes. It could very well be released
without that making any difference to the aim of its existence: to survive and reproduce.
The same goes for an artificial mouse. On the other hand, a new artificial entity will always
be partially instrumental, created as a lab organism—an object for experimental use. Even
if one believes that the ecosystem, or organisms in particular, have no specific “telos” and
therefore a natural or artificial organism has no specific purpose, one should consider that
in that case that artificial new life forms differ from the natural and their artificial copies in
that they do have a purpose—they were created for a reason.

One can think that an artificial mouse generated to be part of an experiment and an
artificial animal-entity generated for the same reason are similar, as they are both synthetic
and both are used in a lab. In that case, what is the difference between a synthetic mouse
which, as we argued, carries the same moral value as a natural one, and an artificial animal
entity designed and created for experimental reasons? Is it mere appearance, an issue
of DNA?

We already have legislation preventing harm to animals in research and regulating
their use in experiments [37]. An artificial being may have moral significance based on the
fact that it resembles a natural being. An entirely new life form on the other hand may draw
its moral status from its complexity, its level of consciousness. A living being will always
develop its own goals: to self-sustain and reproduce. Moreover, a complex multicellular
organism capable to feel pain and agony and conscious of a part of its identity or at least
able to create a primary concept of a “self” [38], will also develop further interests, such as
avoiding circumstances which may cause pain. One needs to find a strong moral reason
why it should be manipulated in a way which may be contrary to its will. Such a reason
cannot be but experiments concerning subjects of higher moral value, such as the ones
addressing health or environmental problems.

We believe that the use of (natural) animals for experimental reasons is morally
problematic and should be avoided if possible. For the same reasons, the creation of beings
complex enough to feel pain and agony in order to experiment with constitutes a moral
step backwards. What we should aim to do is avoid causing pain and suffering to anything
and not just change the object of our potentially painful operations.

A crucial issue which might emerge in the synthesis of a complex moral being is that
its creators may argue that it might be used in order to save a human life, through organ
transplantation for example. In that case, we believe that a generation of such an entity
is also morally problematic: to generate life in order to use or even destroy it is by itself
morally impermissible. It will be different than a case of xenotransplantation (which by
itself is a controversial subject). We find that this use may lead to reductionism, reducing
living beings into sums of biologically functional parts.

5. Conclusions

We have argued that synthetic biology is not a novel scientific discipline, it emerged
from the development of biotechnological research under the influence of the systemic
biology’s approach and the scientific and engineering tools which were developed during
the Human Genome Project research. In addition, amongst the various research strategies
used in synthetic biology, only the bottom-up approach can be related with the construction
of artificial synthetic life forms. Secondly, we presented an opinion in favor of the evolution
of technologies permitting the creation of synthetic life forms and claimed that synthetic
beings possess moral status. On the other hand, we disapproved the potential creation
of multicellular complex and conscious beings for reasons other than scientific research
concerning human health or environmental sustainability, as we support the idea that
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this type of organisms’ status does not permit ignoring their interests and/or causing
unnecessary pain. We believe that the objectives of synthetic biology in general, and life
–synthesis in particular, must be the promotion of humanity’s health and the protection
of the environment, and hope for a just and sustainable distribution of scientific benefits.
Although the science of biology has entered a new era, we must not abandon principles
such as the respect of life and dignity, which lead us so far. Biologists need to remember
that justice and virtue is what separates “science from roguery” [39].
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Abstract: Genetic risk information has relevance for patients’ blood relatives. However, cascade
testing uptake in at-risk families is <50%. International research supports direct notification of at-risk
relatives by health professionals (HPs), with patient consent. However, HPs express concerns about
the privacy implications of this practice. Our privacy analysis, grounded in a clinically relevant
hypothetical scenario, considers the types of personal information involved in direct notification of
at-risk relatives and the application of Australian privacy regulations. It finds that collecting relatives’
contact details, and using those details (with patient consent) to notify relatives of possible genetic
risk, does not breach Australian privacy law, providing that HPs adhere to regulatory requirements.
It finds the purported “right to know” does not prevent disclosure of genetic information to at-risk
relatives. Finally, the analysis confirms that the discretion available to HPs does not equate to a
positive duty to warn at-risk relatives. Thus, direct notification of a patient’s at-risk relatives regarding
medically actionable genetic information, with patient consent, is not a breach of Australian privacy
regulations, providing it is conducted in accordance with the applicable principles set out. Clinical
services should consider offering this service to patients where appropriate. National guidelines
would assist with the clarification of the discretion for HPs.

Keywords: privacy; genetics; ethics; genetic testing; cascade testing; medically actionable; risk
notification; prevention

Key Contribution: Direct notification of patients’ relatives about their possible genetic risk by health
professionals can support family communication and increase the uptake of cascade genetic testing
for medically actionable conditions. Health professionals have historically had concerns about
the privacy implications of this practice. This legal analysis considers the Commonwealth and
state/territory privacy regulations in Australia; and concludes that this practice can be conducted in
accordance with regulations in all jurisdictions.

1. Introduction

Genetic risk information has relevance for patients’ blood relatives, especially for
medically actionable conditions. Health professionals (HPs) discuss the importance of
risk notification with patients and commonly provide “family letters” for distribution to
at-risk relatives. However, the uptake of cascade testing in at-risk families is <50% [1]. A
recent Australian study [2] found relatives had not been notified of genetic risk in >50%
of families. The burden of contacting relatives was identified as a significant barrier to
notification, especially for affected patients, indicating a need for supported communication.
One mechanism to assist with increased cascade testing uptake is direct notification of
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at-risk relatives by HPs, with patients’ consent. We note that disclosure of genetic results
without patient consent is an important but separate topic, about which we have separately
published [3].

The international literature supports the effectiveness of this practice, including strong
public and patient support in multiple countries [1,4–11], with many studies recommending
the consideration of direct contact of at-risk relatives by HPs. A 2022 systematic review
and meta-analysis of 87 international studies found that direct contact increased the uptake
of cascade genetic testing from 40% to 62% [12]. A 2016 Belgian study of BRCA1/2 families
found that direct notification almost doubled the cascade testing rate [4]. Australian studies
about familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH) (genetic high cholesterol), show strong support
from the public [13] and patients [14] for direct notification. A 2006 South Australian
study also demonstrated a significant increase in cascade testing uptake for cancer variants
after direct notification by HPs, and received no complaints about breach of privacy from
individuals who were contacted directly [15]. A recently published study by authors of
this manuscript also demonstrated strong support for direct notification amongst >1000
members of the Australian public, including very few privacy concerns [16].

Despite strong international evidence for the effectiveness and acceptability of this
practice, Australian HPs anecdotally express concerns about its privacy implications. There
are no published legal analyses of this practice from an Australian privacy perspective,
or published national guidelines, to guide and inform HPs regarding their discretion and
obligations in this area.

2. Materials and Methods

Hypothetical case study

The following hypothetical case study (Figure 1) is used as the basis for this privacy analysis.

 

Figure 1. Case study (hypothetical).

Legal analysis

This analysis will answer the following questions:

1. What are the relevant Australian Commonwealth and state/territory privacy regulations?
2. Are the types of information collected and used in Letters S1/S2 protected under

privacy regulations?
3. Has the genetics service breached its privacy obligations by notifying Darcy directly

in the hypothetical case study provided (Figure 1)?
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This analysis is restricted to considering privacy implications of the collection, use
and disclosure of personal information by HPs. It does not consider the impact of other
regulations, such as restrictions on advertising or solicitation of business, that may apply
to private HPs operating in a commercial setting.

3. Results

3.1. What Are the Relevant Australian Commonwealth and State/Territory Privacy Regulations?

The Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (PA) is the key privacy legislation applicable to HPs working in
the private sector in Australia, and includes 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs). Relevant
regulations also exist in all Australian states and territories (some of which have specific
privacy regimes) and apply to HPs working in the public (and, sometimes, private) sector.

Table 1 sets out the various pieces of legislation and regulations that apply across
various states and territories in Australia.

Table 1. Commonwealth, State and Territory regulations relevant to collection, use and disclosure of
personal information (applied in Table 2).

Jurisdiction Act Privacy Principles

Commonwealth (CTH) Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) Schedule 1—Australian Privacy Principles (APP)

Australian Capital Territory (ACT)

Information Privacy Act 2014 (ACT) Schedule 1—Territory Privacy Principles (TPP)

Health Records (Privacy and Access) Act
1997 (ACT) Schedule 1—Privacy Principles (PP)

New South Wales (NSW)

Privacy and Personal Information
Protection Act 1998 (NSW) (PRIPA) N/A—applicable sections listed

Health Records and Information Privacy
Act 2002 (NSW) Schedule 1—Health Privacy Principles (HPP)

Northern Territory (NT) Information Act 2002 (NT) Schedule 2—Information Privacy Principles (IPP)

Queensland (QLD) Information Privacy Act 2009 (QLD)

Schedule 3—Information Privacy Principles
(IPP) and

Schedule 4—National Privacy Principles (IPP)

South Australia (SA)
Premier and Cabinet Circular PC

012—Information Privacy Principles
(IPPs) Instruction (2020)

Part II—Information Privacy Principles (IPP)

Tasmania (TAS)
Personal Information Protection Act

2004 (TAS)
Schedule 1—Personal Information Protection

Principles (PIPP)

Victoria (VIC)

Health Records Act 2001 (VIC) Schedule 1—Health Privacy Principles (HPP)

Privacy and Data Collection Act
2014 (VIC) Schedule 1—Information Privacy Principles (IPP)

Western Australia (WA)

Health Services Act 2016 (WA) N/A—applicable sections listed

Health Services (Information)
Regulations 2017 (WA) N/A—applicable sections listed

It is clear that where patients freely consent to use or disclosure of their own personal
information, there is no breach of their privacy. This assumes that consent to the disclosure
has been properly obtained. In Supplementary Files S1 and S2, Simon has consented to
the disclosure of his information and it is reasonable to assume that consent was properly
obtained. Accordingly, this analysis will focus on Darcy’s privacy.
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3.2. Are the Types of Information Collected and Used in Letters S1/S2 Protected under
Privacy Regulations?

All “personal information” is protected under the PA. “Sensitive information” is a subset
of personal information, and greater protection exists for information that is considered to be
sensitive information (Figure 2). The State/Territory definitions are very similar.

 

Figure 2. Definitions of personal information, sensitive information, and health information.

There are two types of information that are being collected, used, and/or disclosed in
this case study. The first type of information is Darcy’s contact details, and the second is
the genetic information being included in the letter. This genetic information is both about
Simon’s genetic status, and about Darcy’s possible genetic risk. In the discussion section
we consider how the privacy regulations protect and regulate the use of this information.
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The relevant Commonwealth APPs which apply to the collection, use, and/or dis-
closure of personal information in this context are APP 3 (Collection of solicited personal
information), APP 5 (Notification of the collection of personal information) and APP 6

(Use or disclosure of personal information). Table 2 summarizes these APPs and their
application to this question, as well as listing the applicable state/territory principles.
Although the language in the state/territory regulations is not identical, their effect is the
same with a few notable exceptions. Those exceptions are noted in Table 2 and described,
where applicable, below.

4. Discussion

Has the genetics service breached its statutory privacy obligations by notifying Darcy
directly in the hypothetical case study provided (Figure 1)?

4.1. How Is the Use of Each Type of Information Identified in the Case Study Regulated by the
Relevant Regulations?
4.1.1. Darcy’s Contact Details

Individuals’ contact details, such as addresses and telephone numbers, are generally
accepted to be personal information [17] (but not sensitive information), so their collection
and/or use must comply with the requirements applicable to personal information.

4.1.2. The Genetic Information

Simon has consented to the disclosure of his genetic information in both scenarios,
so the question to be addressed is whether the genetic information in the letters (that
Darcy is at risk of inheriting a familial variant) is (a) sensitive information and (b) genetic
information belonging to Darcy. Given the definition of personal information (see Figure 2)
includes information or an opinion about an identified individual, whether it is true or
not, information that identifies an individual’s risk of developing disease appears to be
personal information. The definition of “sensitive information” clearly includes genetic
information (whether it is health information or not), so any genetic information about
Darcy will also be sensitive information.

Health information is defined to include, “genetic information about an individual in
a form that is, or could be, predictive of the health of the individual or a genetic relative of the
individual”. Letter S2 includes specific information about the familial genetic condition, that
seems to fall within this definition as it is in a form that could be predictive of the health of
Darcy or her genetic relative (Simon). However, Letter S1, which only refers generally to a
relative having “a DNA change that increases the risk of developing an inherited medical
condition”, is less obvious. Arguably, the fact that Darcy is at risk of inheriting an unnamed
DNA variant is not specific enough to be health information about Darcy as it is not in a
form that could be predictive of her health or her genetic relative’s health.

The question, then, is whether Darcy’s risk of inheriting an unnamed DNA variant
from an unnamed relative is genetic information (that is not health information) about her.
The PA and explanatory material do not consider what constitutes genetic information that
is not health information [18], and there is no judicial interpretation to assist. However, the
2006 amendment of the PA to insert genetic information that is not health information into
the definition of sensitive information arose from the recommendations of the Australian
Law Reform Commission and Australian Health Ethics report Essentially Yours (ALRC
96) [19]. These recommendations were intended to cover, for example, “genetic information
derived from parentage or other identification testing that is not predictive of health”.

The recent recommendations arising from the Australian Attorney General’s review
of the PA, which recommend adding “genomic information” to the definition of sensitive
information, do not further clarify this question [20]. This means that the information
in Letter S2 is likely to be personal and sensitive information about Darcy, whereas the
information in Letter S1 is likely to be personal information (as it is information about
her), but it is unclear whether it is sensitive information. For this reason, it should be
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treated as sensitive information in this context to be prudent. Next, we will consider how
the requirement that information must be about an “identified or reasonably identifiable”
individual affects this categorization.

The definition of personal information (see Figure 2) applies to “Information or an
opinion about an identified individual, or an individual who is reasonably identifiable”.
Since (i) Darcy is identified and named and (ii) the familial genetic information is linked to
her and used to inform the assessment of Darcy’s risk, the argument that the information
contained in Letter S2 is Darcy’s personal (and sensitive) information is further supported.
However, the information about Simon would not be Darcy’s personal information with-
out this additional link to her risk, as a reasonably identifiable individual she needs to
be “a subject matter of the information or opinion” [21]. If information about Simon’s

genetic variant on its own became Darcy’s personal information through the sharing of the
information in either letter, this would raise the question of whether Darcy could control
Simon’s sharing of his own genetic information without her consent.

It is clear that the parliamentary intention does not support an interpretation that
Darcy could interfere with Simon’s sharing of his own genetic information. Although
statutory interpretation must prioritize the word of the text, parliamentary materials may
be used to provide context [22]. The Explanatory Memorandum for the Privacy Legislation
Amendment Bill 2006 (Cth) indicates that expressly including genetic information in the
definitions (Figure 2) was intended to allow HPs’ discretion to advise relatives of genetic
risk, even without patient consent [23]. However, this does not support an interpretation
that Parliament intended to restrict individuals’ own autonomy with respect to their
individual information. Darcy has no right to control the sharing of Simon’s personal
information with others—that is Simon’s decision.

In summary:

• Darcy’s contact details are personal information and must be collected and used in
accordance with the regulations applicable to personal information.

• The information contained in Letters S1 and S2 is Darcy’s personal information.
• The genetic information contained in Letter S2 (which names the specific gene)

is likely to also be Darcy’s sensitive information, and must be used and/or disclosed in
accordance with the regulations applicable to sensitive information.

• It is unclear whether the information contained in Letter S1 (which does not name
the specific gene and provides general information only) is sensitive information, but
to be prudent it should be used and/or disclosed in accordance with the regulations
applicable to sensitive information.

• Simon’s genetic information alone is not Darcy’s personal information.

Next, we consider whether the collection, use and/or disclosure of the personal infor-
mation was a breach of privacy, or conducted in accordance with the relevant regulations
(Table 2).

4.2. Are the Proposed Uses a Breach of Privacy?

We have concluded that Darcy’s contact details and the information in Letters S1
and S2 are personal information, and the genetic information in Letter S2 (and potentially
the information in Letter S1) is sensitive information belonging to Darcy. The purpose of
the collection and use of the contact details, and the use and disclosure of the genetic
information in the letter, was to notify Darcy about her potential genetic risk. Facilitating
the use of personal information to advise genetic relatives of their potential genetic risk
was the primary reason behind the amendments which were made to the PA in 2006 to
include genetic information in the PA framework [23].

4.2.1. APP 3: Collection of Solicited Personal Information

APP 3 prohibits the collection of personal information unless reasonably necessary for
the entity’s functions. Facilitation of cascade testing of at-risk relatives is a core function of
genetics services [12,24–32], and communication of risk information to relatives by patients
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directly is frequently inadequate [2,29]. Accordingly, collecting Darcy’s personal informa-
tion for this purpose sits squarely within its core functions. For sensitive information, APP
3 also requires the individual’s consent to collection. As contact details are not sensitive
information, this aspect of APP 3 does not require Darcy’s consent for the collection of
her contact information (although APP 5 requires her to be notified of certain things, as
discussed below). This is consistent across all state/territory regulations other than in
Western Australia (considered further below).

APP 3 also requires personal information be collected from individuals directly, unless
unreasonable or impracticable to do so. The genetics service has no pre-existing relation-
ship with Darcy, so collecting her contact details directly is clearly impracticable. Most
states/territory regimes have similar effect, although Table 2 notes some differences in New
South Wales and Western Australia. In New South Wales, s9 of the Privacy and Personal
Information Protection Act 1998 (NSW) (PRIPA) does not include the “unless unreasonable
or impracticable’ exemption. However, s26(1) allows for an exemption where compliance
would prejudice the interests of the individual to whom the information relates. Clearly,
at-risk relatives’ interests will be prejudiced if they cannot be notified of their medically
actionable genomic risk [12,24,25,32,33].

In Western Australia, which does not have a privacy regime, the collection, use, and
disclosure of personal information are regulated under the Health Services Act 2016 (WA),
and is authorized if done with the consent of the person to whom it relates (s220(1)(a)).
However, they can also be authorized under s220(1)(i) if any circumstances prescribed in the
Health Services (Information) Regulations 2017 (WA) apply. Under s5(1)(a) of those regulations,
collection, use, or disclosure is authorized if reasonably necessary to lessen or prevent a
serious risk to the life, health, or safety of an individual. Although genetic information is
not explicitly mentioned in the WA Regulations, these are almost the exact words that were
inserted into the PA to allow the disclosure of information to a genetic relative regarding
their genetic risk [23]. This supports the conclusion that the WA regulations allow the
collection of Darcy’s contact information from Simon without her consent, for the purpose
of lessening or preventing a serious risk to her health, due to genetic risk.

Accordingly, in all jurisdictions, there is support for the argument that the collection
of contact details without Darcy’s consent for the purposes of notification to her about her
potential genetic risk is allowed.

4.2.2. APP 5: Notification of Individuals

APP 5 requires entities who have collected personal information to take reasonable
steps to notify individuals of matters including the entity’s contact details, the purpose
of the collection (and any consequences flowing from not collecting the information),
and mechanisms to complain about breach of privacy. These matters do not prevent the
collection/use of contact details for risk notification, but must inform the content of any
communication by HPs. Letters S1 and S2 have incorporated these requirements.

In addition to these Commonwealth PA obligations, which are largely mirrored by
the various state/territory regulations, the Victorian Health Privacy Principles (HPP 1.7),
require that reasonable steps are taken to ensure health information remains confidential
when received from a recipient who is not the individual the health information is about.
Some further general obligations to take reasonable steps to protect personal information
are also found in the Commonwealth Australian Privacy Principles (APP 11.1); as well
as those in Victoria (IPP 4.1/HPP 4.1); Australian Capital Territory (TPP 11/PP 4.1); New
South Wales (HPP 5/PRIPA s12); Northern Territory (IPP 4.1); Queensland (IPP 4/NPP 4);
South Australia (IPP 4(4)); and Tasmania (PIPP 4).

4.2.3. APP 6: Use or Disclosure of Personal Information

APP 6 (and similar state/territory principles) limits use of Darcy’s personal information
once collected. Personal information collected for one purpose (the primary purpose) cannot
be used for another purpose (a secondary purpose) without consent, unless an exception applies.
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Adding Darcy’s contact details (without consent) to a mailing list, for example, would not be
related to the primary purpose and would be a privacy breach. Contacting her as a follow-up
to the letter that was sent would be related to the primary purpose, and would not be a breach
of privacy unless she had expressly requested not to be contacted further.

The use of the genetic information about Darcy (her genetic risk) is also governed
by APP 6. However, there is no breach of privacy in disclosing Darcy’s own personal
information (her potential genetic risk) to her. The “right not to know” might be raised here
to argue that it is a breach of Darcy’s rights to directly contact her with this information,
without her consent. However, this purported “right” is not an element of statutory privacy
obligations, or a right recognized under Australian privacy regimes. Rather, it is an ethical
element (linked to autonomy) to be balanced against other elements (including the ethical
imperative to provide access to medically actionable risk information) [34,35]. Because of
the significant preventive potential of medically actionable risk information, the “right not
to know” is significantly outweighed by the ethical imperative to offer this information to
at-risk individuals [10].

Further, s16B(4) of the PA further supports disclosing to Darcy her potential genetic
risk. Even without Simon’s consent, disclosure to Darcy is permitted if “necessary to lessen or
prevent a serious threat to [her] life, health or safety”. A genetic predisposition to cancer has
been specifically recognized as a serious threat to life, health, or safety, “even where such a threat
is not imminent” [23]. Thus, the purported “right not to know” does not prevent the disclosure
of this information directly to Darcy, especially with Simon’s consent. However, informing
other entities or individuals of Darcy’s risk, without her consent, would be a privacy breach
(unless another statutory exception applies). Furthermore, if Darcy asked not to be contacted
further after the initial contact was made the HP should respect her wishes.

An important final point is that the discretion to contact at-risk relatives directly with
patient consent, as discussed throughout this analysis, does not equate to a positive duty on
HPs to contact relatives directly and notify them of their risk. No such obligation has been
created in Australia, either through legislative instruments or Australian judicial findings.
Rather, this analysis has confirmed that the discretion to do so (with the patient’s consent)
exists, and is supported by the regulations governing HPs’ collection, use, and disclosure
of personal information in all jurisdictions in Australia.

In summary:

• This analysis supports a conclusion that collection of Darcy’s contact details without
her consent is allowed under all Australian privacy regulations, for the purpose of
notifying her of her possible genetic risk.

• Reasonable steps should be taken to protect Darcy’s personal information once collected.
• Darcy should be notified as soon as possible after her contact details are collected,

about the purpose of the collection and avenues to complain about breach of privacy.
• Darcy’s personal information (her contact details) can only be used for the primary

purpose for which it was collected (to notify her about her possible genetic risk), not
for any other purpose (without her consent).

• Disclosure of Simon’s genetic information to Darcy is permitted with his consent.
• Disclosure of Darcy’s own genetic information to her is permitted, and the purported

“right not to know” does not prevent the disclosure of this information to Darcy,
though her autonomy should be respected if she chooses not to pursue this further
once notified.

• There is no positive duty on HPs to contact relatives directly to notify them of their
risk—the discretion available to HPs to notify patients’ at-risk relatives directly is not
an obligation.

5. Conclusions

Direct notification of patients’ at-risk relatives regarding medically actionable genetic
information, with patient consent, is not a breach of Australian privacy law, providing it is
conducted in accordance with the applicable regulatory principles as discussed throughout
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this analysis. Australian clinical services should consider offering direct notification of
at-risk relatives to assist patients with family communication. This analysis provides an
important resource for clinical services and HPs considering their obligations and discretion
in this area; however, harmonized national guidelines would assist with the clarification of
the discretion for HPs.
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Abstract: Gene therapy holds promise as a life-changing option for individuals with genetic variants
that give rise to disease. FDA-approved gene therapies for Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA), cerebral
adrenoleukodystrophy, β-Thalassemia, hemophilia A/B, retinal dystrophy, and Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy have generated buzz around the ability to change the course of genetic syndromes.
However, this excitement risks over-expansion into areas of genetic disease that may not fit the
current state of gene therapy. While in situ (targeted to an area) and ex vivo (removal of cells,
delivery, and administration of cells) approaches show promise, they have a limited target ability.
Broader in vivo gene therapy trials have shown various continued challenges, including immune
response, use of immune suppressants correlating to secondary infections, unknown outcomes of
overexpression, and challenges in driving tissue-specific corrections. Viral delivery systems can be
associated with adverse outcomes such as hepatotoxicity and lethality if uncontrolled. In some cases,
these risks are far outweighed by the potentially lethal syndromes for which these systems are being
developed. Therefore, it is critical to evaluate the field of genetic diseases to perform cost–benefit
analyses for gene therapy. In this work, we present the current state while setting forth tools and
resources to guide informed directions to avoid foreseeable issues in gene therapy that could prevent
the field from continued success.

Keywords: gene therapy; genetic syndromes; clinical trials

Key Contribution: The promise of gene therapy is reflected through the FDA approvals for multiple
genomic syndromes. This work reflects on the field’s current state while providing topics that must
be considered as the field progresses with more clinical usages.

1. Introduction

With the discoveries that DNA codes for genes and that a DNA sequence can have
variants that increase disease susceptibility, a future was envisioned in which modifying
genetic material to reduce disease risk/progression is achievable. Multiple possibilities
arose to modify genetic material (Figure 1) [1,2], including taking cells out of the body to

BioTech 2024, 13, 1. https://doi.org/10.3390/biotech13010001 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/biotech
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correct genetics followed by delivery back to the individual (ex vivo gene therapy), packag-
ing material to make the changes systemically (in vivo gene therapy), or targeting a tissue
or cell to be edited (in situ gene therapy). Gene therapy consists of packaging nucleic acids
(plasmid, DNA, RNA, antisense oligonucleotides) or gene editing machinery such as clus-
tered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats—CRISPR- and CRISPR-associated
protein 9 (Cas9)—with guide RNA within a particle, often formed by an attenuated virus
or nanoparticle, and delivering it to a cell or tissue to modulate a desired gene [3–7]. While
animal models showed incredible promise for gene therapy in the 1970s and 1980s, there
were early signs of safety risks posed by delivering biomaterials to humans [8].

Figure 1. Schematic of three gene therapy approaches: in vivo, ex vivo, and in situ. Generated with
BioRender (www.biorender.com/).

One of the first human gene therapy clinical trials, completed in 1990 by Rosenberg
et al., involved the transfer of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes modified with a neomycin
resistance gene via a retroviral vector to patients with advanced melanoma [9]. The success
of this trial provided proof of concept for the clinical application of gene therapy. With
that promise of gene therapy, it is rather surprising to follow the complex multiple-decade
history of gene therapy setbacks and complications [1]. However, the excitement associated
with gene therapy has finally translated into clinical utility within the past few years, with
the FDA and other world regulators approving their use, opening the door for correcting
or replacing broader disease genetics [2].

Within rare diseases, genomic sequencing has increased to identify pathogenic vari-
ants [5,6], which yields an increasing hope of gene therapy to correct the variants. Rare
diseases account for USD 997 billion in healthcare costs annually, impacting 15.5 million
people within the U.S. [10]. Internationally, the frequency of rare diseases is uncertain due
to limitations in diagnosis, but estimates are greater than 100 million individuals. While
each rare disease occurs in less than 200,000 individuals (United States) and in 1/2000 births
(European Union) [11], more than 5000 unique, rare diseases add up to a considerable
fraction of healthcare costs internationally [12]. As international sequencing initiatives
have expanded, so has the number of diagnosed individuals for each rare disease, largely
contributed to the sharing of flagged genomic variants across borders [13–15]. The Interna-
tional Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC), founded in 2011, has set forth a critical
mission of expanding therapeutics for international usage through integrating international
efforts into funding within each country or foundation [16,17]. This international partner-
ship highlights the growing efforts to expand access across borders, which is critical to
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growing the number of patients with each rare disease to grow the demand and offset drug
development costs [18]. The international efforts must continue to translate the United
States and European union clinical trials into cross-border initiatives to increase clinical
trial implementation for rare diseases [19].

As diagnoses of rare diseases have improved with the implementation of genome
sequencing [20–22], the knowledge of the exact variant for each individual yields details
of how to best treat each case [23–25]. If a variant results in loss of function of a protein,
it is possible to replace that protein with a functional gene (gene delivery) or remove the
cell, followed by CRISPR editing. If a variant causes a gain of function, one can reduce
the function using antisense oligonucleotides. Thus, rare diseases are one of the areas
where gene therapy holds incredible promise. However, a balance must be maintained
between evaluating gene therapy benefits and safety risks to have a sustainable gene
therapy ecosystem moving forward. Within this review article, we address the field’s
current state in rare diseases and provide insights and guidance to advance the clinical use
of gene therapy sustainably and safely. The article consists of an analysis of gene therapy
based on publications, funding, status of clinical trials, and approved clinical usages while
expanding considerations for additional rare disease genes, immune modulation, cost
of therapy, and the need for increased transparency. At the end, the work is concluded
through a discussion of the current and future ethical considerations for gene therapy
advancement.

2. Past and Current Work in Gene Therapy

2.1. Publications

The advancements and applications of gene therapy can be reflected in yearly publica-
tions (Figure 2). Publications mentioning “gene therapy” date back to the 1970s (1922 total
papers) but expanded rapidly in the 1990s (76,314 papers) to the 2000s (317,383 papers)
and 2010s (637,126 papers). The number of papers per year seems to have stabilized at
the beginning of the 2020s, with 2020 having 88,853 papers, 2021 having 98,207 papers,
and 2022 having 99,992 papers. In 2022, the gene therapy papers reflected diverse topics
based on a Web of Science analysis. These include general fields like genetic heredity,
biochemistry, and pharmacology. More specialized fields such as oncology, immunology,
and neurosciences rank the highest in 2022 publications (Figure 2). There are a total of
802,029 papers for “gene therapy” and “Genetic Heredity” over all years, with 25,280 of
those articles also containing “Rare Disease.” A similar search within PubMed for “gene
therapy” and “rare disease” returns 16,032 papers.

Literature analysis provides valuable insights, especially those of nucleotide delivery
systems for studying animal modeling of rare diseases. In the 2000s, a strategy known as
morpholino oligonucleotides was widely used in research to knockdown genes in animal
models [26]. Building on the toxic nature of oligonucleotides in developmental studies [27],
morpholinos were developed to inhibit gene translation using chemical alterations of the
oligonucleotide that allow for complementation with the transcript to prevent ribosome
engagement [28]. In 2000, these morpholinos were shown to be functional in the knockdown
of zebrafish genes during development, mimicking rare disease phenotypes [29]. This
novel animal modeling tool progressed with hundreds of papers defining knockdown
to phenotype correlations for rare genetic disorders [30]. However, in 2007, the same
group that had presented the promise of zebrafish morpholinos showed that the system
also regulated the tumor protein p53 (TP53, coded by the p53 gene) cascade and induced
phenotypes independent of the targeted morpholino [31], a finding also shown through
small interfering RNA (siRNA) [32] and phosphorothioate-linked DNA [33]. While there are
off-target oligonucleotide functions in gene regulation, the tools continue to be used through
understanding mechanisms and the growth of control datasets [34,35]. For example,
our group has shown morpholino use in zebrafish followed by human mRNA recovery
allows for definitive outcomes of human genotype-to-phenotype insights and gene therapy
modeling for kidney disease [36]. While these techniques are being phased out with newer
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CRISPR-based animal modeling [37], they still provide a valuable lesson in considering
off-target impacts for delivering nucleic acids. These findings highlight the persistent need
for refined knowledge of how foreign nucleotides can impact cellular processes to better
predict unexpected, off-target outcomes.
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Figure 2. Publications on “gene therapy.” The first panel shows the number of publications found
on Web of Science per year for the search “gene therapy,” with every five years labeled in black.
The number of publications in 2022 is in red. The second panel shows the breakdown of the top 20
research areas of the 2022 papers. The analysis was performed on 18 April 2023.

2.2. Funding

Similar to publications, funding can establish the trajectory of the gene therapy field.
The top funder of worldwide science, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), is experi-
encing rapid funding growth in “gene therapy,” based on an analysis of NIH reporter.
Beginning in 2016, funding mentioning “gene therapy” could be found in the project terms
of NIH grants (Figure 3). In 2018, the term could be found in project abstracts, and in 2019
within project titles, with a fast elevation to the USD 8.279 billion in total funding for 2022.
The 2022 levels of NIH funding broken down by institutes show the top to be the National
Cancer Institute (NCI, USD 1.8 billion), followed by the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID, USD 1.5 billion), National Heart Lung and Blood Institute
(NHLBI, USD 885 million), and the National Institute of Aging (NIA, USD 669 million).
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Figure 3. NIH funding mentioning “Gene Therapy.” The first panel shows the funding (in mil-
lions of USD) per year by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) mentioning the term “gene ther-
apy” in various annotation bins (mentioned in project: gray—title, yellow—abstract, cyan—terms,
red—any of the three). The total annotated funding in 2022 is in red text. The second panel shows
the breakdown of the top NIH institutes of the 2022 NIH funding for “Gene Therapy.” Abbre-
viations: NCI—National Cancer Institute, NIAID—National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, NHLBI—National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, NIA—National Institute on Aging,
NINDS—National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, NIDDK—National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, NIGMS—National Institute of General Medical Sciences,
NEI—National Eye Institute, NIDA—National Institute on Drug Abuse, NICHD—Eunice Kennedy
Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. The analysis was performed on
1 May 2023 using NIH reporter.

The top ten highest funded awards from NIH represent a diversity of institutes and
initiatives (Table 1). Many of these awards were for mRNA vaccine programs and test-
ing sites (1ZIATR000437, 1U19AI171421, 1U19AI171443, 1U19AI171110, 1U19AI171954,
1U19AI171292, 1U19AI171403), which primarily reflects the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic re-
sponse. This mRNA vaccine expansion is likely the most significant factor in the rapid
funding investments for gene therapy in 2022. A few of these large projects also re-
flect the growth of gene therapy within oncology (75N91019D00024–0-759102200019–1,
1U24CA224319) and neurodegeneration (5U01AG059798, 1UF1NS131791, 5R01AG068319,
5U19NS120384).

Further refining NIH investments using a co-search with “rare disease” identified 787
funded awards (Figure 4) with 728 unique project numbers totaling USD 526,396,101. Of
these awards, 276 are traditional R01 NIH research awards, summing USD 155,491,503
in research. Additional funding for gene therapy comes from intramural awards (ZIA,
76 awards, USD 109,812,041), contract awards (U54, 63 awards, USD 36,059,350; U01, 47
awards, USD 48,207,117), and small research pilot grants (R21, 57 awards, USD 13,314,891).
There is a surprisingly low number amongst these awards of trainee funding, such as K08
clinician scientist awards (24 awards for USD 3,829,993), K23 patient-oriented training
(12 awards, USD 2,235,855), F30/F31 predoctoral awards (18 awards, USD 755,681), and
F32 postdoctoral awards (3 awards, USD 235,260). As gene therapy is one of the most
promising clinical tools, there seems to be a need for elevating targeted training awards.
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Table 1. Top ten highest NIH-funded projects mentioning “gene therapy”. The analysis was per-
formed on 1 May 2023 using NIH reporter.

Application ID Project Number Total Cost I.C.
Administering

I.C.
Organization Name Project Title

10695742 1ZIATR000437-01 USD 77,500,000 NCATS
National Center for

Advancing
Translational Sciences

Antiviral Program for
Pandemics (App) and Ncats:

Accelerating Antiviral
Development

10514264 1U19AI171421-01 USD 69,058,677 NIAID Stanford University

Development of Outpatient
Antiviral Cocktails Against

SARS-CoV-2 and Other
Potential Pandemic Rna

Viruses.

10514317 1U19AI171443-01 USD 67,624,156 NIAID Scripps Research
Institute, The

Center For Antiviral Medicines
and Pandemic Preparedness

(Campp)

10512617 1U19AI171110-01 USD 67,452,049 NIAID
University of

California, San
Francisco

Qcrg Pandemic Response
Program

10522804 1U19AI171954-01 USD 66,431,207 NIAID University of
Minnesota Midwest Avidd Center

10513679 1U19AI171292-01 USD 65,483,194 NIAID Univ of North Carolina
Chapel Hill

Rapidly Emerging Antiviral
Drug Development

Initiative—Avidd Center
(Readdi-Ac)

10513935 1U19AI171403-01 USD 51,914,880 NIAID Emory University Antiviral Countermeasures
Development Center (Ac/Dc)

10716676 75N91019D00024-
0-759102200019-1 USD 22,364,766 NCI Leidos Biomedical

Research, Inc.

Discovery and Development of
Cancer Therapeutics for Next

Program

10446989 5U01AG059798-03 USD 20,263,304 NIA Washington
University

Dian-Tu Primary Prevention
Trial

10649756 1UF1NS131791-01 USD 18,136,504 NINDS Massachusetts
General Hospital

An Expanded Access Protocol
of Intravenous Trehalose

Injection 90 mg/mL Treatment
of Patients with Amyotrophic

Lateral Sclerosis

10693707 1ZIAHD002400-31 USD 17,942,380 NICHD

Eunice Kennedy
Shriver National
Institute of Child

Health and Human
Development

The Role of Subclinical
Infection and Cytokines in

Preterm Parturition

10452692 5R01AG068319-03 USD 16,720,909 NIA Washington
University

Dian-Tu: Tau Next Generation
Prevention Trial

9457012 1U24CA224319-01 USD 13,559,983 NCI
Icahn School of

Medicine at Mount
Sinai

High-Dimensional Immune
Monitoring of Nci-Supported

Immunotherapy Trials

10266149 5U19NS120384-02 USD 13,212,214 NINDS University Of
California at Davis

The Clinical Significance of
Incidental White Matter Lesions

on Mri Amongst a Diverse
Population with Cognitive

Complaints (Indeed)

Based on the titles and the public health relevance statements of “gene therapy” and
“rare disease” funded grants, there is a diverse clinical perspective (Figure 4). The mention
of genes within the abstracts of the projects also reflects this diverse perspective. From the
list of genes, funding is in the areas of neuroscience (TSC, MTOR, CLN1, CMT1A, NF1),
neurodegeneration (APOE, TAU, TREM2), cancer (RUNX1, P53, MDM2, KRAS), and cystic
fibrosis (CFTR). As rare diseases are dispersed between the NIH units, with no primary
home that focuses on all rare diseases as a single pathology, it is unsurprising that the fund-
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ing is spread across different institutes. As gene therapy grows in development, it is critical
to consider new cross-NIH initiatives focusing on funding gene therapy advancements,
especially those outside of oncology or vaccine designs. As the new ARPA-H (Advanced
Research Projects Agency for Health) is established in the United States, gene therapy will
likely be a significant component of agency design.

Figure 4. Word usage for “gene therapy” and “rare disease” within all NIH-funded projects. The
analysis was performed using WordClouds.com. The first panel shows words enriched within the
787 funded project titles. The second panel shows words enriched from their public health relevance
statements. The analysis was performed on 1 May 2023 using NIH reporter.

2.3. Clinical Trials

The translational advancement of gene therapy is reflected through clinical trials and
approved therapies. Since 1990, the field has proliferated, with over 2000 completed clinical
trials registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (Figure 5, as of 18 April 2023). The first registered trial
returned for “gene therapy” (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00001166) was initiated in
1978, an observational trial of “Gyrate Atrophy of the Choroid and Retina” that focused on
genetic determination of disease. In the 1990s, trials began expanding, with fast growth in
the 2010s to the 2022 level of 397 trials initiated (Figure 5A). Of the studies, 37% of the total
results have been marked as completed, 21% are recruiting, 9% are active but not recruiting,
9% have been terminated, and 5% are not yet recruiting (Figure 5B).

Among the completed studies, cancer was the primary target of most trials, as deter-
mined by an analysis of the disease categories provided by ClinicalTrials.gov. Monogenic
disorders follow. The FDA breaks human clinical trials into four phases [38]. Phase I
trials aim to answer whether a treatment may be given safely, assessing for toxicity in a
small population. Phase II trials determine if the treatment is effective at different dosages,
such as if adequate protein expression is obtained following gene therapy. Phase III trials
compare the new treatment to those already utilized or a placebo, often in a larger popula-
tion, where it is determined if it will be sent for federal approval as a new therapy. Once
approved, interventions are continually monitored for adverse events in phase IV. Rare
disease trials, particularly those utilizing gene therapy, often combine phases I and II and
utilize a stepwise approach.
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Figure 5. Analysis of ClinicalTrials.gov for “gene therapy.” All analyses were performed on 18 April
2023 using the ClinicalTrial.gov site. (A) Number of trials started each year, with the 2022 number in
red. (B) Breakdown of trial status. Groups below 2% are not shown. (C) Breakdown of completed
trials for FDA phase and age group inclusion. (D) Breakdown of the delivery system used, with a call
out of adeno-associated virus subtypes shown to the right.

Among the clinical trials returned when searching for “gene therapy” and marked
as complete, most fall under phase I or II trials (Figure 5C). In addition, most of these
were only tested in adults (18 years and older). Viral vectors are the most utilized delivery
system in gene therapy clinical trials, the most common being adenoviruses, retroviruses,
lentiviruses, and adeno-associated viruses (Figure 5D). Of the adeno-associated viruses,
AAV2 and AAV5 were the most selected for use. Plasmid DNA delivery, lipofection, and
RNA transfer are the most utilized among nonviral vectors.

As “gene therapy” returns trial data irrelevant to interventions, we further filtered
genetic diseases with intervention therapies (Table 2). Multiple disorders have com-
pleted phase III trials, including cystic fibrosis, hemophilia B, retinal dystrophy, cerebral
adrenoleukodystrophy, Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA), and β-Thalassemia. It should
be noted that enrollment numbers are minimal for many rare diseases due to the low
frequency of disorders within the population. This makes it challenging to build placebo
control systems and generate sufficient data for FDA approval processes. These issues
suggest the need for thoughtful reconsiderations in gene therapy authorization processes
in the future [39] in addition to international cooperation efforts.
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Table 2. Top genetic diseases with interventional “gene therapy” clinical trials. A “-“ is used in the
FDA-authorized treatment column when no treatments are authorized. The “*” indicates drugs that
are not gene therapy.

Disorder Trials
Total

Enroll-
ment

Trials
with

under
18

Phase I
Phase I
|Phase

II
Phase II

Phase II
|Phase

III

Phase
III

FDA-
Authorized
Treatment

Cystic Fibrosis 43 4080 27 7 3 15 2 10

Elexacaftor–
Tezacaftor–
Ivacaftor

*

Hemophilia B 26 666 2 5 11 4 0 3 Hemgenix

Retinal Dystrophy 2 35 2 0 0 0 0 2 Luxturna

Cerebral
Adrenoleukodystrophy 2 67 2 0 0 0 1 1 Skysona

Spinal Muscular
Atrophy 14 713 13 2 1 0 0 8 Zolgensma

β-Thalassemia 25 604 17 2 7 3 1 2 Zynteglo

Muscular
Dystrophy 42 1837 37 9 12 12 0 7 Elevidys

Hemophilia A 22 678 1 5 7 2 0 5 Roctavian

Epidermolysis
Bullosa 18 228 15 0 12 2 0 2 Vyjuvek

Fabry Disease 12 377 5 1 7 1 0 1 -

Sickle Cell Anemia 5 245 2 0 0 2 0 1 -

Mucopolysaccharidosis 17 186 17 1 13 0 2 0 -

Gaucher Disease 13 366 8 0 6 0 2 5 -

Retinitis
Pigmentosa 27 1713 13 1 14 3 3 3 -

Leber Congenital
Amaurosis 11 178 11 2 6 0 2 1 -

Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis 5 308 0 0 1 2 0 1 -

Severe Combined
Immunodeficiency 19 181 19 3 11 1 1 0 -

Fanconi Anemia 14 82 14 6 4 3 0 0 -

Alzheimer’s
Disease 4 43 0 3 1 0 0 0 -

Table 3 shows a curated list of phase III trials with gene therapy for rare diseases.
Among these nine completed studies, four were for SMA using Onasemnogene Abeparvovec
(also known as Zolgensma) for different inclusion criteria (NCT03306277, NCT03461289,
NCT03505099, NCT03837184). SMA is characterized by an autosomal recessive dysfunction
to exons 7 and 8 of the SMN1 gene, resulting in progressive spinal cord motor neuron
degeneration and muscle atrophy [40]. Type 1 SMA decreases muscle tone so severely that
children are never able to sit independently. Without intervention, type 1 SMA patients die
of respiratory failure prior to their second birthday. The known genetic mechanisms and
the progressive debilitating phenotype have resulted in SMA inclusion in many newborn
screenings for early detection before the phenotype manifests [41], making it a compelling
target for gene therapy intervention. NCT03306277, known as STR1VE, was the first
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completed gene therapy phase III study, showing in 22 participants that a single AAV9
cDNA intravenous delivery of the SMN1 gene (Zolgensma) could prevent the phenotype
of SMA type 1 [42]. Of the 22 participants, 3 were withdrawn, with 1 due to an unrelated
death and 1 due to an adverse event. Of the patients enrolled, they had an average age of
3.7 months at gene delivery, with half identifying as white and 12 as female. All patients
with therapy showed marked clinical improvement and achieved independent sitting at
18 months. Of the 22 individuals, 4 showed signs of respiratory distress, 1 with signs
of secondary sepsis, and 2 with hepatic elevated enzymes. Presymptomatic genetically
screened SMN1 variant-positive individuals were assessed for earlier delivery of this
therapy (NCT03505099), where all 14 patients had marked clinical improvements [43].
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Table 3. Curated phase III intervention studies for genetic syndromes.

Trial Status Phases Start Date
Completion

Date
Age

Enrollment
#

Conditions Interventions

NCT02292537 Completed Phase III
24

November
2014

20 February
2017 2–12 years 126

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Nusinersen
(Spinraza)

NCT03306277 Completed Phase III 24 October
2017

12
November

2019

up to 180
Days 22

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Biological:
Onasemnogene
Abeparvovec

NCT03461289 Completed Phase III 16 August
2018

11
September

2020

up to 6
Months 33

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Biological:
Onasemnogene
Abeparvovec

NCT03496012 Completed Phase III 11 December
2017

1 December
2020

18 Years and
older 170 Choroideremia Genetic: BIIB111

NCT01896102 Completed Phase III
Phase III

21 August
2013

26 March
2021

up to 17
Years 32

Cerebral
Adrenoleukodys-

trophy
(CALD)

Genetic: Lenti-D
Drug Product

NCT03505099 Completed Phase III 2 April 2018 15 June 2021 up to 42
Days 30

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Biological:
Onasemnogene
Abeparvovec

NCT03837184 Completed Phase III 31 May 2019 29 June 2021 0 Days to 6
Months 2

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Biological:
Onasemnogene
Abeparvovec

NCT02906202 Completed Phase III 1 July 2016 31 March
2022

0 Years to 50
Years 23 β-Thalassemia Genetic:

LentiGlobin BB305

NCT03406104 Completed Phase III 9 January
2018 4 July 2022 15 Years and

older 61

Leber
Hereditary

Optic
Neuropathy

Genetic: GS010

NCT03207009 Completed Phase III 8 June 2017
15

November
2022

0 Years to 50
Years 18 β-Thalassemia Genetic:

LentiGlobin BB305

NCT00999609 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 1 October 12 - 3 Years and

older 31
Inherited
Retinal

Dystrophy

Biological:
AAV2-hRPE65v2

NCT03370913 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 19 December

2017 - 18 Years and
older 134 Hemophilia A

Biological:
valoctocogene
roxaparvovec

NCT03293524 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 12 March

2018 - 15 Years and
older 90

Leber
Hereditary

Optic
Neuropathy

Genetic: GS010

NCT03392974 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 14 March

2018 - 18 Years and
older 1 Hemophilia A

Biological:
Valoctocogene
Roxaparvovec

NCT03569891 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 27 June 2018 - 18 Years and

older 67 Hemophilia B
Genetic: AAV5-
hFIXco-Padua
(Hemgenix)
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Table 3. Cont.

Trial Status Phases Start Date
Completion

Date
Age

Enrollment
#

Conditions Interventions

NCT03837483 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 21 January

2019 - up to 65
Years 10

Wiskott–
Aldrich

Syndrome
Genetic: OTL-103

NCT03852498 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 24 January

2019 - up to 17
Years 35

Cerebral
Adrenoleukodys-

trophy
(CALD)

Genetic: Lenti-D

NCT04042025 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 10 February

2020 - Child, Adult,
Older Adult 85

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Biological:
Onasemnogene
Abeparvovec

NCT04323098 Active, not
recruiting Phase III

10
November

2020
- 18 Years and

older 22 Hemophilia A
Biological:

valoctocogene
roxaparvovec

NCT04516369 Active, not
recruiting Phase III

24
November

2020
- 4 Years and

older 4 Retinal
Dystrophy

Genetic: voretigene
neparvovec

(LUXTURNA)

NCT04851873 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 8 September

2021 - up to 17
Years 24

Spinal
Muscular
Atrophy

Genetic: OAV101

NCT05096221 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 27 October

2021 - 4 Years to 7
Years 126

Duchenne
Muscular

Dystrophy
Genetic: SRP-9001

NCT05139316 Active, not
recruiting Phase III 8 November

2021 - 8 Years and
older 50

Glycogen
Storage

Disease Type
IA

Genetic: DTX401

NCT03566043 Recruiting Phase II|
Phase III

27
September

2018
- 4 Months to

5 Years 48
Mucopolysaccharidosis
Type II (MPS

II)
Genetic: RGX-121

NCT03861273 Recruiting Phase III 29 July 2019 - 18 Years to
65 Years 55 Hemophilia B

Biological:
fidanacogene
elaparvovec

NCT04293185 Recruiting Phase III 14 February
2020 - 2 Years to 50

Years 35 Sickle Cell
Disease Genetic: bb1111

NCT04370054 Recruiting Phase III 18 August
2020 - 18 Years to

64 Years 63 Hemophilia A Biological:
PF-07055480

NCT04281485 Recruiting Phase III 5 November
2020 - 4 Years to 7

Years 99
Duchenne
Muscular

Dystrophy

Genetic:
PF-06939926

NCT04704921 Recruiting Phase II|
Phase III

29 December
2020 - 50 Years to

89 Years 300
Age-related

Macular
Degeneration

Genetic: RGX-314

NCT04671433 Recruiting Phase III 16 March
2021 - 3 Years and

older 96
X-Linked
Retinitis

Pigmentosa

Genetic:
AAV5-RPGR

NCT04794101 Recruiting Phase III 16 March
2021 - 3 Years and

older 96
X-Linked
Retinitis

Pigmentosa

Genetic:
AAV5-RPGR

NCT05407636 Recruiting Phase III 28 December
2021 - 50 Years to

89 Years 465
Age-related

Macular
Degeneration

Genetic: RGX-314

NCT05089656 Recruiting Phase III 12 January
2022 - 2 Years to 17

Years 125
Spinal

Muscular
Atrophy

Genetic: OAV101

NCT04283227 Recruiting Phase III 17 January
2022 - Child, Adult,

Older Adult 6
Lysosomal

Storage
Diseases

Genetic: OTL-200
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Table 3. Cont.

Trial Status Phases Start Date
Completion

Date
Age

Enrollment
#

Conditions Interventions

NCT05345171 Recruiting Phase III 18 October
2022 - 12 Years and

older 50 OTC
Deficiency Genetic: DTX301

NCT05335876 Recruiting Phase III 19 December
2022 - Child, Adult,

Older Adult 260
Spinal

Muscular
Atrophy

Biological:
onasemnogene

abeparvovec

NCT05386680 Recruiting Phase III 12 January
2023 - 2 Years to 12

Years 28
Spinal

Muscular
Atrophy

Genetic: OAV101

NCT05689164 Not yet
recruiting Phase III 14 April 2023 - 0 Years and

older 250
Duchenne
Muscular

Dystrophy

Biological:
fordadistrogene
movaparvovec

NCT05815004 Not yet
recruiting

Phase II|
Phase III

1 October
2023 - 2 Years to 25

Years 40 Gaucher
Disease, Type 3

Drug: Gene
therapy

NCT00073463 Terminated Phase II|
Phase III 1 June 2003 - 12 Years and

older 100 Cystic Fibrosis Genetic: tgAAVCF

Additional phase III trials have been completed for Choroideremia, cerebral adrenoleuk-
odystrophy, β-Thalassemia, and Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy. NCT03496012
showed that a single-dose delivery of an AAV2-encoded REP1 gene targeted to the eye (in
situ) with local injections was able to prevent monogenic inherited retinal dystrophies [44].
NCT01896102 showed the ex vivo delivery of CD34+ stem cells treated with lentiviral
encoded ABCD1 to treat males with cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy [45]. Within that study,
there was one reported death, 47% of individuals identified as white, all patients were
males, and there were eight events of febrile neutropenia, six with a severe fever, and an
extensive list of nonserious adverse events. NCT02906202 and NCT03207009 showed the
ex vivo delivery of CD34+ stem cells treated with lentiviral encoded βA-T87Q-Globin gene
for β-Thalassemia, with a 91% success rate of individuals showing transfusion indepen-
dence [46]. Four individuals had adverse events, including one case of thrombocytopenia.
NCT03406104 showed the intravitreal delivery (in situ) of the AAV2-encoded ND4 gene to
improve vision in individuals with Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy [47]. In summary,
it should be noted that SMA therapy is the only completed phase III trial with in vivo
intravenous gene therapy results.

NCT00073463 started in 2003, aiming to test 100 participants age 12 or older for
aerosolized AAV-encoded CFTR for the treatment of cystic fibrosis. While the phase I and
II studies for this aerosolized therapy showed safety [48,49], the phase III trial showed
no improvement in lung function [50]. The trial was terminated with the last enrolled
participant in October 2005.

Below is a description of active trials with posted or published results, focusing on
serious adverse responses reported. NCT00999609 used subretinal-injected AAV2-encoded
RPE65 to treat retinal dystrophy in 21 patients, where two of the cases showed adverse
drug reactions, and one individual showed convulsions [51]. NCT03370913, NCT03392974,
and NCT04323098 showed the use of AAV5-encoded Coagulation Factor VIII infusion
in 134 males with hemophilia A, where 22 serious adverse events were reported [52].
NCT03569891 used AAV5-encoded Human Factor IX infusion (Hemgenix, etranacogene
dezaparvovec) to treat 67 males with hemophilia B, with five severe events, including
acute myocardial infarction, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, pseudarthrosis, and acute kidney
injury. In nearly all of the recruiting studies, there is a lack of posted results, meaning
until completed, most gene therapy clinical trials lack reported data on adverse events. A
commonality of gene therapy studies is the prescreening of antibodies towards the AAV
system with no reported issues with immunosuppressive agents.
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2.4. Approved Therapies

The FDA classifies gene therapy products in combination with cellular therapies
within the Office of Tissues and Advanced Therapies, where there are 32 approved licensed
products (as of 2 August 2023), 8 of which are gene therapies.

Two therapies have been authorized for SMA treatment: Spinraza and Zolgensma.
Spinraza (Nusinersen, Biogen) is an antisense oligonucleotide that targets the SMN2 gene
to alter splicing to recover SMN protein function [53]. The phase III trial (NCT02292537)
for Spinraza showed success in preventing SMA in 84 patients, with severe adverse events
similar to sham control [54]. It should be noted that Spinraza is delivered intrathecally to
the cerebral spinal fluid, and one case of post-lumbar puncture syndrome was noted in the
clinical trial. Spinraza requires repeat dosing every four months indefinitely to maintain
clinical benefits. Spinraza therapy was submitted to the FDA and approved on 23 Decem-
ber 2016 under a fast-track and orphan drug designation. Zolgensma (Onasemnogene
Abeparvovec, Novartis Gene Therapies Inc.) was submitted to the FDA on 1 October 2018
and approved on 24 May 2019, creating an intravenous gene therapy for SMA. Zolgensma
is a functioning copy of the full human SMN1 gene, which codes for the SMN protein that
is lacking in SMA patients. Zolgensma currently requires only one dose.

Elevidys (delandistrogene moxeparvovec-rokl, Sarepta Theraputics, Inc.) was sub-
mitted to the FDA on 28 September 2022 and approved on 22 June 2023 for the treatment
of Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. Approval was limited to ambulatory patients aged
4–5 years. Elevidys utilizes an adeno-associated viral vector (AAVrh74) to deliver a portion
of the dystrophin gene “microdystrophin.”. Sarepta was approved under accelerated sta-
tus by demonstrating that patients treated with Elevidys had increased microdystrophin
expression. It was noted in a published FDA summary memo that the decision for ap-
proval went against the recommendations made by the Clinical, Clinical Pharmacology,
and Statistics review teams, who did not feel the data submitted showed a definite clinical
benefit. Elevidys was approved with the contingency that further clinical trial data would
be submitted.

Hemgenix (etranacogene dezaparvovec-drlb, CSL Behring LLC) was submitted to the
FDA on 24 March 2022 and approved on 22 November 2022 for the treatment of hemophilia
B. Luxturna (voretigene neparvovec-rzyl, Spark Therapeutics Inc.) was submitted to the
FDA on 16 May 2017 and approved on 18 December 2017 for the treatment of biallelic
RPE65 mutation-associated retinal dystrophy. Skysona (elivaldogene autotemcel, bluebird
bio Inc.) was submitted to the FDA on 18 October 2021 and approved on 16 September
2022 to treat active cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy. Zynteglo (betibeglogene autotemcel,
bluebird bio Inc.) was submitted to the FDA on 20 September 2021 and approved on 19
August 2022 to treat ß-Thalassemia. Roctavian (valoctocogene roxaparvovec-rvox) was
submitted to the FDA on 23 December 2019 (resubmitted 29 September 2022) and approved
on 29 June 2023 to treat severe hemophilia A only in the absence of AAV-5 preexisting
antibodies. Vyjuvek (beremagene geperpavec) was submitted to the FDA on 20 June 2022
and approved on 19 May 2023 for the treatment of those >6 months of age with dystrophic
epidermolysis bullosa due to COL7A1 variants. It should be noted that Vyjuvek is the first
ever approved topical gene therapy and utilizes a herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1)
delivery system. HSV-1 is optimal for skin delivery as the virus naturally infects skin cells.

In the case of many of these FDA-approved therapies, their phase III trials continued
after their authorizations, with an expectation of progression into phase IV studies.

While gene therapy in cystic fibrosis has had mixed results, it should be noted that
small molecule regulators of the CFTR gene have proven that nucleotide delivery is not the
only approach to modify gene expression in rare diseases. The FDA approved Elexacaftor–
tezacaftor–ivacaftor, also known as triple therapy, which is recommended in patients with
at least one copy of Phe508del CFTR variants [55,56]. Cystic fibrosis is an example where
strategies outside of gene therapy should be continued in parallel, setting a critical mission
that gene therapy trials do not overpower or result in underfunding small-molecule or
other therapeutic approaches.
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3. Biological Considerations

For effective gene therapy, one must confidently identify a causal gene, package that
gene into a delivery system expressing the right amount in the right tissue/cell, and replace
or repair the molecular mechanism with a measurable phenotype. This must be achieved
while avoiding unforeseen biological challenges of viral vectors and overexpression of
mRNA within cells. Below, we provide several areas of consideration for expanding gene
therapy into additional clinical genetics.

3.1. Genetic Syndromes

The OMIM database (https://www.omim.org/) [57] represents a catalog of human
genetic conditions. As of April 2023, the database contained >6000 gene-to-disease correla-
tions. These correlations represent 4771 unique human genes on all human chromosomes
(Figure 6A). Using the UniProt database of protein annotations [58], it is evident that only
a few represent DNA binding factors or have annotated domains like a zinc finger or
coiled-coil segment (Figure 6B). A significant portion of these proteins are transmembrane,
suggesting they localize to the surface of a cell. Many proteins have catalytic activity,
binding sites, and active sites. In some rare and genetic diseases, the active site becomes
hyperactive, where inhibitors can ameliorate disease. Most diseases manifest from loss-of-
function to protein biology and thus need correctors instead of inhibitors.

Using the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) database [59], it is observed that most of the
genes are ubiquitously expressed in human tissues (Figure 6C). At the same time, they have
more specificity when annotated based on cell types within each tissue (Figure 6D). This
observation suggests that we should not address tissue specificity for each gene but rather
cell type specificity, where emerging tools like single-cell transcriptomics are opening new
doors for these insights. Of the OMIM genes, 2398 have been knocked out in a mouse
model, can be purchased for lab use, and have undergone extensive phenotypic analysis
based on the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC, Figure 6E) [60]. A
total of 90% (2158/2398) of these genes show at least one observable phenotype altered by
removing the gene, many matching the known human conditions, where these animals can
serve as a pre-clinical gene therapy testing system.

It should be noted that 341 gene knockouts from the IMPC result in heterogeneous
preweaning lethality (incomplete penetrance), and 131 are highly penetrant for lethality.
The heterogeneity within phenotypes for genetic diseases represents one of the most
considerable challenges in gene therapy; namely, how can one develop clinical trials
to know success when phenotypes are not always predictable with our current state of
knowledge.

It should be noted that the number of datasets showing gene expression within the
HPA has little correlation to the number of altered phenotypes observed in the IMPC (R2 of
2 × 10−5, Figure 6F). This points to the need for further tools in genotype-to-phenotype
predictions that will strengthen our ability to know when and how gene therapies may
apply to an individual.

Many gene therapy delivery systems have a limited size of the genetic insert, with most
of the OMIM genes within this window (Figure 6G). The largest database of human genetics,
ClinVar [61], shows that of these OMIM genes, we have an array of known confident
pathogenic variants (Figure 6G). While our pathogenic and likely pathogenic variants
usually are significant changes to proteins (frameshift and nonsense variants), the current
state of research is challenged by missense genetic changes and whether they confidently
result in disease states (Figure 6H). Gene therapy can only be employed in high-confidence
situations. Thus, the million plus variants of uncertain significance (VUSs) in OMIM genes
would have a low probability of successful clinical trials, primarily if implemented based
on newborn screening. This finding highlights that variant characterization remains a
significant challenge in gene therapy expansion for genetic syndromes.
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Figure 6. OMIM genes connecting human genotypes to phenotypes. (A) Number of OMIM genes per
chromosome. (B) The number of OMIM genes with various human UniProt annotations. (C) Tissue-
or (D) single-cell-specific expression annotation from the Human Protein Atlas for each of the OMIM
genes. (E) The number of OMIM genes with various International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium
(IMPC) annotations following knockout and phenotyping. (F) Each OMIM gene number of IMPC
phenotypes altered in knockout (x-axis) relative to the % of datasets from the Human Protein Atlas
where the gene is expressed >1 transcript per million (TPM). (G) The amino acid length of each
OMIM gene (x-axis) relative to the number of ClinVar annotated pathogenic or likely pathogenic
variants. (H) The percent of each variant class relative to variant alterations for the ClinVar database.

3.2. Cell and Promoter Specificity

Gene therapy is targeted to cell types based on the vector used to deliver the nucleic
acids and sequences that can drive the expression of each gene only within that tissue/cell
type, such as a cell-specific promoter element. The control of expression enables each gene
to be made into mRNA and protein only in a specific cell type. To minimize the size of
expression regulation sequences, promoters rather than enhancers are often used to achieve
cell-type specificity [62]. Since the advent of RNA sequencing, there has been an expansion
in defining tissue/cell-specific expression. Still, more recently, with techniques such as
single-cell RNA sequencing, we are now resolving specificity in the different functional cell
types within each tissue. This specificity of expression is critical to controlling many OMIM
genes contributing to developmental pathways. The HPA annotation of cell specificity for
75 different cell types shows 1908 different human genes with highly specific expression
within one of the cell types (Figure 7). More work is needed to determine which promoter
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elements may work, independent of cell-type-specific enhancers, for the desired tissue of
an OMIM gene being nominated for gene therapy.

Figure 7. Heatmap of expression for cell-type-specific genes from the Human Protein Atlas. Red
indicates the highest expression in the row. Dendrograms show one minus Spearman rank correlation
with cell type on top and genes shown to the left.

It should be noted that the developmental trajectory of many genes makes it challeng-
ing to identify when gene therapy will be safe and effective. For example, variants that
disrupt the complex developmental process of neural crest cells give rise to multiple, di-
verse peripheral cells [63] and require more critical reasoning on whether gene therapy can
recover the developmental changes. Our work on LRP1-related syndrome [64] highlights
the complex multi-phenotype traits associated with neural crest cells that will be difficult
to advance gene therapy approaches within the developmental stages, often active in utero.

3.3. Variant Location within Proteins

As shown in Figure 6H, many clinically sequenced variants within genes that may
benefit from gene therapy fall within sites that are difficult to annotate and thus result in an
annotation as a VUS. These are often subtle missense variants within a gene and are the first
observance of such variants. Most of these variants have only been identified in a single
individual and never observed in the millions of sequenced human genomes completed
to date, making it difficult to establish a causal nature of the missense variant [22]. Thus,
it has become common that gene therapies are initiated only in individuals that have
either a variant that occurs in multiple individuals (often autosomal recessive conditions)
or the variant results in a frameshift or nonsense change that removes large chunks of
protein observed to be removed in other patients with the disorder. There is a need
for characterizing VUSs rapidly using existing data [23,64–68], high-throughput wet lab
techniques used in NAA10 characterizations [69], knowledge from paralog proteins such
as the work on SOX transcription factors [70], or through crowd-sourcing variant lists to
identify matching variant locations and phenotypes as was the case for MED13 [71].
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Unique variants within genes with early and penetrant phenotypes matched to other
pathogenic cases with similar phenotypes are easier to diagnose and determine a missense
variant as pathogenic. This relies on phenotype matching, even if variants are unique to a
patient. However, in the case of most progressive disorders (such as neurodegeneration)
that are detectable in newborn screening before the phenotype is observed, these missense
variants cannot be mapped with confidence, preventing the initiation of gene therapy until
a phenotype appears. Therefore, if we anticipate gene therapy to apply to every individual
for a gene approved with therapy, we must build more robust tools for interpreting each
amino acid within an observed gene.

3.4. Gene Isoforms and Common Variants

Among the OMIM genes, each gene has an average of 6.2 protein-coding isoforms.
These isoforms represent changes in splicing or transcriptional start sites that can alter
the sequence of each protein. It is important to remember that many genes have different
isoforms within different tissues and that human variants can result in altered splicing [72].
Previously, we showed how variants could alter gene splicing, such as small GTPases [73],
and how alternative transcriptional start sites can change the interpretation of common
disease association variants, such as SHROOM3 for chronic kidney disease [36].

The SMN1 and SMN2 genes each contain multiple spliced isoforms variably expressed
in different human datasets based on the GTEx database [72] (Figure 8A). Each of these
different isoforms has splice differences that remove one of three exons, resulting in various-
sized proteins of each (Figure 8B). New genomic tools such as GTEx have built correlations
between genomic variants within genomes and expression (eQTLs) or splicing (sQTLs)
for each gene. Both the SMN1 and SMN2 genes have eQTLs and sQTLs that modify the
genes (Figure 8C). More importantly, these variants are found enriched within human
populations such as Africans/African Americans and remain understudied. Interestingly,
both the sQTLs in SMN1 and SMN2 are found at the C-terminal region of the genes in
similar locations (Figure 8D).

While we highlight the role of variants of SMN1 and SMN2, many human genes
have variants that can modify expression levels or splicing [72]. However, most of these
variants have remained understudied regarding how to incorporate them into gene ther-
apy approaches. This represents a promising area for further exploration as we develop
gene therapies for diverse human populations that are increasingly being studied using
population-level genomics such as GTEx.

3.5. Risk of Overexpression

In gene therapy, determining and controlling the appropriate protein expression level
in cells can be challenging, with uncertain outcomes if the expression is too high. Tools
are available to help guide us to potential outcomes of gene overexpression, ranging from
additional copies to overexpression in disease states. When determining a gene for therapy,
it is critical to observe using data analysis tools if the overexpression could result in any
measurable phenotypes. This can include the analysis of ClinGen [74] to determine if
there are any known genetic events within humans for dosage sensitivity, specifically the
genetic duplication of the gene that results in a measurable phenotype (triplosensitivity).
As noted above, eQTLs can also tell us when subtle variants, often noncoding, can result
in population-level increases in gene expression. These eQTL variants can be compared
to Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWASs) or Phenome-Wide Association Studies
(PheWASs) to find when these variants associated with elevated expression can also overlap
with a measurable phenotype, taking care to determine the maximum peak overlap of
colocalization of the expression and phenotype of the same variant [23].
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Figure 8. Isoforms and genetics of SMN1 and SMN2. (A) Top three protein-coding isoforms for
SMN1 and SMN2 genes. (B) Exon map of isoforms within panel (A). (C) GTEx-measured eQTLs
and sQTLs for the SMN1 and SMN2 genes. The significance and the population with the highest
frequency of the variants are labeled in red below the violin plots. (D) Chromosome 5 map of the top
eQTL and sQTL signals for SMN1 and SMN2.
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An example of colocalized variants can be seen in the NF1 gene, which is emerg-
ing as a new potential gene therapy target for Neurofibromatosis [75]. The variant
chr17_31326275_T_C (rs9894648) is found in diverse populations with significant known
NF1 eQTLs over multiple tissues and a colocalized signal for the variant to traits such as
sex-hormone-binding globulin protein (Figure 9). This suggests that modulation of NF1
levels in gene therapy could have a resulting perturbation in hormone signaling that could
be measured over gene therapy trials to determine if this has clinical utility. We must
utilize our massive biological knowledgebases, such as eQTLs and GWASs/PheWASs,
to determine non-biased traits that should be measured within clinical trials as a risk of
overexpression of a chosen gene.

Figure 9. Representative analysis of a variant colocalized for expression and phenotypes. The first
panel shows variant allele frequency data from gnomAD population genomics sequencing. The GTEx
eQTL plots show five different tissues with significant eQTLs for the variant within the NF1 gene.
The bottom plot shows the Open Target Genetics [76] data curation for significant traits associated
with this variant.

3.6. Delivery Systems

A gene therapy delivery system must reach the targeted cells, evade immune system
phagocytosis (depleting therapy), and make a functional protein once in the cell while
avoiding lysosomal degradation [4]. Delivery strategies such as lipid-based systems and
nanoparticles have little cell specificity for delivery, while viral strategies have more sur-
face receptor specificity and higher risks of immune activation [5,77]. Non-viral delivery
systems have seen a recent boost with use in SARS-CoV-2 and other mRNA vaccines,
which has increased the hope of applying them to broader gene therapies [78]. Newer
biological strategies, such as extracellular vesicles, are also emerging as ways to avoid
immune activation [79]. Viral vectors such as adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) have lower
immune activation and a limited 4.8 kilobase insert size. In contrast, larger viruses such as
herpes simplex virus (HSV) have a larger insert capacity but higher immunogenicity with
narrower cell targeting [80]. As many of these viruses are natural sources of infection, some
individuals carry antibodies or T-cells that are responsive during gene therapy and must
be monitored [81]. Substantial ongoing efforts are therefore aimed at reducing the immuno-
genicity of viral vectors and functionalizing non-viral vectors to enhance cell-type-specific
targeting and effects.

Viral delivery systems are often matched to the cell/tissue type of natural infection,
opening the door for engineering opportunities to enhance delivery to tissues without an
optimal viral system. While there were significant investments in gene therapy approaches
for cystic fibrosis, these therapies struggled to find therapeutic benefits due to difficulty in
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delivery to the progenitor cells of the lung. Hurdles to AAV gene transfer to airway epithelia
for cystic fibrosis include (1) by-passing the mucus to reach the cell surface; (2) binding
a receptor at the apical cell surface; (3) endocytosis for cell entry; (4) trafficking to the
nucleus; (5) conversion of the single-stranded DNA core to double-stranded DNA followed
by concatemerization and/or integration; and (6) achieving therapeutic levels of protein
expression. As the current small molecule cystic fibrosis drugs are only recommended
for individuals with a delta508 variant, gene therapy is still needed to treat individuals
of diverse ancestry not having delta508 [82]. Over the past decade, improvement in
the efficiency of AAV targeting of airway epithelia has been achieved by using different
serotypes [83–88], site-directed mutagenesis modifications of viral capsids [89], and targeted
evolution selection [90,91]. Currently, ongoing clinical trials using the AAV vector derived
from directed evolutions demonstrate promising safety profiles for treating individuals
who are ineligible for or unable to tolerate triple therapy (NCT05248230).

The prevailing hope throughout the gene therapy field is that viral delivery sys-
tems studied within each trial will be carried forward into the subsequent development
to minimize the risks of gene therapy with delivery system human validation data [92].
Multiple AAV clinical trials have pointed towards hepatic injury risks [93], including
cytokine/neutrophil-dependent mechanisms [94]. In animal studies, these risks are con-
tributed to by environmental factors such as obesity and diabetes [95]. As gene therapy
progresses in clinical trials and FDA-approved clinical use, we must document risk factors
for adverse outcomes to each vector and determine environmental or genetic factors to
help identify risks.

4. Immune Response

Currently, gene therapy is designed to deliver the desired effect in one dose. However,
there is a lack of long-term data on the efficacy of these treatments as the FDA approvals
have only been in the past few years [96,97]. As more data are obtained about these
therapies, redosing may be necessary. The possibility of redosing poses a challenge to
gene therapy vectors [98]. Viral vectors have most of their replication machinery removed
to enable them to carry the desired gene. However, the vector still contains surface epi-
topes that elicit innate and adaptive responses against the virus as the wild-type immune
response [99,100]. Usually, producing antibodies or T-cell adaptive responses to viral infec-
tions is advantageous to help clear infection and enables future viral detection to provide
resistance. However, in the case of viral vectors of gene therapy, it is a significant roadblock,
as the antibodies may already be present from similar natural infections, or the first dose
may inhibit the efficacy of vector reutilization for future doses of gene therapy [101].

The presence of viral vector antibodies before treatment threatens the future acces-
sibility of gene therapy and increases the risk of adverse events. In 1999, the University
of Pennsylvania conducted a clinical trial for an adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5)-based gene
therapy for a rare metabolic disease known as ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC). One of
the participants suffered from lethal systemic inflammation four days post-treatment [102].
A recent study by Somanathan et al. (2020) presents data suggesting that preexisting Ad5
antibodies may have contributed to the lethal inflammatory response [103]. Additionally,
recent deaths in a pediatric high-dose adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene therapy trial
for X-linked myotubular myopathy may have been caused by AAV antibodies and an
exaggerated immune response similar to that observed in the OTC trial [104]. As a result of
the risk of exaggerated immune response, made evident by these incidents, individuals
with pre-existing immunity to specific viral vectors are to be excluded from viral-based
gene therapy clinical trials [105].

Levels of pre-existing antibodies for AAVs have been noted to be high enough to reduce
the patient inclusion population for clinical trials by almost 50% [106]. The prevalence
of these antibodies (seroprevalence) can differ across populations. Some populations
have been found to have over 90% pre-existing adenovirus immunity by age 2 [107]. The
high prevalence of pre-existing antibodies can biologically limit the accessibility of gene
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therapies to specific populations and even perpetuate current racial disparities in healthcare
accessibility. A recent study by Khatri et al. (2022) found seroprevalence was higher
among U.S. racial minorities, specifically Hispanic and African American individuals [108].
Therefore, gene therapies utilizing viral vectors may have decreased efficacy in racial
minorities.

Zolgensma highlights the gravity of this issue. Zolgensma uses the AAV9 vector.
Khatri et al. (2022) found significantly higher AAV9 seroprevalence among black donors
than white donors [108]. However, in their study of the differences in SMN1 allele frequency
in North America among different ethnic groups, Hendrickson et al. (2009) found black
individuals to have five times the risk of being a carrier for SMA compared to white
individuals [109]. The design of Zolgensma creates the potential for a lack of biological
accessibility to one of the populations that could benefit the most from it.

To avoid this issue, gene therapy vectors must be chosen with their target population
in mind. The vector utilized should be that which, along with being the most biologically
functional and effective to deliver the gene of interest, is accessible to the broadest possible
range of populations. Antibody titers can be used to measure pre-existing immunity. Two
primary assays have been developed: binding assays that measure the total amount of
antibodies (neutralizing and non-neutralizing) and neutralizing assays that only measure
neutralizing antibodies [105]. Continued monitoring of global seroprevalence and contin-
ued prescreening of trial participants and potential gene therapy patients will be necessary
to address the growing challenge of pre-existing immunity to viral vectors.

Research is needed to understand the immune response to viral vectors further. This
enhanced understanding may allow for the targeted modulation of the immune response
to improve vector efficacy and allow for possible redosing. Immune system modulation
may involve antibody neutralization, as described in a review of recent research by Herzog
and Biswas (2020) [110]. A specific strategy utilizes immunoglobulin-degrading enzymes
from Streptococcus that can be administered prior to AAV treatment. The enzymes cut
immunoglobulins at a specific site to make them unable to neutralize the vector. This
strategy would prevent the development of an immune response, allowing for improved
transduction and treatment efficacy [111].

Using viral vectors mandates the co-administration of steroids to prevent transaminitis,
a broad immune modification [112]. Although initial study protocols suggested treatment
for 30 days followed by a 30-day taper, most patients required steroids longer due to
persistent transaminitis. Chand et al. summarized the initial studies with Onasemnogene
abeparvovec (Zolgensma) for SMA and noted an average steroid usage of 83 days, ranging
from 33 to 229 days [113]. In general, limited use of steroids is safe in infants and children.
Steroids are frequently given to neonates with bronchopulmonary dysplasia, infants with
infantile spasms, or children with nephrotic syndrome. Common short-term side effects
include changes in appetite, mild immunosuppression, and gastrointestinal discomfort.
Infants may exhibit changes in hunger or sleep patterns when started on steroids and often
have a disrupted vaccination schedule. Stopping steroids after gene transfer becomes more
difficult the longer the patient is on the steroids; careful tapering is required to avoid an
adrenal crisis. Although common steroids, like prednisone and prednisolone, are relatively
affordable compared to gene therapy, the potential side effects from longer-term steroid
use could increase the overall cost burden, particularly if hospitalization is required.

5. Cost of Gene Therapy

While gene therapy brings significant benefits to patients, it also comes with incredible
costs. Research and development have been estimated to cost between USD 318 million
and USD 3 billion per gene therapy development [114]. Gene therapy for SMA consists
of a one-time intravenous dose. The disease’s rarity ensures a small number of patients
receive the medication. The limited usage of the drug drives up the cost. More importantly,
this suggests a needed international effort to identify all patients with these rare diseases
to reduce cost per patient. Zolgensma, a gene therapy for SMA, costs USD 2.1 million
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for a one-time dose. The approved gene therapy for hemophilia B, Hemgenix, costs USD
3.5 million per treatment, making it the most expensive drug worldwide, highlighting
the need to identify more patients with disease or drug competition to reduce pricing.
The high cost of these treatments can be absorbed into the payer’s system because the
number of patients requiring treatment is relatively low. This may not be feasible when
gene therapy is available for more diseases and a broader population of patients. A cost
analysis of gene therapy versus other maintenance therapies for SMA shows that gene
therapy is more cost-effective than lifelong intermittent doses of maintenance therapy [115].
This cost-effectiveness is not maintained when SMA patients suffer a relapse [116]. It
is also likely to be less cost-effective in more mild diseases. As more data are obtained,
cost-effectiveness may not be maintained.

With effective treatments that are more cost-effective for rare diseases, it will be
imperative for payment systems to adapt and accommodate the high cost of the medications.
It has been suggested that paying smaller amounts over time instead of one large payment
before the administration could be an effective mechanism to share the cost between the
payers and pharmaceutical companies [112]. It would also ensure the payment could be
stopped if the therapy ceases to be effective, similar to stopping the medication if it is no
longer effective. This model has already been used in national health plans [117]. Spain
and France, for example, will only continue payments for hepatic C treatment if the patient
is cured [114]. Novartis also utilizes this approach with Kymriah, a gene therapy for B-cell
acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Novartis has an agreement with hospitals that they do not
invoice for Kymriah until a 30-day outcome test is completed. No payment is required if the
patient does not respond successfully to the treatment in this period [118]. This approach
limits the financial burden on patients and hospital systems and increases the financial
accessibility of these potentially curative treatments.

In the United States, the Orphan Drug Act (ODA) (1983) was developed to provide
financial benefits to pharmaceutical companies for the development of drugs for rare
diseases affecting fewer than 200,000 people in the U.S. Some of these benefits include
market exclusivity, federal grants, and waivers of marketing application user fees [119].
However, there is a need to incentivize gene therapy development further and reduce the
cost of this therapy. These reforms may include implementing a stratified benefit system in
which incentives depend on the disease population size and decreasing exclusivity periods
to ensure benefits are only utilized for drugs with small patient populations and limited
economic potential [119].

6. Need for Increased Transparency

Gene therapy has a history of false hope and exaggerated hype. In the early 1990s,
completing the first gene therapy clinical trial led to a wave of excitement perpetuated
by the media. This enthusiasm spread to researchers and the public alike, leading to the
initiation of numerous research projects and a push to advance gene therapy clinical trials.
However, this excitement and rapid advancement proved to be self-destructive. In 1995,
the NIH released a statement criticizing the field of gene therapy for rushed clinical trials,
poor experimental design, and lack of rational scientific logic [120].

This pattern was seen again in 2008, with two reports in the New England Journal of
Medicine describing a gene therapy to correct a form of congenital blindness. The media
extrapolated the results of these reports to suggest the potential for curing eye conditions
of all kinds. These statements were met with backlash from the scientific community,
specifically about the pressure put on them to accelerate gene therapies [121].

These incidents illustrate how the revolutionary potential of gene therapy needs to be
paired with humility. Gene therapy has the potential to do a lot of good, but there are risks
and uncertainties. Improved multiway communication between all stakeholders—physicians,
researchers, policymakers, companies, patients, and the public—about gene therapy’s risks
and benefits is necessary. The information conveyed to patients and the general public
should be clear, relatable, concise, and reliable. This information may be paired with
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increased genetic education through genetic counseling for patients and their families, as
knowledge of genetics is crucial to understanding gene therapy’s risks and benefits [122].

The potential for side effects, the possibility that effectiveness may wane, and the
plethora of new gene therapy drugs in the pipeline necessitate discussion between re-
searchers, clinicians, and patients. This ongoing discussion will be essential to ensure
side effects are noted swiftly, and changes to clinical practice can be made. Currently, rare
disease advocacy groups have well-established registries collecting patient data across
institutions, including groups serving multiple diagnoses like the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and groups specific to one disease process like CureSMA, CureDuchenne, and
Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy. These databases have years of patient information and
already have the infrastructure to collect information on safety and patient outcomes as
gene therapy is used and implemented in the future. These groups serve as a valuable
resource for communication between patients, clinicians, and researchers.

Physicians from every specialty should know about the field to effectively communi-
cate relevant information to their patients. Physicians and researchers should work together
to ensure access to relevant information about current gene therapy developments to keep
patients well informed about the current state of research. However, not all education is
top-down. Researchers also need to hear from patients about their concerns and experi-
ences to ensure research efforts align with the needs of the patient population for which
they are developing treatments [120].

The high cost of gene therapy leads to a complicated pay structure. This requires clini-
cians, payers, and hospital systems to communicate to ensure timely patient drug delivery.
Lastly, communication between policymakers, clinicians, patients, payers, and hospital
systems must be prioritized to ensure safety and equitable distribution are established.

An increase in information sharing between companies and researchers, specifically
about failed clinical trials, is also imperative to the informational accessibility of gene
therapy. After a failed phase III clinical trial for gene therapy for epidermolysis bullosa,
the company leading the study contacted other companies working on the disease and
unpacked their data, presenting what they had learned from the failed study. As a result,
one of the companies changed its inclusion endpoints [123]. This model of accountability
and transparency is necessary for the future progression of gene therapy. The success of a
gene therapy clinical trial hinges on multiple components, such as the vector selection, the
gene delivered, and the promoter utilized. The accessibility of this information is essential
to the analysis of both prior and present clinical trials to analyze current trends in trial
design and common denominators for observed outcomes.

7. Ethical Considerations for Gene Therapy—Conclusions

The ethics of gene therapy are as multi-faceted as the field of medicine itself. We
have laid out the biological, clinical, and public/patient-centric ethical considerations of
gene therapy within this article (Figure 10). However, the ethical issues surrounding gene
therapy are less about gene therapy itself and more about the medical, cultural, social, and
political contexts in which it emerged. We cannot boil down these questions and issues to
one-time decisions and solutions, which would disregard the relational and longitudinal
nature of ethics [124]. Addison and Lassen unravel the concept of the ethics of gene therapy
clinical trials as follows: “The ethical complexities of gene therapy are not confined to
the consent process or the procedure, nor does the ethics review process resolve them.
Rather, the treatment unfurls a multitude of ethical dilemmas, which manifest both in
discrete moments of choice and the on-going endeavor of how to live well or care well in
the aftermath of the event itself”.
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Figure 10. Summary of the ethical considerations of gene therapy. This figure was generated with
BioRender.

The Hippocratic Oath [125], often referred to as the basis of ethical medical practice,
presents the purpose of medicine as “to do away with suffering of the sick, to lessen the
violence of their diseases.” The purpose of medicine and the principle of ethical practice
hinge on relieving patient suffering, which, at its core, is patient-centered [126]. Therefore,
the ethical advancement of gene therapy hinges on developing patient-centered solutions
to the present and emerging ethical dilemmas and issues faced within this field. With every
decision and every advancement, we must remember the patient.

This patient-centered lens can serve as the basis for thinking about the ethics of many
gene therapy topics we have discussed. As evident in our analysis of gene therapy clinical
trials, gene therapy is still in its early stages of development, with most clinical trials falling
into the early phase categories (phases I, I/II, and II). The lack of international partnerships
has prevented the scale of gene therapy from matching the rarity of diseases it is being
developed to treat, representing a significant ethical consideration for cross-border study
designs [19].

Severe adverse events, even patient deaths, although they are to be actively avoided
through proper monitoring and reporting, are not uncommon within early phase trials,
especially phase I trials [127]. In 1999, 153,964 severe adverse events (17,399 of them patient
deaths) were reported to the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research of the United States
FDA [128]. That same year, the phase I gene therapy clinical trial for OTC deficiency
resulting in death was highly publicized, with 22 New York Times articles [129]. The media
focusses on gene therapy more than other disciplines, leading to an amplified perception
of risk. We must be clear about who these risks fall upon. Ultimately, they fall upon the
patients—those actively involved in trials, those who will receive these treatments in the
future, and those directly and indirectly affected by the outcomes of these discussions and
decisions. Therefore, we must actively involve patient populations in the discussions and
decision-making processes about the acceptable level of risk.

One option discussed by Pattee in their commentary titled “Protections for Participants
in Gene Therapy Trials: A Patient’s Perspective” [130] is to consult patients who have
participated in trials on trial design, development, and direction, such as ensuring the
adequacy of informed consent materials and trial logistics. Doing so would increase trial
transparency and public trust in gene therapy, even amid complex uncertainties within
the field. Pattee also suggests further protecting patients participating in clinical trials
through improved public education about clinical trials to clarify information and concerns
presented in the media and including disease-specific experts within centralized IRBs to
incorporate additional perspectives specific to the patient population during trial design
and monitoring [130].
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Accessibility is a crucial factor to be considered in the ethical advancement of gene
therapy. Rare diseases affect a small number of individuals in distinct ways. No two patients
are identical. Gene therapy reflects the patient population in this way—it is designed to
be specialized. The needs are not equal; therefore, treatments cannot be equal. However,
treatment equity is still needed, from costs to the type of rare disease to trial access that
disproportionately benefits a few [118,131]. To think about equity and accessibility is to
consider already present disparities in healthcare systems, patterns we see emerging from
early research and clinical trials, and other potential barriers that could threaten the ethical
advancement of gene therapy, the safety of patient populations, and the ability of patients
to access these potentially curative treatments.

Over 50% of individuals with rare diseases report using their savings to cover medical
costs, with one in ten filing for bankruptcy [123]. The high cost of gene therapies is thus
likely to continue overwhelming patients with rare diseases and the funding agencies
for medical care, thus limiting personal access. As shown in Tables 1–3, only a few rare
diseases have authorized gene therapies, where the >5000 unique rare diseases represent a
significant opportunity to reduce production costs through transparent design that enables
the subsequent therapy to be developed at a lower cost. Further expansion of international
collaborations will unite rare disease patients to present a more extensive base of therapies.
No matter how effective or miraculous, a treatment inaccessible to patients has no real
value. Thus, a balance of patient risk, education, and accessibility remains the ethical
priority for gene therapy of rare diseases.
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Article

Evolved Eugenics and Reinforcement of “Othering”: Renewed
Ethico-Legal Perspectives of Genome Editing in Reproduction

Pin Lean Lau

Brunel Law School, Brunel University London, Uxbridge UB8 3PH, UK; pinlean.lau@brunel.ac.uk

Abstract: This article extends an exploration into renewed ethico-legal perspectives of genome
editing technologies, examined from an evolved conceptualization of eugenics in contemporary
human reproduction. Whilst the ethico-legal conundrums presented by genome-editing technologies
in various aspects of modern medicine have thus far inspired a comprehensive trove of academic
scholarship—and notwithstanding the World Health Organization’s (WHO) publication of guidelines
on human genome editing in 2021—the legislative landscape for these technologies remain relatively
unchanged. Accordingly, this paper presents the unresolved problematic questions that still require
significant reflection. First, the paper highlights these questions, which primarily center around the
tension between reproductive autonomy and the legal governance of reproductive/genome editing
technologies by a democratic state. Secondly, the paper interrogates the evolved conceptualization
of eugenics, exercised on the part of prospective parents as part of reproductive autonomy. By this,
the paper predicates that it indirectly reinforces societal and systemic problems of discrimination
and “othering”, increasing reproductive inequalities in excluded communities. Thirdly, the paper
attempts to offer narratives of intersectionality as a facilitating tool in a continuing dialogue to
build belonging, foster a healthy and balanced exercise of reproductive autonomy, and increase
reproductive equalities.

Keywords: human genome editing; germline editing; eugenics; biomedical technologies; autonomy;
right to privacy; hereditary; Crispr/Cas9; reproduction; reproductive technologies

Key Contribution: This paper interrogates the breadth of reproductive autonomy in human genome
editing, making claims that it can indirectly contribute to discrimination and “othering”. It offers
intersectionality narratives as an approach to reflect on how reproductive autonomy can be exercised
in a balanced manner.

1. Introduction

The Third International Summit on Human Genome Editing recently took place in
March 2023 in London, England—and as international experts on human genome editing
congregated at the Francis Crick Institute, what must surely be recalled in the mind was the
shocking events that had unfurled at the Second International Summit on Human Genome
Editing in Hong Kong in 2018. This shocking event was none other than the announcement
made by Chinese biophysics scientist and researcher, Dr. He Jiankui at the second summit,
that he had conducted highly secretive and allegedly successful experiments using the
genome editing technology known as Crispr/Cas9, on twin embryos (effectively perform-
ing heritable human gene editing), removing the CCR5 gene in said embryos to make them
resistant to HIV [1]. This immediately prompted an international outcry over what would
become known as the “He Jiankui Affair”, earning He the moniker of “China’s Dr. Franken-
stein”. Five years on, the He Jiankui Affair still raises antipathetic feelings, reminding us
that the generational sanctity of human life continues to be vigorously safeguarded when
it comes to human germline genome editing. The problems with this safeguarding, even
now, are its non-legally binding nature, its reliance on the good faith of an international
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scientific community to uphold a consensus on moratorium [2], and most critically, its lack
of mettle due to an absent international regulatory framework convention.

Whilst the He Jiankui Affair may be a disturbing true story, inspiring the streaming
giant Netflix to launch a documentary titled “Make People Better” [3] and prompting the
WHO to issue three reports on human genome editing, the profound consequences of the
use of genome editing for human germline modification or alteration is still debated today.
Indeed, in the Third International Summit on Human Genome Editing, the organizing
committee of the summit issued a statement reiterating that “heritable human genome
editing remains unacceptable at this time” [4]. As “governance frameworks and ethical
principles for the responsible use of heritable human genome editing are not in place,” it is
therefore still incumbent upon us to continue to ensure the protection of individuals from
“unproven interventions in the guide of therapies” and that the international dialogues
on proper governance frameworks, safety and efficacy standards, ethical approvals, and
legitimate research in this field need to continue.

It would be remiss not to consider how we have arrived at this impasse. In 2020, the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna
“for the development of a method of genome editing” [5], a revolutionary innovation known
as CRISPR/Cas9 [6]. CRISPR/Cas9 is a genome editing tool that allows scientists to “edit
the human genome with unprecedented precision, efficiency and flexibility” [7]. Although
CRISPR had been hailed as a ground-breaking invention that could potentially transform
the future of humankind by curing genetic and heritable diseases, an international scientific
community at the International Summit on Human Gene Editing in Washington DC [8] in
2015 agreed that a global moratorium be imposed on human germ-line (heritable) gene
editing. For the many stakeholders in the ethical, legal, social, and scientific community,
germ-line gene editing is controversial for various legal and ethical reasons, amongst which,
it includes the recollection of eugenic policies of various autocratic governments and a
blatant disregard for human rights protections.

It is therefore unsurprising that the He Jiankui Affair was greeted with such shock
and trepidation. Besides the fact that the secret experiment was highly unethical and prob-
lematic [1], it was apparent that global standards on gene editing needed to be established.
After two years since the establishment of the WHO expert committee, on 12 July 2021,
the WHO Expert Advisory Committee on Developing Global Standards for Governance
and Oversight of Human Genome Editing (Committee) published two reports: Human
Genome Editing: A Framework for Governance [9], and Human Genome Editing: Recom-
mendations [10]. An accompanying Position Paper [11] was also published, summarizing
the key points in the reports. Although other reports have been published prior to this,
such as the Nuffield Council on Bioethics’ Genome Editing and Human Reproduction [12],
the Committee’s reports are comprehensively unique, in that its recommendations are
premised on “systems-level improvements needed to build capacity in all countries” [13].
The Committee also presented a new governance framework that builds on identifiable
tools, organizations, and situations that integrate the practical difficulties of regulating
human genome editing.

The Herculean task of formulating the governance framework and recommendations
do not escape our admiration and is a long-awaited welcome in this field. However, it
would be remiss not to question the way considerations of human rights may be factored
into these recommendations. Whilst the Committee’s Recommendations incorporate hypo-
thetical scenarios involving somatic and heritable human genome editing and proposes key
ethical values and principles for use, the intrinsic human rights protections (articulated, for
example, in the European Convention on Human Rights [14] or the Oviedo Convention [15])
appear to be left to the devices of institutions engaged in active governance. In LMICs
(low-to-middle-income-countries) where the regulation of genome editing is not a priority
or where regulation would not be in its economic interest (for example, where medical or
reproductive tourism represent a lucrative commodified means of income), it would be
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challenging to compel compliance with the governance framework and recommendations,
absent of true sanctions.

It is emphasized that the Committee’s Recommendations and framework deal with
governance and that the WHO does not have the authority to regulate genome editing in
individual countries. However, it also cannot be the intention that the absence of a legally
positive genome editing regulation may render these Recommendations and framework
unworkable in some countries due to incompatibility and hesitancy. A continuance to guar-
antee human rights protections in a constitutional space must be reiterated as a means of
sustaining equitable governance. The key ethical values in the Recommendations can be an
effective springboard to consider practical human rights questions, such as equitable access
to therapies, respect for privacy and autonomy, genetic non-discrimination, and issues of
disability, amongst others. Alongside adapting national systems with the Committee’s
Recommendations, introducing a mechanism of “entry points of regulation” [16] relative
to the role that human rights play in different constitutional systems, could be tailored
by different countries to demonstrate their concerns, the “entry points” in which legally
positive regulation must then be implemented.

However, these are early days yet, as the Committee continues its important work
in the forthcoming months to assist the WHO in implementing the Recommendations,
including building “an inclusive global dialogue on frontier technologies” [10]. As this
chapter continues to unfold in the saga of human genome editing, we should continue
to aspire towards achieving a truly contemporary legal application of human rights in
different constitutional settings for human genome editing.

Hence, this article presents the unresolved problematic questions that still require
significant reflection. First, the article highlights these questions, which primarily center
around the tension between reproductive autonomy and legal governance of reproductive
and genome editing technologies in reproduction by a democratic state. Secondly, the article
interrogates the evolved conceptualization of eugenics, exercised on the part of prospective
parents as part of reproductive autonomy. Thirdly, the article offers narratives of intersec-
tionality as a facilitating tool in a continuing dialogue to build belonging, foster a healthy
and balanced exercise of reproductive autonomy, and increase reproductive equalities.

2. Re-Making ‘Perfect’ Babies: Between Reproductive Autonomy and
Legitimate Governance

In an earlier piece of work [7] (p. 285), this author juggled arguments that straddled
Mill’s concept of liberty [14] (as applied to children) and the natural dénouement in
determining the welfare of a child as being exercised by parents. Such position is that if
we align with J.S. Mill’s concept of human liberty, it suggests that children, as individuals,
lack the necessary capacity to exercise personal freedoms [17]. While there are criticisms of
Mill’s exclusion of children from discussions about self-development and the importance
of liberty and autonomy in that process, the lack of in-depth analysis in this area supports
Mill’s stance on liberty [18]. Other scholarly viewpoints have accused Mill of promoting
moral and legal paternalism, rejecting the idea of “adult autonomy” as a legitimate way to
impose one’s choices on another, particularly on children [19]. If we accept these critiques
of Mill’s stance, it would logically extend to parental decisions over their own children,
going beyond the exploration of accepted parental responsibilities in natural and societal
contexts [16] (p. 303).

In “normal” circumstances of child-rearing, it is challenging enough to demonstrate
the development of independence in children and future generations. In matters concerning
reproductive technologies and the exercise of reproductive autonomy, for instance, over the
use of a preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) [7], it is more complicated. If reproductive
autonomy is equated to parental guidance towards a certain future plan for a child, how
does one determine if this is a result of natural parenting or might be a hindrance to
autonomy [16] (p. 303)? Divergent beliefs about what constitutes autonomy and who it
applies to will likely lead to different responses to this question. Some parents may argue
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that their decisions for their children’s well-being are based on what they believe is best.
In the case of being able to grant only the best human traits to children, could the desire
for the “best” lead to eugenics? These questions challenge the fundamental principles
of autonomy, a concept well-known in moral and legal philosophy, a prevalent topic in
debates about medical treatment and individual decision-making processes. While it is
easy to recognize that autonomy is needed for certain decisions, it is harder to understand
its broad range in various aspects of daily life, particularly when it comes to children or
future generations. Its importance is often elevated to a “supreme status”, which can shut
down opposing views [7].

2.1. Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis: A Gateway to Re-Making Babies?

In terms of reproductive technologies, the conceptual reproductive autonomy of
parents versus legitimate state governance had already been tested earlier: when PGD
emerged as a diagnostic tool that would be able to screen if embryos used in in-vitro
fertilization treatments are healthy and free from genetic or other known abnormalities [16]
(p. 303). PGD, which is used to screen for chromosomal abnormalities, can be more
accurately targeted when specific genetic abnormalities have been identified in one or
both potential parents and when couples want to prevent passing on hereditary genetic
conditions to their future children. This is why PGD has been widely used in clinical
settings to select healthy embryos for implantation. Single-gene disorders, such as sickle-
cell anemia, cystic fibrosis, and Huntington’s disease, are examples of genetic anomalies
that can be detected [20]. In these cases, PGD can be useful since it allows pre-implantation
embryos to be examined in order to determine whether or not they contain the genetic
material that is related to these disorders. However, more controversially, the effect of
PGD is that embryos that are found to be “unhealthy” are ultimately discarded, thereby
engaging questions of ethics and legality of embryo selection in this manner [21].

While PGD is becoming more popular across the globe, it is noted that it is subject to
varying levels of regulation and sometimes no regulation at all in some countries. Science
and technology advancements, such as CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing tools, are expected
to further alter the landscape of medical and scientific treatments in the near future [7]
(p. 86). It is noted that if the genome editing of embryos is a future viable option (where
unhealthy embryos could potentially be fixed using technologies, such as CRISPR/Cas9), it
will need to be conducted alongside PGD. This does not preclude the fact that unsuccessful
attempts to repair the genetic mutations in the embryo will also still result in such embryos
being discarded [22]. Hence, this could potentially impact how PGD, together with genome
editing, is marketed and offered as part of fertility treatment services. This may force us to
confront the difficult and highly debated ethical questions related to germline gene therapy
and genetic enhancements or interventions and the possible ideation of creating designer
babies [7] (p. 3).

Since the regulatory landscape for PGD is also somewhat fragmented across the
globe [6], it is not surprising that there have been intense debates regarding its use. The
concerns around embryo selection and the subsequent disposal of unhealthy embryos are
some of the key ethical issues it raises, with prominent scientists, such as Tania Simon-
celli, warning that it provides a gateway to a “new era of eugenics” [23]. Similar to the
present debates surrounding human germline genome editing, PGD in its development
and deployment, have been subject to the “designer babies” narrative [24].

Whilst CRISPR/Cas9 is not presently suited for commercial applications in the manner
of existing fertility treatments and services and it is not likely that “designer babies” in the
dystopian sense so feared by society are a possibility in the near future, the potential promise
of CRISPR/Cas9 in eradicating serious genetic conditions throughout the germline [25]
would hold some hope for those who suffer from such conditions. It is difficult to generate
justifications for an argument that promotes gene editing for the purpose of improving a
child’s chances of success in the world, versus a necessity to treat a very serious genetic
condition. Any decision regarding gene editing should place the welfare and autonomy
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of the individual above external pressures to conform to societal success standards [26].
Additionally, gene editing does not guarantee a child’s chances of success, as success is a
multifaceted concept that depends on a multitude of factors, including social and economic
opportunities, personal values and aspirations, and individual abilities and abilities [27].

2.2. Genome Editing: Dark History, Unintended Consequences, and Reproductive Commodification

Although genome editing is presented as a panacea for many genetic ills, tinkering
with our blueprint of existence raises profound moral questions that challenge our idea of
what it means to be human.

This conundrum is further dominated by the specter of eugenics, when the ideology of
improving humanity through selective breeding led to grave injustices and atrocities [28].
The manipulation of the human genome, even with benevolent intentions, risks resurrecting
the ghosts of eugenics, as it invites the possibility of creating a genetically superior or
“designer” human race [29]. This has the potential to exacerbate existing social inequalities,
create a division between the genetically enhanced and the unmodified [30], and perpetuate
discrimination and prejudice based on genetic makeup. The ethical implications of such a
future, where access to genome editing becomes a privilege of the few, while the rest of
humanity is left behind, are nothing short of dystopian [31].

Another ethical concern stems from the inherent uncertainty and potential unintended
consequences of tampering with the complex web of genetic interactions. The human
genome is a marvel of nature’s design [32], intricately woven together with countless
genes, regulatory elements, and epigenetic modifications that influence our development,
health, and identity. Editing even a single gene could have unforeseen ripple effects
on the entire genome, leading to unintended consequences that may manifest in future
generations [33]. The long-term effects of such alterations are largely unknown, and
the potential for irreversible harm to individuals, families, and entire populations raises
profound ethical dilemmas about the risks we are willing to take with the genetic heritage
of humanity [34].

Furthermore, the commodification of genome editing raises troubling ethical questions
about the commercialization of life itself [35]. As gene editing technologies become more
accessible and market-driven, there is a risk of prioritizing profits over ethics. With the
commercialization of genome editing, genetic enhancements will be available only to those
who can afford them, exacerbating social inequalities and perpetuating genetic divides [36].
As technology advances, the ethical implications of turning human genes into products that
can be bought and sold and the potential for exploitation and abuse raise acute concerns
about the erosion of our moral compass.

In the context of reproduction, especially where the possibilities of human germline
manipulation are possible, the problematic concerns surrounding genome editing are in-
credibly complicated and multi-factorial, harking back to Jurgen Habermas’ discourse on
the future of human nature [37]. Reproduction, unfortunately, has been subject to commodi-
fication concerns throughout the course of women’s history, from reproductive tourism [38],
wombs for ‘rent’ via commercial surrogacy [39], to renewed questions of making perfect
babies [40] with PGD coupled with genome editing. The commodification of reproduction
has emerged as a complex and contentious issue, giving rise to significant concerns with
respect to its human rights implications. Central among these concerns is the potential
for the exploitation of vulnerable individuals, particularly women who engage as conduit
providers in reproductive services, such as egg donation or surrogacy out of financial
necessity [41]. If we consider genome editing possibilities as potentially transforming
the core narratives in reproductive commodification, the chasm between inequalities in
reproduction will only serve to be magnified. For one, there is the disconcerting possibility
that vulnerable women from socioeconomically disadvantaged backgrounds may further
be exploited to take on the risks of carrying a genetically modified embryo as surrogates.

The potential commodification of human life, a similar concern (to the commodifi-
cation of genome editing), raises ethical questions about the moral worth and dignity of
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human beings when it comes to buying and selling reproductive materials, such as gametes
(eggs and sperm), embryos, or whole surrogacy arrangements [42]. When reproductive pro-
cesses are reduced to commodities, genetic material and reproductive services are treated
as commodities, the intrinsic value of human life and relationships become threatened [43],
and widely held ethical and philosophical notions of the sanctity and inherent dignity of
human beings are called into question.

In addition, the rights and welfare of children born through reproductive technologies
or surrogacy also raise concerns in the context of commodification. Children conceived
through these methods may face unique challenges related to their identity, origins, and
relationships [44]. Questions about the genetic lineage, legal status, and nature of their
relationships with the individuals involved in their conception and birth may arise, with
potential implications for their human rights, including the right to know and have a
relationship with their biological parents [44]. Legal frameworks governing reproductive
technologies and surrogacy vary across jurisdictions and may not always adequately protect
the rights and interests of these children [45]. This highlights the need for comprehensive
and robust legal protections to safeguard the rights of children born through reproductive
commodification.

Ultimately, the commodification of reproduction, vis-à-vis human germline genome
editing, can exacerbate existing disparities and inequalities in society, as access to repro-
ductive services may be contingent upon financial resources. This can result in a greater
reproductive divide than already exists, where individuals and couples with economic
means have greater access to advanced reproductive technologies, while others are left
without viable options, leading to further reproductive injustice and inequality. This raises
concerns about equitable access to reproductive services as a fundamental human right [46]
and underscores the need to address socioeconomic disparities and ensure that all individ-
uals have equal opportunities to exercise their reproductive choices, irrespective of their
financial status [47].

2.3. Regulating Reproductive Autonomy in Genome Editing for Reproduction

Whilst the WHO has provided its guidance vis-à-vis the reports on standards and
governance, as well as recommendations for human genome editing, leading scholars in the
field have recognized that the WHO recommendation “has shifted global considerations
of governing human genome editing to more pragmatic ends” [48]. Instead of recom-
mending an outright ban on human genome editing, the WHO instead recommends that
the technology be properly evaluated and “handled with care” [48]. Besides the fact that
these recommendations are markedly different from the self-imposed global moratorium
by the international scientific community, it also does not escape recognition that WHO
recommendations do not have the force of law. Hence, considered on a global basis, it
may be true to state that there is no one, unified, harmonized international law on human
genome editing.

Nevertheless, it may be inferred that prior to the recommendations, there is a variety
of international human rights laws [49] that either directly or indirectly have the capacity
to govern genome editing [50]. For example, in the 1997 Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the Application of Biology
and Medicine: Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine (the Oviedo Convention),
Article 13 has usually been interpreted to mean that human genome editing is not allowed.
In other soft law instruments, such as the UNESCO Universal Declaration on the Hu-
man Genome and Human Rights, Articles 1 and 10 have commonly been interpreted to
emphasize that “human rights, fundamental freedoms and liberties, and human dignity,
must always prevail over any research or applications that pertain to the human genome.
This illustrates the respect given to key values such as personal autonomy, integrity and
informed choice, especially where biology, genetics and medicine are concerned” [50].

The 2005 UNESCO Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights, in Article
2 sub-sections (d) and (f), highlights respectively, the importance of freedom of scientific
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research that must consider human rights and fundamental freedoms and liberties and
equitable access to medical, scientific, and technological developments [50].

Verily, insofar as the domain of governance frameworks is concerned, antecedent to
the WHO recommendations, some degree of apprehension and prognostication have been
demonstrated regarding the path that biomedical technologies, such as genome editing
tools, may traverse. Nevertheless, the actuality is that such regulations have a restricted
scope, primarily when these technologies progress rapidly, and legal systems endeavor to
keep pace with such developments. It becomes therefore incumbent upon us to modify
the global human rights framework concurrently with the novel WHO recommendations
and to work towards constructing an all-encompassing worldwide discourse on cutting-
edge technologies.

In doing so, however, careful attention must be weighed between reproductive auton-
omy and state governance. As ethical and legal conundrums of unprecedented proportions,
it is complicated, and practically impossible, to strike a balance between the sacred auton-
omy of parents in deciding when and how to edit their progeny’s genes and the state’s
legitimate right to regulate such profound alterations of the human genome.

While parental autonomy is an essential cornerstone of personal freedom, it cannot be
absolute when it comes to the manipulation of the human genome, notwithstanding that it
may be for the parents’ own offspring. A legitimate interest of the state is to ensure genetic
modifications do not violate fundamental ethical and human rights principles, jeopardize
public health, or foster or even exacerbate existing inequalities and discrimination. It
is therefore paramount that we carefully calibrate the delicate balance between parental
autonomy and the state regulation of gene editing in order to preserve the sanctity of life,
dignity of the human person, and the well-being of our species.

3. The Specter of Ghosts Past: Evolved Eugenics

The term “eugenics” is considered an almost pejorative one. Considering its asso-
ciation with some of the most horrific terrors that have been inflicted in human history,
it is not surprising why this is the case. In any narrative that serves the improvement of
human genetics, the specter of the past eugenics movement continues to haunt in several
ways. First, it concerns the fear of state control over human reproduction [51]. In many
ways, in contemporary democratic societies, state control already exists over reproduction.
Take, for example, the United States’ Supreme Court decision in Dobbs v Jackson Women’s
Health Organization [52], which effectively overturned a 1973 ruling in Roe v Wade [53]
that guaranteed a constitutional right to bodily autonomy vis-à-vis the right to abortions.
In many countries, women still do not have the power to realize the full extent of their
sexual and reproductive rights under international law. Secondly, the fear is that genome
editing could be deployed in instances “that merely deviate from a debatable genetic
norm, rather than inevitably causing serious suffering” [51], and thirdly, the fear is the
non-medical, non-therapeutic, genetic enhancement of characteristics, such as height, eye
color, or intelligence [51]. This trio of fears is well-founded, and when viewed in context of
the capabilities of genome editing, what becomes amplified is the struggle to contain the
use of technologies without infringing on personal autonomy and human rights.

3.1. Evolved Eugenics: A Palatable Version of Its Predecessor?

Enter evolved eugenics, or as it has come to be known, “liberal eugenics” [54], where
one of its strongest proponents is a prominent Professor of Ethics, Nicholas Agar. Whilst it
has not been widely received, the concept of this evolved form of eugenics seeks to remove
state control over reproductive choices, in favor of parental autonomy, prefaced always by
the notion that the future life plan of individuals must be respected [7] (p. 54). The author
of this paper states the following [7] (p. 56):

The contemporary movement of liberal eugenics, in itself, is premised on the
fact that should technological advancements progress to the point of safety and
availability, then parents should be at liberty to use at their disposal, the full
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spectrum of these technologies for the purposes of enhancement of their future
offspring. The allure of liberal eugenics pivots on the centrality of this choice: the
shift in autonomy from state to individual, and the freedom from state interfer-
ence in its subsequent exercise by individuals. As a firm supporter of scientific
and technological developments seeking to improve the quality of human life,
Agar contends for the benefits that may be reaped from genetic treatments and
engineering tools. Agar would be quick to argue that, should we focus on the
veritable sustenance and orientation of a variety of “life plans”, the ‘new’ eu-
genics foothold vis-à-vis tools of genetic engineering technology, is capable of
presenting adequate constrains built into the exercise of autonomy (in this regard,
bearing upon the parents of the future offspring), which will not interfere into
this varied projected plan of the offspring’s future, and will not be capable of
directing the offspring only into the direction of one life plan.

Following the arguments of evolved eugenics, then should it not appear, that since the
offensive and deplorable aspects of state-sponsored or state-sanctioned eugenics have been
removed, that eugenics as we knew of, should no longer be objectionable [7] (p. 57) [19]?
Be that as it may, the concept may still be extremely vertiginous to most. It also ignores
the reality that, notwithstanding the purported rein of choice and freedom imbued on
parents, the so-called benefits of human genome editing are not exercised by the intended
beneficiary of such technology—the future offspring [7] (p. 58).

Additionally, whilst it has always been an important point that an individual’s life
plan not be directed into only a limited direction, the reality is that some parental choices
and actions can, and do, steer their children into specific life plans. Take the example of
Harvard Girl [55], whose sole purpose of education was apparently to be accepted into
the top Ivy League schools in the United States. Amy Chua’s Battle Hymn of the Tiger
Mother [56] provoked controversy when it was published, revealing a list of child-rearing
edicts that indirectly steered her daughters, Sophia and Lulu, into only Ivy League schools,
and both achieved virtuoso pianist and violinist status. These are the realities of parental
choices and actions, and even if they may not begin with the intention of limiting their
children’s life plans, the consequential happenings are difficult to ignore. Hence, by which
benchmark are we to determine that an individual’s life plan is suitably safeguarded?
This is, in this author’s opinion, one key failing of evolved eugenics. Cloaking something
deplorable with a shiny overcoat does not cease to eradicate the darkness of its history and
the insurmountable limitations on life that it can bring.

Therefore, parental autonomy, choice, and actions on their own form part of parental
child-rearing, which does not change the fact that future children’s life plans may already
be limited. With the possibilities of a genetic supermarket being offered as enticement for
human enhancement in genome editing, so too remains the limitation of a future child’s
life plan; in fact, it is entirely humanly possible that the limitation of this life plan leads
to further isolation and separation and perhaps objectionably, also reinforces the notion
of such offspring’s “othering”—an “othering” interpreted to displace such child, guide
him/her/them into a specific acceptable future life plan, all for the purpose of doing the
bidding of the invisible hand of the state [7] (p. 62).

3.2. Contemporary Interpretations of Evolved Eugenics and “Othering”

It is the premise of this chapter to highlight a renewed angle of viewing the positive
arguments towards human genome editing. Notwithstanding the allegedly more positive
aspects of evolved eugenics, as used in the context here, and whilst this has somehow
been equated to future offspring being better off due to the possible choices made by their
parents, this author counters otherwise.

An alternative interpretation of liberal, or evolved, eugenics offered in this chapter is
that the surrender of autonomy to parents is insufficient regardless, because it cannot be
completely value-free of the parents’ own desires and wishes. More importantly, although
bleak, as individuals existing as part of democratic societies, the existence of power relations
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in human interactions, vis-à-vis Foucault’s theory, is “subject to negotiation, each individual
having his place in the hierarchy, no matter how flexible it would be” [57]. The purported
individual control by state is otherwise wielded through “bio-power and politicization of
the human body via subjugation through social and covertly political controls [58].

Foucault offers the following: “we should admit rather that power produces knowl-
edge . . . ; that power and knowledge directly imply one another; that there is no power
relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that
does not presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations; and the body” [58]
(p. 25). As such, this author opines that this upholds the “politicization” of human corpo-
reality, as postulated by Foucault, and indirectly constitutes an insidious “invisible hand”
that remains under the sway of the state. Likewise, the interplay of power dynamics
within the precincts of familial relations is rife, and the quest for parity between parties
is unavoidably askew towards the stronger party, as evidenced by the fragmentation of
authority, knowledge, and command. However, this is not to suggest that this “invisible
hand” is universally deleterious. On the contrary, the author contends that some degree of
state intervention is indispensable, since the discrete realm of liberal eugenics and genome
editing transcends the boundaries of human existence and necessitates regulation. The
thesis posited is simply that the exercise of parental autonomy is not entirely autonomous
and cannot be entirely apprehended as depicted by the tenets of liberal eugenics [7] (p. 66).

In the meantime, much of the existing literature on the possible consequences of
human genome editing has focused on access to technologies, inequalities, and an inevitable
genetic divided [12]. Whilst this genetic divide will, no doubt, contribute to an additional
layer of systematic discrimination and inequalities in society, another consequence of a
genetic divide is to further magnify the problem of “othering”, a problem that, in the 21st
century, we are fighting very dexterously to eradicate. It is entirely plausible that a future
offspring may also experience “othering” as a consequence of being a product of genome
editing. Much of existing literature has focused on the privilege of the potentially enhanced,
without adequately considering the possibility that such enhancement may also create
ostracization, viewing the genetically enhanced as alien to human nature. Whilst others
may conject that comparisons of a genetic elite as “other” versus the systemic oppression
of marginalized groups throughout history is an unfair and unbalanced rendering, our
present realities of “othering” groups of individuals cannot be denied. One example of this
“othering” that can be illustrated was from the recent vaccination programs for COVID-19,
where anti-vaccination groups proclaimed (incorrectly) that the mRNA vaccines altered the
genetic make-up of those who took said vaccines—and that this “alleged” alteration of our
fundamental DNA is viewed as highly problematic and negative. Whilst this allegation
proved to be untrue, what is undeniable is the way those who received the mRNA vaccines
were “judged”, for willfully agreeing to the alleged tampering with the genetic make-up.

Throughout the course of history, as well, the “otherness” of being a woman, being
gay, being a person with disabilities, being Roma, and being, essentially, a member of key
populations [59] has been acutely felt, and in the epoch of the 21st century, “othering”
continues to be a problem. Described as “a set of dynamics, processes and structures
that engender marginality and persistent inequality across any of the full range of human
differences based on groups identities” [60], “othering” is an unfortunate consequence
of systemic discrimination and prejudice. In most cases, “othering” manifests through
different ways, such as essentializing explanations [61], culturalist explanations [61] (p. 262),
and racializing explanations [61] (p. 263).

Whilst “othering” can appear in many forms, including outward expressions of prej-
udice, it is also embedded in “institutionalization and structural features” [61] (p. 262),
where “individual acts of discrimination have a cumulative and magnifying effect that
may help explain many group–based inequalities” [61] (p. 263). The author posits that
the genetic divide, vis-à-vis genome editing, feeds auxiliary negativity towards “othering”
narratives, rendering those who cannot or do not have access to technologies, voiceless,
invisible, and deviant when medicine is unable to cure them.
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It is difficult to sustain the alleged benefits of evolved eugenics, even if the life plan
of an individual is varied and even if parental reproductive autonomy is assumed to be
the gospel truth as to what amounts to the best interest of the child [62]. At the very least,
genome editing that leads to evolved eugenics in any form, will have profound implications
on society, law, and policy, as Susan Stabile stipulates in the following [63]:

The contention of this Article is that an underlying attitude of “othering” pervades
current discussions about what the law should and should not do to address
the conditions and needs of various categories of persons. Although we do not
necessarily acknowledge it, the fact that our discussions proceed from a view
of the people whose situations or problems being discussed as “other” makes
a difference in how we evaluate various legal and public policy initiatives. The
corollary is that if, instead of proceeding from a view of others as fundamentally
“not us,” we possessed an attitude of solidarity, of valuing others and seeing
them as not separate or other, our views on any number of issues of public policy
might be very different.

4. Intersectionality: Balancing the Exercise of Parental Reproductive Autonomy

In situating experiences and narratives of privilege and oppression within repro-
duction and, indeed, in the many facets of medicine and health, generally, this chapter
recommends deeper reflections and insights into intersectionality to influence, embed, and
allow for an expansion of the considerations regarding human genome editing.

The word “intersectionality” is often credited to Kimberle Crenshaw, who coined the
term in 1989 [64], although it should be acknowledged that claims about the interconnect-
edness of race, class, gender, sexuality, and other social identities have always functioned
as part of the everyday life experiences of many marginalized groups’ activities even before
the term came into being. Intersectionality, added to the Oxford dictionary in 2015 is
defined as “the interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and
gender, regarded as creating overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination or
disadvantage”. It is a powerful analytical framework and tool for academic scholarship
and a compelling driver for societal, policy, and legislative movement, change, and devel-
opment. In this chapter, the author posits that the role of intersectionality goes beyond a
call for equalities [65]. This chapter recommends that intersectionality, in addressing the
myriad of ways genome editing technologies are made available, is critical in ways that will
make us rethink how oppressive power structures are placed, how structural and systemic
inequalities can permeate many aspects of just “being” and “existing”, and how we might
be able to use this knowledge to reorient and center voices and experiences of marginalized
communities [66].

Consistent with narratives of “othering” offered earlier, the twin diametric of privilege
versus oppression plays a critical role in the under-represented picture of all communities in
healthcare systems, management, quality of services, and available data. In intersectionality
theory, it is critical to acknowledge that oppression does not occur in a vacuum and all types
of oppression are interconnected to each other. Some of the examples of social markers, such
as race, class, gender, sex, identity, socio-economic situatedness, and the like, are factors that
are linked to how one experiences privilege and/or oppression. Intersectionality activists
explain that in order for us to truly comprehend how oppression in society works, it means
that we must always consider any type of social marker that could potentially be negatively
used by oppressors to marginalize others in a community [67].

How do we do this in practice? How can we impart the reality that parental au-
tonomy is inextricably linked to intersectionality and how it is experienced by different
population groups? A starting point is education, awareness, and the openness to expand
critical scientific knowledge beyond existing boundaries. This begins with the necessary
acknowledgement that differences in different groups can combine and create inequalities
and contribute to new movements of understanding [68]. Rascouet-Paz further states
the following:
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For scholars and activists, intersectionality underscores the social and political
implications of categories of difference and processes of differentiation . . . In turn,
this creates not only new avenues of inquiry but also crucial opportunities for the
creation of ‘alliances, framings, and policies to address multiple inequalities.

Amidst the realm of sciences, there has been a rising clamor to integrate the concept of
intersectionality as a theoretical framework in the generation of research inquiries and in
the methodologies adopted. The quintessential query that comes to mind is not whether
quantitative fields are capable of methodologically assimilating intersectionality, but rather
if these fields are ready to broaden their definitions of epistemological methodologies so
as to accommodate the intersectional inquiry in the STEM domains [69]. In essence, this
necessitates a more reflected scientific inquiry, and in the context of genome editing, a
conscious goal towards the equanimity of serving populations that have a necessity for
such technology. Multi-stakeholder dialogues are necessitated between institutions, such as
the European Medicines Agency (EMA), industry, academia, patients, and members of key
population groups, in order to bolster and support the generation of data through genome
editing development plans. The potential for using Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
to increase financing and affordability for intersectional population groups in accessing
genome editing technologies could also be explored [70].

Incorporating intersectionality into governance and regulatory frameworks for human
genome editing may not provide the answers that we seek but may assist in determining
how to balance parental reproductive autonomy against such governance. Though the
application of genome editing for the prevention or treatment of life-threatening illnesses
in unborn children seems to be an unassailable practice, it is common knowledge that
distinguishing between healing and enhancement, as we travel the continuum that extends
from the treatment of grave pathologies to interventions aimed at physical or cognitive
refinement, is an intricate task that does not meet with unanimity among experts.

5. Conclusions

Genome editing technologies, and indeed, human genome editing, have rewritten
the legal and ethical debates in this field [71]. Many scientists and scholars have provided
compelling justification of why the highly transformative technology should be reasonably
reined in to protect communities, whilst pursuing responsible and innovative research.
Renewed understandings of procreative liberties and intersectionality must be suffused
into the dialogue when making allowances for legal and regulatory interventions, ensuring
that a healthy environment can support the thriving genome editing technologies. Simul-
taneously, the applications of genome editing technologies should be adequately based
on proper risk and assessment, paying keen attention to international global standards of
safety that have been developed, and ensuring the protection of all population groups of
patients in society.
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Abstract: The involvement of artificial intelligence in biomedicine promises better support for
decision-making both in conventional and research medical practice. Yet two important issues
emerge in relation to personal data handling, and the influence of AI on patient/doctor relationships.
The development of AI algorithms presupposes extensive processing of big data in biobanks, for
which procedures of compliance with data protection need to be ensured. This article addresses
this problem in the framework of the EU legislation (GDPR) and explains the legal prerequisites
pertinent to various categories of health data. Furthermore, the self-learning systems of AI may
affect the fulfillment of medical duties, particularly if the attending physicians rely on unsupervised
applications operating beyond their direct control. The article argues that the patient informed
consent prerequisite plays a key role here, not only in conventional medical acts but also in clinical
research procedures.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; biomedicine; data protection; medical duty; informed consent;
unsupervised systems

1. Introduction

Developments in contemporary biomedicine raise ethical and legal questions relevant
to the extensive use of artificial intelligence (AI) applications both in conventional medical
practice and in research activities [1] (p. 5). With no doubt, the introduction of algorithms
promises better results in the evaluation of specific cases, if these algorithms are formed and
constantly updated on the basis of appropriate statistical information deriving from clinical
studies with similar characteristics. On the other hand, AI applications as substitutes of
individual physicians, namely human decision-makers, do not always ensure the best
option is followed for a particular patient, even if decisions they recommend are evidence-
based [2] (p. 400). Indeed, statistical evidence does not necessarily capture the complex
nature of specific clinical cases; medical practice cannot be reduced to pure mathematical
models. That is why the involvement of AI systems and the extent of their use by attending
physicians are topics that influence the patient/physician relationship in terms of ethics
and law.

We can distinguish two central questions concerning the use of AI in biomedicine
from a legal standpoint.

First, we encounter a question referring to the formation of algorithms suitable for
supporting medical decision-making. This work presupposes extensive processing of
massive information, including scientific information, statistical data, and personal data of
health importance (genetic, clinical, and lifestyle data) [1]. The collection and processing of
personal data in particular are subject to the data protection legal framework.

The second question is relevant to the influence of the AI automated decisions on the
attending physicians’ legal liability, or even in ethical terms, their role regarding fulfillment
of medical duty. We will explore these questions in conventional medical practice, and
in clinical research, with reference to the basic instruments of the common European
legislation that also determines the general framework for specific national regulation in
the European countries.

BioTech 2021, 10, 15. https://doi.org/10.3390/biotech10030015 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/biotech
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2. Data Collection and Processing

Over the last decades, progress in biomedicine has been closely associated with health
data management thanks to continuously enhanced technological abilities that we dispose
for data collection and processing. Current applications based on extensive personal
data use that include e-prescription systems and e-health records characterize the regular
performance of diagnostic, preventive, and therapeutic medical acts. These applications
indicate the importance of AI components in data handling, providing immediate and
accurate responses to the physician’s input [3] (pp. 33–37).

With the progress of Medical Genetics and the opening of a new era towards Per-
sonalized Medicine [2] (p. 409), [4] (pp. 21 et seq, 41 et seq), the role of data collection
becomes crucial. As the current expression of that new era, Precision Medicine intends to
develop tailor-made health services and therapeutic means pertinent to specific profiles of
patient groups or even individual patients [5–7]. In this regard, AI applications will ensure
feasibility since the need for accurate and rapid data processing at this scale is obvious and
cannot be met by conventional human-guided methods.

In this data-centered context, the role of ethical and legal norms is pivotal. Personal
data nowadays represent a distinct value in modern societies, particularly when the
subject’s identity is known or may be revealed. This is because, following the fundamental
principles of a democratic society, every person enjoys a space of self-determination, which
also includes elements characterizing the personality’s very essence. Thus, all information
related to elements of the person’s identification and privacy, forming the distinct space
of “informational self-determination” [8] (pp. 398 et seq) must remain protected from any
intervention of the state or thirds if unauthorized by the person concerned. Simple data of
identification such as the name, the address, the phone number, the social security number,
etc., belongs to this protected space.

Most importantly, special data categories are referring to the person’s intimate thoughts
or private activity. Here, protection is stricter in legal terms, as any unauthorized disclosure
of these data to thirds may severely damage the data subject in various social situations. In
this category of “sensitive” data belong the person’s biological characteristics (genetic, etc.),
personal health information, as well as philosophical or political or religious beliefs, infor-
mation on friendly or sexual relationships, etc. (GDPR, art. 9).

Informational autonomy illustrates the ethical ground for personal data protection in
general terms, justifying specific legal measures in relevance. Nowadays, all democratic
countries have adopted laws that govern this area with detailed provisions setting up spe-
cific control mechanisms for preventing or sanctioning violations. In Europe, “guardians”
of the system are the data protection authorities (GDPR, Chapter VI) enjoying an indepen-
dent administrative status and the courts. The European legal framework is embedded in
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), an instrument that binds all EU member
states and also governs data transfer and handling in non-EU countries (GDPR, Chapter V).
This means that a non-EU country (including countries outside Europe, such as the USA,
Canada, China, Australia, etc.) needs to demonstrate compliance with the standards of the
GDPR for receiving and processing data deriving from the EU (GDPR, art. 44). Therefore,
the legal relevance of the GDPR is broader in geographical terms, which makes it really
influential when the issue is to promote health data collection and processing at a global
scale.

On the other hand, the GDPR does not regulate data protection exhaustively. As
a product of states’ negotiations and compromising, it leaves considerable discretion of
regulation to national laws in EU member states, which sometimes leads to diverse modes
of implementation in each separate national legal system. Thus, even if the form of an EU’s
“Regulation” represents binding legislation directly enforced in the member-states’ legal
systems, in the example of GDPR, national decision-making in relevance continues to hold
a substantial normative role (GDPR, art. 9 (para 3, 4), 23, 46, 49, etc.).

Given this regulatory context in Europe, it is essential to distinguish categories of
information relevant to health that may be accumulated at a scale of databases promising
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the formation of AI algorithms suitable for supporting clinical decisions. This is because the
data protection regulation focuses on identifiable (GDPR, art. 4 (1)) health data exclusively,
not on mere statistical data, which remain anonymous. Statistical data deriving from epi-
demiological studies cover a significant part of the databases’ content, and their processing
is vital for the formation of AI algorithms. Still, that information remains indifferent for the
law, since, in principle, there is no possibility of detecting the data subjects.

Under the GDPR’s regime, data may be identifiable in to two categories: either
data with known subjects, when the identity matters in processing given its purposes, or
“pseudonymized” data, after codification, when the identity is in principle irrelevant to the
processing purposes, but still may be detected if the code of anonymization is accessible [9]
(pp. 663–664). Thus, personal data are equated only to identifiable data in the strict legal
terminology, and data protection refers to the above two categories exclusively.

The collection of personal data raises specific issues. Data sources are either an original
collection based on direct contact with the data subjects (healthy persons or patients) or an
already existing database, available for further use with different purposes than the original
ones. For example, databases in hospitals comprising medical health records of patients or
in insurance facilities or workplaces may be of interest for further use, particularly research
use.

It is evident that the existing databases of health data are of crucial importance
for forming collections on the scale of big data in order to achieve a statistically valid
multifactorial volume for testing AI applications. On the other hand, new data collections
from a particular group of persons ensure that new research topics will be addressed that
data already stored for other purposes cannot cover. Thus, a big comprehensive database
promising the design of AI algorithms suitable for medical decision-making needs to
exploit the massive material of existing databases, and also run new research to accumulate
information responding to new questions of clinical importance [1] (p. 2).

Bearing in mind the above classification, the GDPR establishes a critical differentiation
in data protection, focusing mostly on the issue of the subject’s informed consent as a
prerequisite for ensuring personal control over any possible data use (GDPR, art. 7, 8, 9 (a)).

First, for new collections of health-related data, the subject’s informed consent is
always necessary since new research objectives involve direct contact with investigators
asking for such data. Still, in contrast to the previous regime governing data protection
in the EU (Directive 95/46) the GDPR does not consider specific consent as a strict re-
quirement. Following the recital 33 of its explanatory part, a consent of “generic” nature
may be sufficient if determining a broader framework for the data’s secondary use [10]
(p. 660), namely for future research purposes, on the evident condition that this does not
mean a general permission of any research use, a “carte blanche” granted to investigators.
Furthermore, the option that is given by recital 33 always presupposes that this “generic”
consent fulfills the conditions of freedom, which is not the case when there is a “clear
imbalance between the data subject and the controller” (meaning an unequal position of
them, due to relationships of dependence, etc., according to recital 43 of the explanatory
part). On the other hand, the original consent is required even if investigators apply data
pseudonymization, and processing excludes the possibility of access to subjects’ identities,
as far as the link between data and identities exists and may be known to one or more
persons of the research team.

Second, regarding collections of already stored data, initially gathered for other rea-
sons (clinical or not), the law allows further processing for new research purposes, even
without the data subjects’ fresh consent, on the condition that the purposes of the secondary
use of data are compatible or relevant to the research purpose that justified the original
collection of data, following art. 6 para 4 (a) of the GDPR. In that case, informed consent
is not considered a necessary mechanism of control for data protection. This provision
facilitates research activities significantly, since to repeat communication with subjects that
consented initially to the data use in other settings is practically impossible. Nevertheless,
the GDPR does not leave the data protection uncontrolled. Substitute safeguards need to
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be in place necessarily, after specific national legislative measures (GDPR, art. 9 para 2 j)
which indicatively may require pseudonymization or other technical methods to ensure
confidential processing (installing firewalls, etc.). Most EU member states have already
enacted such specific legislation for the implementation of the GDPR’s provision.

Third, when it comes to the use of anonymous (or “anonymized”) data, that is, data
with unknown or untraceable identity, any research use is allowed with no engagement
of data protection control mechanisms. Indeed, this information is not conceptualized
as “personal data” by the law, similarly to what happens with statistical data. This is
also important, as it covers collections of stored data that may be transferred to research
facilities after anonymization at their source, with no involvement of the research team
whatsoever. For example, suppose a big data collection supporting Precision Medicine’s
objectives that includes partial collections of health data from private insurance companies:
if these companies have performed the data anonymization in situ before transferring the
collections to the research facilities, no data protection issue occurs, as researchers of the
latter have no access to the anonymization procedure.

Nevertheless, in the context of big data, we must admit that neither pseudonymization
nor even anonymization at the source of data secures protection of the data subjects. Indeed,
the massive amount of multifactorial information from multiple sources makes possible the
development of specific algorithms that may lead to findings detecting the subjects’ identity
even in these data categories, following a methodology of “deep mining” analysis in which
the role of AI is of course critical [10] (p. 661). This fact challenges the efficiency of the legal
provisions mentioned above, which means that, eventually, the most reliable preventive
mechanism for data protection remains the subjects’ informed consent prerequisite. At
least for new data collections, the generic model of informed consent, as acknowledged by
the GDPR, could ensure the development of big databases without compromising the data
safety or the research potential.

As a last means of protection, the GDPR recognizes specific rights for the data subjects
(GDPR, Chapter III) that are fully enforceable before the courts, representing the “coercive”
dimension of data protection in case of violation. Any unauthorized identification of
anonymized data through “deep mining” analysis in the context of big data or other
methods is, therefore, subject to administrative or judicial control under the light of these
specific rights. Amongst them, the “right to erasure,” namely the subject’s legal option
to ask for complete removal of his/her personal data from a database, is the most crucial
here (GDPR, art. 17). Although the GDPR mentions significant exceptions regarding this
right exercise, based on public interest reasons (such as public health or safety reasons),
the data controller is in principle fully responsible for complying when the data subject
files a relevant application. Exceptions can be considered only if their reason is specifically
justified and documented. In this strict context, a potential identification of originally
anonymized data in a big database would be legally unacceptable if not associated directly
with evident priorities in public health.

3. Artificial Intelligence and the Medical Duty

Besides the issues related to data handling, questions concerning AI applications in
medical decision-making should also be considered. To what extent can a physician’s
decision regarding a specific patient rely on automatically yielded guidance after AI data
processing?

This is a problem relevant to the “interpretability” of AI systems [11] (pp. 3 et seq),
particularly when self-learning (unsupervised) systems are engaged in conventional clin-
ical practice or clinical research. Indeed, self-learning systems cannot be addressed as
conventional medical instruments that support the physicians’ practice so far, or even as
supervised AI systems, where close dependence on the human initiative (and responsibil-
ity) of the system’s expected outcomes still exists [2] (p. 399), [12] (p. 419). Self-learning
ability means a certain degree of machines’ self-programming after evaluating massive
information deriving from a big data biobank, which includes the relevance of existing
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data to specific clinical contexts. Compared to conventional medical instruments, here we
have a process of data appraisal beyond direct human control. Although the algorithms
that are developed for such systems are evidence-based, their automatic outcomes for
supporting medical decision-making escape by default from the area of knowledge not
only of ordinary medical practitioners but also of these intelligent systems’ developers
raising questions on transparency regarding their functional characteristics [4] (p. 27), [13]
(pp. 6 et seq). An appropriate legal methodology for addressing cases of AI developers’
professional liability should be adopted here [14] (pp. 393 et seq).

There is a clear ethical question here on whether the use of such systems meets
the principles of the essential medical duty in the patient/doctor relationship, that is,
the “beneficence, non-maleficence” and the informed consent (as expression of personal
autonomy) requirements [15] (pp. 118 et seq, 155 et seq, 217 et seq). From a legal point of
view, this question also refers to the extent of medical liability, especially when medical
malpractice occurs. In any sense, accountability is a general problem related to the use of
AI systems that influences professional liability, and not only in Medicine [4] (pp. 29–30,
236 et seq). Is it possible, then, to accuse a physician for medical malpractice based upon
guidance from unsupervised self-learning AI systems that resulted in the patient’s harm?

To answer this question, we need, first, to highlight some elements of conventional
clinical practice. Conventional medical acts should be based on two conditions: (a) the
physician’s performance lege artis, namely according to the standard of care [16] (p. 6),
which also includes compliance with relevant protocols, and (b) the patient’s informed
consent (or choice), which involves patients in decision-making. On the one hand, these
two prerequisites reflect the two ethical principles already mentioned; on the other, they
determine the framework within which the liability of doctors should be judged in concrete
legal terms. The current legislation in Europe (at the level of international instruments
and mostly of national laws) contains specific provisions referring to these prerequisites,
making their content legally binding.

(a) Medical performance lege artis means that we admit as an axiom the existence of
objective scientific norms in the framework of which doctors may exercise their activity.
This does not contravene the doctors’ scientific independence and freedom of thought;
it only excludes absurd practices with no scientific evidence, contrary to “professional
standards” (art. 4 of the Oviedo Convention).

There is no doubt that often the evidence issue is vague, as diverging scientific opinions
cannot be excluded; therefore, opinions expressing minorities in the scientific community
cannot be considered by definition absurd. Still, the axiom requires that, at least, we need
firm scientific justification for accepting a certain medical art as compliant to the leges artis.
The era of evidence-based medicine contributed to the clarification of these problems.
Protocols containing specific and detailed guidelines are now developed based on the
substantial progress of clinical research and the statistical reliability of research findings.
These normative instruments significantly facilitate doctors’ good practice, and prevent
the occurrence of severe malpractice incidents. Moreover, in the context of evidence-based
medicine, the role of data processing, statistics, and mathematics became crucial several
decades before the emergence of AI systems. This is a crucial point in our approach.

(b) On the other hand, the patients’ informed consent or choice holds a key role
in medical practice (Oviedo Convention, art. 5, 6), even if the physician’s performance
relies on machine support and guidance based on complex calculations with the use of
advanced technology. This means that the physician always needs to provide appropriate
information to the patient and obtain relevant consent before acting. The use of AI systems
and their expected benefit or risks following evidence-based criteria definitely belongs to
the content of information and possibly influences the consent, particularly of an expert
patient. Nevertheless, there is no reason to exclude from this general rule even self-
learning AI systems, on the condition that the patient has consented to this involvement
of a “substitute” medical knowledge, and been assured that the final decision for the
medical act in relevance lies on the attending physician’s direct control. Under the medical
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liability’s point of view, this latter element is the only decisive. Indeed, supposing that the
attending physician has minimal or no specific technical expertise about the precise details
of a medical instrument’s structure and function (which is the usual case), it is sufficient
to demonstrate awareness of potential benefits and risks from its use to fulfill the law’s
conditions on liability. The quality of patient information is the legal guarantee for this.

Certainly, AI unsupervised, self-learning applications are characterized by an “opaque”
element that remains uncontrolled by human users [4] (p. 27), [11] (p. 15), [12] (pp. 420,421).
Still, in the end, what matters is the final decision of physicians about the medical act in
relevance. Physicians should take the risk even for this uncontrolled element of AI systems
if they believe that the benefits are more important than the potential negative implications
from the use of these systems in a particular case. It is worth noting here that, in terms
of medical liability, what we expect from physicians is a lege artis performance only, even
if the final result could be non-beneficial for the patient. Medical liability concerns only
criteria of good practice; therefore, if the use of AI self-learning systems is evidence-based
in similar cases, no differences exist comparing to the use of conventional medical devices.

Yet, this is true for conventional medical practice when evidence-based rules are
in place. Can we suggest the same for practice in clinical research [2] (pp. 409 et seq,
413 et seq)? How appropriate is the experimentation in clinical trials with AI self-learning
systems when no evidence-based criteria exist, and the question is precisely to identify
such criteria? Under the medical liability view, this is a difficult problem to the extent that
the “opaque” element of AI remains uncontrolled even by experts as mentioned above.
An ethical question arises as well: Are we allowed to involve volunteers in experimental
procedures when part of these remains beyond the investigators’ direct control?

Again, the informed consent prerequisite is the only guarantee, here, if we assume that
the information provided to the volunteers clearly includes the involvement of self-learning
AI applications in the clinical trial’s development, mentioning potential risks and specific
measures to be taken for preventing them. The difference that may arise compared to
conventional clinical acts is that, in clinical research, we have to cope with a great deal of
uncertainty by definition; therefore, the degree of risks may be unacceptable with the use
of such systems.

Nevertheless, risk acceptance is still a matter of the volunteer’s free decision. Certainly,
in clinical trials, the informed consent prerequisite has limited impact compared to con-
ventional medical acts since the law requires previous approval of the research protocol’s
scientific and ethical appropriateness. This means that volunteers are invited to consent
only on the condition that minimal evidence on safety and risk/benefit assessment has
been obtained and confirmed by the approval mentioned above (Oviedo Convention, art.
16, 17, Directive 2001/20, art. 3, Regulation 536/2014, art. 28). In our example, minimal
evidence needs to refer to the AI algorithms’ specific characteristics and self-learning oper-
ation as manifested in previous pre-clinical tests. As it happens with the new molecules’
in vivo testing in pre-clinical studies demonstrating the expected influence on animal
organisms, this step seems both necessary and sufficient to ensure the minimal evidence
that allows the protocol’s ethical approval; moreover, it justifies seeking the volunteer’s
informed consent. This analogy is defensible because, in terms of safety, the impact of an
experimental substance on a living organism’s vital functions is not less risky than the
AI’s self-learning guidance of clinical decision-making since both are based on a rational
assessment of scientific data. In this comparison, the expected guarantees for a positive
outcome have the same degree of reliability. In other words, the degree of uncertainty is
comparable, particularly if no option of return to the condition before the intervention is
ensured.

4. Conclusions

The novel element that AI applications bring to biomedicine is the mobilization of
machine-controlled inputs in decision-making regarding either conventional or experi-
mental medical acts. Relying on AI systems’ self-learning operations, this technological
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development facilitates immensely the accurate appraisal of data relevant to specific clinical
situations based on robust medical evidence. There is no doubt that machine self-learning
guarantees what the human medical practice, even of highly experienced experts, cannot
provide, namely to yield practical guidance timely from a work of massive data processing.
Yet, the cost that we need to accept for that is not trivial.

First, there is a cost regarding the need to handle big health data, which refers to
risks occurring for the protection of identifiable personal data. The latter’s collection
and processing involve procedures that, in principle, may guarantee protection, but still
the risk is persistent at that scale, since nothing is “automatically” in place, and specific
responsibilities of many people acting in that field need to be considered.

In Europe, following the GDPR’s regulation, data controllers, data processors, and
data protection officers are the main responsible persons, here (GDPR, art. 24, 28, 37)
Since the development of more advanced AI systems is embedded in the permanent
accumulation of massive information, a particular problem of data transfer emerges, given
that no unified binding legislation and controls exist at the global scale, and additional
procedures for ensuring the data subjects’ rights need to be observed.

Second, a further cost is related to the medical performance as such, that is, the extent
of medical acts’ dependence on machine-controlled guidance. Inevitably, in unsupervised,
self-learning AI medical applications, we have to cope with an “opaque” element that
escapes the attending physician’s direct control, although it still affects medical liability.

We argued that in conventional clinical practice, the attending physician remains
responsible (a) for using such systems only if they are evidence-based, and (b) for providing
appropriate information to the patient that includes necessarily a risk/benefit appraisal for
these systems; if the patient consents on the basis of that information, the essential legal
requirements for assuming good medical practice are fulfilled.

In the clinical research context, evidence on the use of experimental self-learning
AI applications is under investigation by definition; therefore, the above model needs
to be reconsidered since we have to deal with an essential element of uncertainty that
may entail risks for the volunteers’ health. Here, we propose an analogy between the
AI application’s uncertainty and the uncertainty deriving from the use of experimental
molecules in interventional clinical studies. We may assume that the levels of potential risks
are similar. Guarantees for both acts’ suitability remain, on the one hand, the successful
results that pre-clinical trials demonstrate and, on the other, the information provided to
the clinical trial’s volunteers for the use of such experimental methods.

Under this view, we can conclude that legally speaking at least, there is already a
rationale framework for appraising the issue of medical liability, even when the use of
self-learning AI systems cannot be equated to that of conventional medical instruments,
where usually no “opaque” characteristics escaping from the physician’s direct control
exist.
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Abstract: The Bioethics Act in the Republic of Korea has undergone great fluctuations akin to the
pendulum of a clock. Since Professor Hwang’s research ethics issue, domestic embryonic stem cell
research has lost its vitality. This study argues that the Republic of Korea needs a reference point that
does not waiver. This study examined the characteristics of life science- and ethics-related systems in
the Republic of Korea and Japan. It also examined the pendulum-like policy changes in the Republic
of Korea. It then compared the strengths and weaknesses between the Republic of Korea and Japan.
Finally, we proposed a system improvement strategy for the development of bioethics research in
Asian countries. In particular, this study argues that the advantages of Japan’s slow but stable system
should be introduced.

Keywords: Bioethics Act; Woo-seok Hwang; Shinya Yamanaka; stem cell

Key Contribution: This study conducted a comparative analysis of the fluctuating regulatory system
in life science research in the Republic of Korea and the stable; albeit slower system in Japan. The
study highlights the stability of Japan’s system as an advantageous model that can be emulated by
other Asian countries with similar cultural backgrounds.

1. Introduction

The Japanese government has been active in resolving ethical, legal, and social issues
regarding human embryonic stem cell and embryonic research, in what has been classified
as a research-friendly policy [1]. However, in Japan, there is also a view that government
regulations could hinder various areas of human stem cell research. In particular, as an
Asian country, Japan is criticized for its inability to make quick decisions, even though
it has a centralized government. The development of stem cell research policies and
regulations in Japan has involved lengthy periods of discussion, preparation, and review,
taking five to ten years for each case. These regulatory delays have presented challenges to
Japanese researchers, hindering their progress and competitiveness. Japan has had limited
involvement in human embryonic stem cell (hESC) research, compared to other countries,
due to regulatory delays and a lack of guidelines for the international distribution of hESC
lines. Regulatory developments have also hindered Japan’s participation in somatic cell
nuclear transfer (SCNT) and germline differentiation studies, limiting researchers to animal
studies [2].

Although Japan is a country without religious or political confrontation regarding
bioethics, it has been criticized for slow decision making compared to other countries,
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such as Singapore, due to bureaucracy [3]. Japan’s bioethics system is slow and stuffy.
Japan has achieved a successful case of research with the development of groundbreaking
technologies such as iPS (induced Pluripotent Stem) cells [4]. The use of iPS cell technology
raises ethical and legal concerns regarding the informed consent of tissue donors, but it is
considered to raise fewer concerns compared to the use of embryonic stem (ES) cells [5].

In contrast, the Republic of Korea’s bioethics legislation has experienced great fluc-
tuations akin to the swinging of a pendulum. The Bioethics Act passed by the National
Assembly (the congress) in 2003 reflected the opinions of the government and members of
the National Assembly, who insisted that life science and technology should be developed.
In July 2002, after announcing that the Korean branch of Clonade was conducting research
on human cloning, the Ministry of Health and Welfare of the Republic of Korea made a
pre-announcement of the bioethics bill. The bill prohibited the creation of embryos for
purposes other than pregnancy and allowed research on embryos older than five years
after in vitro fertilization. At a public hearing held on October 9th of the same year, the
scientific community generally agreed, but civic groups objected [6–8]. It was evaluated
that the Korean government listened to the stance of civic groups in the early stage, but it
sided with the scientific community in the final stage [6].

In 2004, Dr. Woo-seok Hwang succeeded in obtaining ES cells through SCNT tech-
nology in human eggs, and in 2005 he reported that he had created “customized cloned
human embryonic stem cells”. However, the journal Nature pointed out problems in
relation to the research, such as the provision of eggs by female researchers and the review
by the Hanyang University Clinical Ethics Committee in May 2004. The Korean Society
for Bioethics sent an open inquiry requesting the sources of 242 eggs for Dr. Woo-seok
Hwang’s research [9].

After Woo-seok Hwang’s research ethics issue was highlighted, the opinion that the
social atmosphere should strengthen bioethics has gained strength. Since bioethics was
emphasized in the revision of the Bioethics Act in 2018, ES cell research in the Republic of
Korea lost vitality. In the revision of the Bioethics Act in 2020, requirements for acceptance
were eased by reflecting the opinions of the scientific community again [9].

We compare the regulations related to life science research in the Republic of Korea
and Japan. In particular, an issue arose in the Republic of Korea because its regulations
were insufficient to ensure ethics and safety. We argue that the Republic of Korea needs to
take advantage of Japan’s slow but stable system, which we will introduce later. We also
review the process that has hindered the development and discuss the desired direction for
the development of life science research.

2. Review of Research-Related Systems for Life Sciences in Japan

2.1. Background on the Establishment of Laws Related to Human Embryonic Stem Cells in Japan

In 2000, the Japanese National Diet (the congress) enacted the “Act on the Regulation
of Human Cloning Technology and Other Technologies” and prohibited human cloning.
Regarding human embryonic research, in September 2001 the “Guidelines for the Estab-
lishment and Use of Human Embryonic Stem Cells” was announced, allowing human
embryonic research under certain restrictions. In June 2004, the Bioethics Committee under
the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology allowed human embry-
onic research only for basic science research, but not for clinical application. In July 2006,
the Bioethics Committee published the “Guidelines for Clinical Research Using Human
Stem Cells” and banned clinical research [10].

2.2. Research Trends and Achievements in Japan

In Japan, there was research on introduced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, which are
relatively free from ethical issues related to the use of eggs and embryos [10]. In 2006,
Shinya Yamanaka Shinya’s team succeeded in generating iPS cells from mouse embryonic or
adult fibroblasts [4]. In 2007, they succeeded in generating iPS cells from adult humans [11].
Yamanaka was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for this achievement
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in 2012. The Japanese government actively supports research and development using iPS
cells. In June 2013, clinical trials using iPS cells were approved in Japan for the first time
in the world [10]. In 2013, researchers in Japan succeeded in generating iPS cells from
adults using a combination of plasmids encoding OCT3/4, SOX2, KLF4, L-MYC, LIN28,
and shRNA for TP53, which are easily accessible. It is expected that making iPS cells from
less invasive tissues would facilitate disease treatment [12].

2.3. Japan’s Slow but Stable System for Life Science Research

In May 2014, Japan renamed the Council for Science and Technology (CST), which
was established during the reorganization of the government organization, to the Council
for Science, Technology and Innovation (CSTI), strengthening the regulatory function over
science and technology policy [10]. The CSTI is chaired by the Prime Minister under the
control of the Cabinet Office. In principle, the CSTI meets at least once a month. The
characteristics of the CSTI are “strategic and timely”, “comprehensive”, and “voluntary”.
“Strategic and timely” means that a comprehensive strategy related to science and technol-
ogy should be established to respond to national and social challenges in a timely manner.
“Comprehensive” emphasizes the relationship between society and humans, such as ethical
issues including humanities and social sciences. “Voluntary” means not only responding
to the advice of the Prime Minister and others but also expressing one’s own opinion. The
prime minister, as well as related ministers, researchers, and lawmakers, actively participate
in the CSTI meeting, and the detailed minutes of each meeting are made public. Materials
referenced by members are made public on the Home Office website [13].

The Bioethics Professional Investigation Society (BPIS) was established under the CSTI.
The BPIS reviews the guidelines for the establishment and use of human ES cells. The BPIS
held its first meeting in 2001 and the 136th meeting on 27 Feb 2023. Fifteen meetings were
held over a period of about one year and nine months to discuss how to amend guidelines
allowing clinical research on human ES cells. At the 75th meeting held in September 2013,
trends in gamete generation research were reviewed. At two meetings held in October
and November of the same year, opinions on the latest research trends were presented by
researchers. For about one year and six months from December 2013 to June 2015, whether
to allow research on human ES cells was discussed (Table 1) [14,15].

Table 1. List of Bioethics Professional Investigation Society (BPIS) conferences related to human ES
cell research.

No. Date Title

89–78

3 June 2015
(Heisei 27)

-
20 December 2013

(Heisei 25)

▪ Regarding research on the production of human embryos by germ cells generated
from human ES cells, etc.

▪ Regarding the status of the reexamination of relevant guidelines for human
ES cells

▪ Regarding the review status of the revision of guidelines for human ES cells

▪ Other matters

77 27 November 2013
(Heisei 25)

▪ Listening to trends in germ cell generation research, such as ES cells: Atsuo Ogura
(Director, Bioresource Center, Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) and
one other person

76 18 October 2013
(Heisei 25)

▪ Listening to trends in germ cell generation research, such as ES cells: Takehiko
Ogawa (Professor, Department of Molecular Biomedical Sciences, Department
of Medicine, Yokohama City University)

75 20 September 2013
(Heisei 25) ▪ Regarding the trend in germ cell generation research, such as ES cells

Source: [14,15].

3. Review of Research-Related Systems for the Life Sciences in the Republic of Korea

3.1. Review of Life Science Technology and Bioethics-Related Systems in the Republic of Korea

The Ministry of Health and Welfare and the Ministry of Science and Technology
each prepared a bill to enact the Bioethics Act. The Ministry of Health and Welfare an-
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nounced the draft in December 2000 to collect the opinions of civic groups that were
emphasizing bioethics [16] (pp. 45–47). In May 2001, the Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology produced the basic framework of the Basic Act on Bioethics, which was different
from the Ministry of Health and Welfare’s plan in that it prohibited the cloning of human
embryos [6] (pp. 56–57). The announcement of this basic framework caused an organized
backlash from the scientific community [16] (p. 56).

In 2001, the Citizen Science Center of the People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democ-
racy formed a network with religious, women’s, environmental, and animal rights groups
that judged that the bioethics bills would be difficult to pass due to opposition from scien-
tists. On 19 July 2001, they officially launched the “joint campaign group for the prompt
enactment of the Basic Act on Bioethics” [16] (pp. 56–60). In December 2002, the American
company Clonade claimed to have created a cloned baby. At this time, members of the
National Assembly submitted bills to ban human cloning [6] (pp. 61–62).

Eventually, the government’s final draft was passed in the plenary session of the
National Assembly on 29 December 2003. The government finally sided with the scientific
community and put more emphasis on fostering biotechnology [6] (p. 45), [17] (p. 167).

In the process of legislating the Bioethics Act, opinions in favor of the ethics community
were discussed first. However, it ended with the scientific community and the ethics
community confronting each other. Due to this confrontation, various actors in the policy
network contributed strongly by quickly adjusting their interests. However, by focusing
only on solving the problem quickly, a debate within the scientific community about how
to perform specific technology in accordance with bioethics was ignored. The fact that the
process of thinking and discussing was omitted remains a problem.

3.2. Discussions on the Bioethics Act in the Republic of Korea
3.2.1. Discussion of the Moral Status of the Human Embryo

The author of a law thesis divided a human embryo’s status into personalism and
impersonalism. They critiqued impersonalism from a personalist perspective, arguing that
an embryo should be protected like a human since it can never transition from non-human
to human [18,19].

It was also argued that a human embryo should be considered equal in moral status
to an adult, even before being implanted in the womb. Thus, using cloned embryos for
experimentation created through in vitro fertilization and SCNT was criticized as an act
that undermines the dignity of human life. This argument advocated for the cessation of
such experiments [20].

Human life extension has become a reality through medical advancements, but issues
with organism cloning have emerged. It has been argued that treatment with adult stem
cells poses minimal ethical concerns, while using ES cells raises ethical dilemmas due to
harm inflicted on the embryo. Furthermore, considering the continuity and potential of life,
there are no justifiable reasons to prioritize human life over embryonic life [21].

3.2.2. Discussion from a Feminist Perspective

The feminist point of view argued that the existing concept of life did not deviate from
the patriarchal and male-centered point of view and that women’s voices and experiences
were ignored in biotechnology. [22].

Human eggs can be obtained only through a women’s donation, as artificial production
is not yet possible. However, the process of superovulation using ovulation injection can
lead to physical discomfort and even life-threatening symptoms for women. Therefore, the
argument highlights the importance of handling egg usage in biotechnology research with
caution and respect for women’s well-being [23].

The media’s coverage of Woo-seok Hwang incident was criticized from a feminist
perspective. The feminist media focused on human rights-based bioethics and criticized
the nationalist approach that treated women’s bodies as tools for life science. In contrast,
the mainstream media prioritized a utilitarian discourse highlighting national interests and
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creating a divide between “advanced science” and “outdated ethics”, and marginalizing
women’s perspectives [24].

3.2.3. Discussions from a Legal Perspective

The law governing life sciences and biotechnology was criticized for its broad and
abstract provisions. The focus was on the use of oocytes, which are cells involved in
oogenesis. Concerns were raised about the potential exploitation of oocyte donors by
researchers. It was argued that women donating oocytes for medical or reproductive
purposes should be afforded extra protections. Additionally, during the revision of the
Bioethics Act, there were calls for provisions regulating stem cell research and cross-species
transplantation [25].

The institutionalization of bioethics in the Republic of Korea was criticized as inad-
equate. It was argued that participation in bioethics discussions should extend beyond
bioethicists, scientists, and lawyers to include scholars from other fields. Furthermore, it
was emphasized that a rationalist model should be pursued to establish public ethics [26].

3.3. Reinforcing Life Science Research Regulations after the Woo-seok Hwang Incident
3.3.1. Research Misconduct by Woo-seok Hwang’s Team

The “Woo-seok Hwang Incident” occurred after the enactment of the Bioethics Act [7].
In 2004, Dr. Woo-seok Hwang reported that his team had succeeded in obtaining ES
cells through SCNT technology in human eggs. In 2005, he reported that he had created
“customized cloned human embryonic stem cells” [8,27]. In a May 2004 special article in
Nature revealed that eggs were provided by a doctoral student in Dr. Woo-seok Hwang’s
team and another female researcher. Researchers are inevitably vulnerable to pressure
from research directors. Thus, it was believed that egg donation by the researchers was
inappropriate [28]. After raising these issues, on 22 November 2005, MBC PD Notebook
aired with the theme of “Suspicion of Woo-seok Hwang’s myth” [27].

It was pointed out that Dr. Woo-Seok Hwang’s team violated the guidelines pro-
hibiting the creation of human embryos for research purposes while receiving eggs from
female researchers. The Institutional Bioethics Board (IRB) of Hanyang University took
responsibility for reviewing and approving the research protocol. Questions were also
raised as to whether this was conducted properly. This pointed out that the IRB system
and organization, which had left bioethics to the conscience of the researchers was also
responsible [29].

3.3.2. Various Opinions after Woo-seok Hwang Incident

As a result of the apology for the incident, Deputy Prime Minister Myung Oh, who
served as the Minister of Science and Technology, resigned and appointed Deputy Prime
Minister Woo-shik Kim, while Kim acknowledged the need for human embryo cloning
and stem cell research, saying, “First of all, the problem is that the focus is on performance,
and then I think that the problem of research ethics, integrity, and insufficient verification
systems have worked in combination”. It became an issue in local elections in 2006,
as well as the presidential election in 2007. The position of the Grand National Party
candidate Myung-bak Lee, Uri Party, Democratic Party, and the People First Party were in
the position to allow an exception for the purpose of treating rare and incurable diseases,
while the position of the Democratic Labor Party candidate Young-gil Kwon was to ban it
completely [9].

In the investigation into the Woo-seok Hwang incident, it was found that somatic
ES cells could not be produced even after using about 2000 eggs [27]. Regarding this, in
July 2006, a “Discussion on the Reevaluation of Somatic Cell Cloning Embryo Research”
was held at Ewha Womans University, where stakeholders such as domestic stem cell
researchers and bioethicists gathered and discussed. Discussions were focused on the
issue of stem cells and the possibility of research on somatic cell cloning of embryos. At
this forum, the bioethics community took the position that concerns about bioethics had
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increased after the incident. Participants expressed concerns that female eggs might be
indiscriminately donated for somatic cell cloning. In particular, in Woo-seok Hwang’s
case, most egg donors were family members of patients with incurable diseases and
15 to 20% of them developed hyperovulation syndrome. Ra-geum Huh, a professor at
Ewha Womans University, argued that this practice should be corrected [30]. Protestants,
Catholics, women’s groups, and civic groups opposed somatic ES cell research from the
perspective of damaging human dignity [9].

In contrast, the position of embryo cloning researchers was that there was no need
to reconsider the decision to allow somatic cell-cloning embryo research from two to
three years ago. Hyeong-min Jeong, a professor at CHA University argued that only the
Republic of Korea was regressing at a time when foreign scientists has started research on
somatic ES cells. Professor Dong-wook Kim of Yonsei University also took the position
that “now it is more important to discuss the scope of permission rather than whether
or not to permit research”. However, although some scientists agreed with the position
of emphasizing bioethics, they were aware of the concern that human eggs should not
be used indiscriminately. Professor Hyeong-min Jeong said that it was right to apply it
to humans after conducting sufficient animal research. Professor Dong-wook Kim and
Professor Yong-man Han of the Republic of Korea Institute of Science and Technology
(KAIST) also said that bioethics education and publicity were necessary for researchers. It
was the position that consciousness needed to be strengthened [30]. In a situation where
the possibility of technological success was slim, there was a coexisting position that it was
difficult to allow embryo cloning research without any safety measures (Table 2) [9].

Table 2. Conflicts of positions in the 2008 revision of the Bioethics Act.

Division Expansion of Regulations Reduction of Regulations

Participants Protestants/Catholics, civic groups,
women’s groups, Democratic Labor Party Life scientists, Woo-seok Hwang support group, Buddhists

Faith Bioethics, prohibition of embryo research
Improve national competitiveness,

permission to study embryos for research and
therapeutic purposes

Policy preference

- Agree with the revision of the
Bioethics Act

- Residual embryo research and the
production and research of somatic
cell cloning of embryos
are prohibited

- Expansion of adult stem cell
transplantation

- Prohibition of xenogeneic
nuclear transfer

- Genetic testing is prohibited
in principle

- Opposition to the revision of the Bioethics Act
- Elimination of restrictions on the type of eggs used

for research
- Preparation of grounds for allowing oocyte donation for

treatment and research purposes and compensation for
actual expenses

- Allow cross-species experiments
- Withdrawal of free stem cell provision

Source: [9].

3.3.3. Revision of the Bioethics Act in 2008

In the midst of such conflicting opinions, an amendment to the Bioethics and Safety
Act was passed by the National Assembly on 16 May 2008. This bill was a combination of
the main contents of the Grand National Party lawmaker Jae-Wan Park and the government
amendment bill. It was aimed at protecting the health of egg donors by conducting health
examinations and limiting the frequency of egg collection [31].

The revision of the Bioethics Act in 2008 after the Woo-seok Hwang incident appeared
to be strengthening the act. Regarding research on somatic cell cloning of embryos, which
was an issue, the existing limited permission was maintained, while the range of eggs that
could be used for research was limited, and the health protection of egg donors was further
strengthened [8].
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The revision of the Bioethics Act in 2008 ensured the safety of egg donors, expanded
the scope of the prohibition on interspecies SCNT research, and established the Institutional
Bioethics Review Committee to be set up in institutions that perform research on life science
technology. Its purpose was self-regulation by implementing support for the regulation [9].

3.4. Deregulation to Promote Life Science Research
3.4.1. Opinions of the Scientific Community after the Revision of the Bioethics Act in 2008

Since the revision in 2008, the scientific community has consistently raised concerns
that the scope of research allowed on gene therapy is too narrow [9]. The Ministry of
Science and ICT (MSIT) jointly held the 9th Bio Economic Forum at the National Assembly
with Yong-hyeon Shin, a member of the People’s Party, and discussed the direction for
revising the Bioethics Act. In that forum, experts identified three major problems with the
Bioethics Act: positive regulation, a comprehensive prohibition that blocked both basic
research and clinical trial research, and centralized regulation. In addition, there was an
opinion that the procedure for obtaining research permission was very difficult [32].

Life science researchers have pointed out that the current Bioethics Act is blocking in-
novative research and development (R&D). Researchers agreed that “regulation by disease”
of gene therapy (clinical) research should be abolished and that it was not reasonable to
limit the content of embryonic research by law. Researchers agreed on the need to allow
basic research, eliminate overlapping regulations, consider changes in technology and
environment, and expand autonomy at research sites. In addition, opinions suggested
that “differentiated regulation” was needed according to the research topics and degree of
violation of bioethics, and that the National Bioethics Committee should cooperate with
IRBs of private institutions to recognize management based on autonomy [33].

There seemed to be no major disagreement about amending the provisions of the
law at the time that limited the diseases subject to research on somatic cell gene therapy.
Instead, some called for a system to monitor and manage risks that may appear after
gene therapy is implemented. So-ra Park, a Professor of Medicine at Inha University
(physiology), said, “It is necessary for the scientific community to monitor themselves,
educate and train themselves, and establish guidelines such as open research. It is also
necessary to operate an Ethics Committee, and it is also necessary to open the discussions
of the Ethics Committee to the outside world [34]”.

Seung-joon Yoo, Director of the Republic of Korea Center for Bio-Economic Research,
said, “For the clinical application of medical technology, it is necessary to allow the gen-
eration of embryos for research and research at the level of major countries (of research
and development). In this case, it seems necessary to take strong penalty measures such as
punitive damages [34]”.

At the time, research on gene-related treatments and embryos was fundamentally
blocked except for 22 specified rare and incurable diseases. Scientists saw these restrictions
as excessive and demanded that they be lifted at the United Kingdom, United States and
Japan levels. In particular, they insisted on changing from ‘positive regulation’, which
specifies the names of diseases allowed and restricts all other cases, to ‘negative regulation’,
which explicitly limits only those to be restricted. Even legal scholars and regulatory
researchers are generally in agreement on this point [35].

There were also criticisms about the reality of having to go through multiple approvals
and reviews as the review agencies and procedures overlapped. Professor Dong-ryul
Lee criticized, “If you go through the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the National
Bioethics Committee (NBC), the deliberation continues for more than a year at most, and
studies that have been abandoned because of this [35]”.

3.4.2. Opinions of the Bioethics Community after the Revision of the Bioethics Act in 2008

In particular, the issue of embryonic research could be amplified into a controversy
over bioethics when it coincides with the religious world’s view of life. Professor Jae-
woo Jeong of Catholic University (Dean of the Graduate School of Life Sciences) said,
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“Creating embryos for research means creating weak human beings in need of protection
and nurturing to be used as a research tool, and this cannot be tolerated. It is not a matter
to be decided by majority vote [34]”.

Instead of allowing research, it was pointed out that strict management is needed to
secure human rights and research ethics in the process of obtaining and using embryos
and reproductive cells. This was because there were continuous criticisms that the IRB was
performing only perfunctorily [32].

Some suggested that sensitive ethical issues should be dealt with through public
debate involving experts and citizens. Professor Hyeon-cheol Kim of Ewha Womans
University Law School said, “The question of how far embryos will be allowed for research
is inevitably a major issue of conflict”, adding, “We need a public debate with citizen
participation [24]”. He also argued, “The bioethics law should be left as the basic law, and
the research itself should be treated separately as an individual law [35]”.

3.4.3. Revision of the Bioethics Act in 2020

Conditions for permitting research on gene therapy were partially reflected in the 2020
revision, and conditions for permitting gene therapy research were alleviated. However,
revisions, such as obligatory review by the institutional committee for research plans, and
so on, were made. This law was proposed to ease the requirements for permitting research
on gene therapy so that more diverse research on gene therapy could be conducted in the
Republic of Korea, not to supplement the risks that may occur due to the relaxation of the
permitting standards with the institutional committee review system (Table 3) [9].

Table 3. Comparison of the Bioethics Act and its revisions.

Act Main Contents Regulation Level

2004
Enactment

Establishment of the Presidential Advisory Council on Science &
Technology (PACST). Establishment of the Institutional Bioethics

Review Board (IRB) at institutes with embryo research, gene banks,
and gene therapy institutes. The implantation, maintenance, or
birth of cloned embryos in the womb for the purpose of human

cloning was prohibited. The production of embryos for purposes
other than conception was prohibited. Somatic cell nuclear transfer

for purposes other than research for the treatment of rare or
incurable diseases, etc., was prohibited.

The permissible range of research was
wide and the system to prevent

deviance was insufficient.

2008
Revision

Mandatory health checkup for egg donors. The frequency of oocyte
retrieval was limited. Somatic cell nuclear transfer between

humans and animals was prohibited. The use of stem cell lines was
permitted only for purposes such as research for diagnosis,

prevention, and treatment of diseases.

The permissible range of research was
narrow enough to discourage

research.

2020
Revision Relaxation of acceptance conditions for research on gene therapy.

The permissible range of research was
wide and a system was in place to

prevent deviance.

Source: [9].

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparison of Life Science Research Regulatory Policies in the Republic of Korea and Japan

Due to Japan’s unique bureaucratic nature, participation of various actors in the
policy-making process is not guaranteed. Decision making is not fast either. However, it is
possible to make specific decisions with expertise through the participation of experts. Life
science researchers, who can be called regulated subjects, can make predictions. It has the
advantage of being able to provide possible and actionable guidelines.

In the Republic of Korea, from the beginning of the establishment of the Bioethics Act,
has had conflicting characteristics with confrontation between the scientific community and
the ethical community. Activities of government departments to secure regulatory authority
have occurred. This characteristic has made policy makers interested in whether or not to
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allow research in relation to life science and technology regulation. However, progress has
been hampered due to the lack of specific discussions on how to allow such research.

The excessive permissibility of research led to the Woo-seok Hwang incident. In 2008,
due to strong demands from civil society, the regulation of the Bioethics Act was strength-
ened, resulting in a decline in research. After nearly ten years of excessive regulation,
criticism from the scientific community intensified again and regulations were eased in
2020. In this way, the Republic of Korea’s life science research regulations have fluctuated
akin to a pendulum (Table 4) [15].

Table 4. Comparison of life science research regulatory policies in the Republic of Korea and Japan.

Division Republic of Korea Japan

Policy actors The range of actors is wide and diverse with the
participation of government, science, and ethics.

The government and experts are at the center, and
civil society participation is weak.

Policy change At first, the level of regulation was low, but after the
Woo-seok Hwang incident, it fluctuated. Regulatory change is slow.

Advantages
▪ The participation of a large number of actors

has been guaranteed, and rapid decision
making has been made amid conflicting issues.

▪ Able to make professional and specific
decisions.

▪ It can provide predictable and actionable
action guidelines for life science researchers.

Disadvantages
▪ Rationality and expertise in the process and

content leading to the policy are
somewhat lacking.

▪ Due to its bureaucratic nature, the
participation of many is not guaranteed, and
decision making is not fast.

Implications

▪ It is desirable to maintain the strengths of our system while embracing the strengths of the
Japanese system.

▪ It is necessary to enable detailed decision making with expertise through in-depth discussions
centered on the government and experts.

▪ Asian countries, in particular, need to introduce organizations such as Japan’s BPIS, where
government officials and scientists go through a deliberation process to improve life science
research regulations.

Source: [15].

4.2. Desired Direction of Life Sciences Regulatory Policies in Asia

The advantages of the network related to life science and bioethics in the Republic of
Korea include the guaranteed participation of various actors and quick decision making.
Therefore, for the development of life science- and bioethics-related systems and organiza-
tions in the Republic of Korea, it is necessary to accept Japan’s strengths without losing the
Republic of Korea’s strengths. The Republic of Korea’s Bioethics Act was enacted in a way
that allowed too much research. As a result, life science researchers have deviated and the
level of regulation of the Bioethics Act has increased, hindering research development.

By accepting the advantages of Japan’s slow but stable system, researchers will not
act in a way that undermines bioethics. Asian countries, in particular, need to introduce
organizations such as Japan’s BPIS, where government officials and scientists go through a
deliberation process to improve life science research regulations.

In-depth discussions centered on the government and experts, which are Japan’s
strengths, could enable concrete decision making with expertise for the development of
systems and organizations related to life science and bioethics in Asian countries. Sufficient
issues should be discussed and data should be provided to whole communities. Through
this, it is possible for life science researchers to recognize predictable and practicable
action guidelines in research and to equip religious groups, women’s groups, civic groups,
bioethics groups, and others with expertise for activities and sufficient monitoring.

This process will ensure bioethics and safety in Asian countries and ultimately con-
tribute to the development of life science research.
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4.3. Futher Discussion and Future Work

The Republic of Korea’s rapid decision making and Japan’s slow but stable decision
making system research regulations were compared. It was also argued that the Republic
of Korea should accept the merits of Japan’s decision-making system. However, it was a
limitation that this paper only compared these two Asian countries.

It was difficult to precisely compare and analyze life science research achievements
and their economic effects in the Republic of Korea and Japan. In the future, these two
countries will need to actively conduct such research.

However, in the Republic of Korea, the prevailing opinion is that the Republic of Korea
is far ahead of Japan in science and technology. The number of Nobel laureates in the field
of science symbolizes the level of basic science and original technology. Japan has 24 Nobel
Prize winners, but the Republic of Korea has none. It is a lamentation that there are winners
from the neighboring country, but not from the Republic of Korea, which is also an Asian
country [36,37].

Since this paper only compared the Republic of Korea and Japan, comparing life science
policies in other Asian countries will be an important future research task. In particular,
China is a country that should be examined.

The CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing system, derived from bacterial adaptive immune
strategies, is a powerful tool for precise modification of the target genome in living cells,
allowing control over functional genes with high accuracy [38]. However, due to its
powerful nature, this tool might raise ethical concerns, such as the loss of human dignity.
Furthermore, it has the potential to lead to catastrophic events, such as the spread of
unintended mutations in the human gene pool.

For example, Chinese researcher He Jiankui, known for his claim of creating genetically
edited babies, was found guilty of conducting illegal medical practices and sentenced to
three years in prison. He and his collaborators were found to have forged ethical review
documents and misled doctors into implanting gene-edited embryos [39]. Dr. He has
been found guilty of forging approval documents and deceiving couples in a trial held in
Shenzhen. He claimed to have prevented human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infections
in newborns through gene editing but was found to have misled both the subjects and
medical authorities. Dr. He’s controversial work resulted in the birth of twin girls and an
undisclosed third genetically edited baby [40].

It will be an important task to quantitatively identify the relationship between life
science and technology policy regulation and socioeconomic effects. After that, we will be
able to discuss the socio-economic effects of expanding our system to other Asian countries.

Some conditions must precede the introduction of such a system in Asian countries.
First, the authority of scientists should be secured so that an atmosphere in which the
public and policy makers can accept scientists can be created. The second is to overcome
the superiority of politics and administration over the field of science and technology.
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Abstract: Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune and inflammatory disease that affects the
synovium (lining that surrounds the joints), causing the immune system to attack its own healthy
tissues. Treatment options, to the current day, have serious limitations and merely offer short-term
alleviation to the pain. Using a theoretical exercise based on literature, a new potentially viable
therapy has been proposed. The new therapy focusses on a long-term treatment of RA based on gene
therapy, which is only active when inflammation of the joint occurs. This treatment will prevent side
effects of systemic application of drugs. Furthermore, the benefits of this treatment for the patient
from a socio-economic perspective has been discussed, focusing on the quality of life of the patent
and lower costs for the society.

Keywords: rheumatoid arthritis; gene therapy; medical biosafety; environmental biosafety; adeno-
associated virus; vector

1. Introduction

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a long-term inflammatory and autoimmune disease that
affects the synovium (lining that surrounds the joints), causing the immune system to attack
its own healthy tissues. The process starts with the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
especially tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) and Interleukin (IL-6 and IL-1), followed by the
production of inflammatory cytokines in the joint (TNFα, IL-6, -15, -16, -17, -18, Interferon-γ
(IFN-γ)). RA starts with painful swelling, which can lead, ultimately, to bone erosion and
joint deformity [1]. Symptoms appear in smaller joints first (mainly in those that attach
the fingers to the hands and the toes to the feet); as the disease progresses, symptoms
tend to spread to bigger joints as well. In the plethora of cases, RA symptoms occur in the
same joints on both sides of the body; a great number of patients with RA also experience
symptoms that do not involve the joints, such as weight loss, fatigue, and weakness. It is
not known why the immune system attacks healthy body tissue in RA, although a genetic
component appears likely [2] and can increase the susceptibility to environmental factors
that may trigger the disease.

Despite the improved understanding of RA pathophysiology over the past 20 years
and the appearance of improved treatment options, severe RA can still cause physical
disabilities, while therapy with most antirheumatic drugs, such as non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) and disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) is
palliative [3], alleviating inflammation but leaving the disease incurable, with some patients
partially or not at all responding, short-term effectiveness [4], and unwanted associated
systemic complications of immunosuppression [5]. Biological-based approaches have
appeared as the most promising, using mainly monoclonal antibodies, recombinant forms
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of natural inhibitors, recombinant soluble TNF receptors, or anti-inflammatory cytokines,
counteracting the released cytokines produced in the joint [3]. However, these therapies
have serious limitations, such as high expenses, side-effects (i.e., nausea, low blood pressure,
skin reactions, trouble breathing), and the requirement for repeated systemic injections [6].

The aim of this paper was to outline the steps that could lead to a successful gene
therapy which would tackle the abovementioned limitations. Furthermore, potential
biosafety concerns that may be linked to the proposed treatment have been identified
and discussed. Furthermore, ethical dilemmas that could arise when administering the
proposed therapy have been pinpointed.

2. A Potentially Viable Proposal

To overcome the limitations and difficulties of the present treatments, genetic therapies
for RA offer the possibility of delivery of the therapeutic gene product to the disease site and,
thus, prevent side effects by systemic injections or infusion, while enhancing efficacy and
achieving local long-term expression, with endogenous production of high concentrations
of the therapeutic agent. The overall goal for the treatment of patients with RA should
not merely be alleviating the pain, but also achieving remission or at least low disease
activity for all patients and preventing irreversible damage to the diseased joints. Since
most, if not all, of the forms of RA result in the inflammation of the joint, and thus, share
the process of inflammation, a gene therapy approach for RA, aiming either at inhibiting
proinflammatory cytokines and/or overexpressing anti-inflammatory cytokines [7], could
be promising. In this context, and given the fact that the overproduction of inflammatory
cytokines by fibroblast-like synoviocytes (FLSs) is believed to play a pivotal role in the
development and progression of RA [8], we have proposed a therapy that would overall
suppress inflammation, by expressing anti-inflammatory cytokines (see Figure 1 for a
schematic representation).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a proposed treatment of Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) with gene therapy applications.

Regarding the vectors of choice, the ideal vector should transfer a precise amount of
genetic material into each target cell expressing the gene material, without causing toxicity.
As a delivery method for the therapeutic gene, there are several choices available. The
most obvious methods are plasmids carrying the therapeutic gene or viral vectors. Because
a long time expression of the transgene is needed for treatment of RA, plasmid vectors are
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not an option, because they are known for only a short-term expression and often only
suboptimal expression of the transgene, although there have been improvements made
to overcome these difficulties [9]. Therefore, only viral vectors can be used to transfer
the transgene. Viral vectors that will integrate into the genome or stay as an endosomal
plasmid present in the cell have a preference. This limits the choice of vectors to viral
vectors, such as retro- and lentiviral vectors and AAV [10]. Because the retro- and lentiviral
vectors are known for insertional mutagenesis [11], the preferred vector is AAV. In the
absence of a helper virus or genotoxic factors, AAV DNA can either integrate into the host
genome at a predefined spot (chromosome 19) or persist in an episomal form [12]. This
makes AAV the vector of choice, because it fulfils all the criteria needed for an effective
therapy for RA.

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is preferred, because it is safe, effective, and less
immunogenic than other vectors. Genetic modifications of human cells can be done either
by an ex vivo or in vivo approach. Both methods are possible in RA treatment and have
been used in different studies [13]. The fact that modified cells were cleared shortly
after intra-articular injection was the main disadvantage in several ex vivo studies [14],
thus making in vivo delivery a preferable approach for RA treatment. AAV is commonly
used in in vivo studies where the goal is long-term expression, as in RA, because this
lowers the frequency of treatment administrations [15]. Specifically, for in vivo gene
delivery to the joint by direct intra-articular injection, AAV is safer than other unsuitable-
for-clinical-translation vectors that are inflammatory, immunogenic [14], and can provide
more extended periods of transgene expression than non-viral vectors [16].

When it comes to the promoter, a promotor of the pro-inflammatory gene that is active
during the onset of an inflammatory response in the joint is preferred, since in this way,
expression of the therapeutic gene can be achieved locally and specifically when RA-related
inflammation arises [17]. For this purpose, promotors of TNFα, IL-1α, Cyclooxygenase-2
(Cox2), or nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-kB) would
all be suitable to regulate expression of the therapeutic gene, as they are upregulated
during inflammation. Finally, the therapeutic gene needs to be an anti-inflammatory agent
that will alleviate the phenomenon of inflammation in the joints. There are numerous
choices, but IL-4 [18] and IFN-β [19] are among the best candidates due to their anti-
inflammatory functions.

3. Biosafety Considerations

Using viral vector systems for gene therapy as treatment options for several diseases
is promising, but viral vector delivery remains risky and is still under study to ensure
safety and efficacy during clinical trials. The safety of a gene therapeutic agent can be
viewed from different angles. First is the risk for the laboratory worker and medical staff,
second is the risk from a medical point of view, i.e., risk for the patient, and third is the risk
for the environment. This third category also includes the risk for the patients’ offspring.
However, and especially for AAV, the vector of choice in our case, safety concerns are
limited, since AAV does not cause any known disease [20]. Furthermore, the risk for the
laboratory worker and the medical staff will be negligible when standard hospital hygienic
measures are in place. These will prevent contact with the AAV-particles during normal
handling and during incidents. Most concerns are related to the preexisting immunity to
human AAV vectors and the related integration into the host genome, which, if it happens
at all, is random and could lead to accidental activation or inhibition of endogenous gene
expression [21]. In this sense, medical and environmental risks are not related strictly to
AAV and are considered, as already mentioned, rather safe, but mostly in relation to other
parameters of the approach.

3.1. Biosafety for Lab and Medical Staff

In terms of laboratory precautions, AAVs are classified as Risk Group 1 [22]. Viral
manipulation should be performed in a Biosafety Laboratory 1, with adequate biohazard
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signs, while manipulation in the same Biosafety Cabinet with other materials must be
avoided to prevent contamination of the gene therapeutic agents. As already mentioned,
the risk of an AAV vector for lab and medical staff is negligible. Health employees work
using the standard hospital hygiene measures. These measures would prevent any direct
contact with patient material, even if shedding occurred. During the injection of the AAV
vector into the joint, the medical staff should wear personal protective equipment to prevent
any exposure to the gene therapeutic agent. Furthermore, for the people working in the
diagnostics labs, the risk of working with materials of the patient injected with the AAV is
negligible. Normal working procedures in diagnostic labs are already sufficient to prevent
unwanted exposure to AAV, even if shedding were to occur. The largest risk is during
preparation of the syringe for injecting the AAV gene therapeutics. This procedure should
be performed in a Biological Safety Cabinet Class 2 for sterile preparation, preventing
unwanted exposure of the worker. In case of spills, sodium hypochlorite or quaternary
ammonium compound are the recommended disinfectants, while alcohol is not an effective
disinfectant against non- enveloped viruses, such as AAV [23]. Infection materials should
also be decontaminated prior to disposal, generally using an autoclave, at 121 ◦C for
30–45 min [24].

3.2. Medical Risks

Before starting the clinical study, one of the very first questions that arises is which
should be the joint in which the intra-articular injections will start. Since up to 75% of RA
patients experience symptoms in the wrist [25], someone could suggest that this should be
the joint of choice for gene therapy trials. However, studies have identified that injections
into the wrist joint could result in complications [26]. Risk of septic arthritis following the
injection of bacteria from the skin’s surface can enter the joint directly with insertion of
the needle, while the synovium has little ability to protect itself from infection. Misplaced
injections could potentially cause tendon rupture or even, in rare cases, nerve damage [27].
An infection of, or adverse events in, the synovial tissue in the wrist is hard to treat. The
synovial tissue cannot be removed without causing any damage to the joint. When the
wrist joint is damaged, the only option is to fixate it in an immobile position, which will
hamper the function of the wrist and the mobility of the person. Replacement of the wrist
joint while keeping the function of the joint is impossible. Because of this, we propose
that the wrist joint is not the best option for starting gene therapy. Another option is the
metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP) or knuckle. This is a small joint and one of the first joints
affected by RA. From this joint, the synovial tissue can be easily removed, and if the joint is
damaged, it can be easily replaced by an implant. This joint replacement would not affect
the joint function. Thus, from a medical point of view, the MCP, as a joint for testing gene
therapy, would be the joint of choice, because serious adverse events in the joint do not
result in loss of function of the joint.

One of the potential benefits of gene therapy is that the therapy would be long lasting,
and no repeated injections or oral medication would be needed. This decreases the burden
for the patient (see also below in the “Bioethical considerations” section). For AAV, it has
been shown that the expression of the transgene can be long lasting in different tissues. As
already mentioned before, AAV is not only present in the episomal in target cells, but it
also integrates into the genome. This integration gives rise to the long-lasting expression
of the transgene. Studies have revealed a transgene expression using AAV vectors that
lasts up to 10 years [28], making repeated injection unnecessary. Furthermore, the episomal
AAV was shown to exist over a long period of time, with the expression of the transgene
lasting up to six months in the liver [29]. For the first injection of AAV, a screen for pre-
existing immunity can be performed. However, if repeated injections are necessary, an
immune response against the therapeutic agent can be an issue. Several studies have
already shown that suppression of the immune response can be successful when repeated
injections are necessary [29]. Based on this, a gene therapy based on AAV would prevent
daily medication, an additional burden of the RA patient.
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3.3. Environmental Risks

AAV vector genomes remain episomal in target cells and are highly unlikely to
integrate. Shedding from the host could only happen in rare cases, when the AAV integrates
into the host cell chromosome, if both the adenovirus (or some other helper virus) and wild-
type AAV are present. When it comes to the survival of this virus on surfaces, in the case
of potential spills, sodium hypochlorite or a quaternary ammonium compound could be
used to disinfect the area, since they are the recommended disinfectants against AAV [23].
Specifically concerning the animals used during the clinical trials of the proposed therapy
and the potential risk caused by AAV, we should mention that, in some animal models,
the integration of recombinant AAV has been associated with an increased incidence of
tumor formation. However, this association has not been observed to occur in humans [30].
AAV vectors can shed from the patient into the environment, but also to the gonads. Both
shedding events could give rise to unwanted effects of the treatment. Shedding to the
environment can give rise to unwanted contact to the AAV particles of non-patient humans.
Shedding to the gonads can result in germline transmission of the transgene. As already
mentioned, a joint is closed by the synovial tissue that keeps fluid in the joint. When
injecting the AAV vector into the joint, the synovial tissue would also protect the human
body from the injected AAV vector. If injected correctly, no shedding from the joint would
be possible. In case of damage of the synovial tissue, however, there will be shedding
from the joint. Due to this, the AAV particles can become systemic. The biggest risk is the
transduction of gonadal cells and the subsequent risk of germ line transmission. However,
in studies where AAV was injected directly into the male gonads, no transduction of sperm
cells was observed. The AAV preferred other cells in the gonadal tissue, such as the Leydig
cells [31]. Long-term transduction of sperm cell-producing tissue was also not observed,
and after a few cycles of sperm production, AAV in sperm cells was not detected [32].
Other gonadal tissues, not involved in spermatogenesis, could be positive for AAV over a
longer period [32]. From this, it can be concluded that shedding has only a minor risk for
germ line transmission and can be easily prevented.

4. Bioethical Considerations

Ethical questions arising generally in gene therapy, and specifically in our case, are
not new to the debate, yet they are fundamental. Regarding the administration of the
treatment, ethical concerns are of relevance, especially when it comes to the specific joint
which should be chosen. Bearing in mind the complications that could result from a
potential administration to the wrist, already mentioned under Medical Risks, we argue
against such an option, due to the nature of the joint and the difficulty of treatment, in case
of potential damage during wrong administration. We would opt for other joints, where
this risk is rather limited and serious adverse events in these joints would not result in loss
of function.

Rheumatoid arthritis, as mentioned above, can affect patients from different ages, but
the disease usually has later-in-the-life onset symptoms, which mostly appear after the age
of 35–50 [33]. This means that potential volunteers will, in the plethora of cases, belong in
the middle-age and above age group. With most of them already having received other
therapies (which most probably have failed), this could also mean that their symptoms are
not light anymore. The first question that should be answered is how we will make our
choice of volunteers. Should we choose people that have already received (inadequate)
therapy or others, at earlier stages of the disease, with no prior experience with treatments?
Especially given that, according to several published studies, older RA patients, at later
stages of the disease, most probably receive less aggressive treatments than younger RA
patients, even though they experience the same or more severe symptoms [34].

In the same context, we should not ignore questions regarding informed consent and
its specific content, especially in cases of juvenile arthritis, where minors are not able to
consent themselves. In our proposed treatment, risk is rather low, since AAV is a rather
safe vector, which cannot have detrimental health effects, and in any case, the benefits
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from therapy outweigh the potential risk. However, as it happens generally with informed
consent in minors, the rule should be that, besides their guardian’s or representative’s
consent, their opinion must also be taken into consideration. It is important to opt for
earlier intervention, given the severe complications and pain that come as a result when
the disease progresses; thus, an early intervention would be more beneficial, rather than
starting treatment when minors would have reached the legal age of consent. Taking into
consideration the above, patients in each stage of the disease should participate equally in
the study, since there is no just way in which we can weigh the costs and benefits between
different stages and the respective level of pain, which should be avoided at all costs.

Moreover, RA is known to affect women more than men [35], and the question that
subsequently arises is how this fact can potentially affect our chosen group of volunteers.
It is probable that the percentage of women participating in the gene therapy trial will
be bigger, since women suffer from RA in a higher ratio. However, can we say that, in
the name of equality among patients, we would opt for including men and women in a
ratio 1:1, or would such an option not serve equality among patients, since it would take
into consideration criteria not directly connected to the level of pain and the severity of
the symptoms? This difficult question correlates also with the criteria that would be used
for inclusion/exclusion of the patients to ensure fairness in the selection procedure. We
should not forget, at this point, socioeconomic parameters. It is true that people with higher
economic feasibility would be informed easier, would more easily afford the related costs,
and they would, thus, more easily participate in the trial.

Finally, in the case that treatment fails, and pain persists, there would be more dilem-
mas arising. More choices would have to be made in such a case, with regards to who
would receive treatment: those that previously received it, but it failed, or those that are
new in the trial? The same dilemma could arise in the case when patients have been treated
on one side, but the joint in the opposite side also starts to present RA symptoms. Equality
and justice among patients should be the main principles guiding our approach in all the
aforementioned different situations, but the severity of the pain and the stage of the disease
should play the most important role in our final decision.

5. Conclusions

Gene therapy can be a viable alternative to treat Rheumatoid Arthritis, a long-term
inflammatory disease, alleviate the patients’ pain, and tackle the limitations of current treat-
ments. The course of action we proposed here comes with biosafety concerns and bioethical
dilemmas, which, should they arise, should be addressed with systematic approaches and
guidelines. In particular, lab and medical stuff biosafety risks could be managed with
the normal laboratory precautions, medical risks for the patient could be avoided if the
suitable joint is chosen for the administration of the treatment, and environmental risks
were not considered a point of concern in our proposed treatment, due to the characteristics
of our vector of choice and the suggested solutions. Finally, the main ethical dilemmas to
be considered included the choice of the joint for administrating the treatment, the choice
of volunteers for the clinical trials, and the options of the patient, in case treatment fails.
Equality among patients should guide the course of action in all the different situations
that may accrue, but the severity of the pain and the stage of the disease should play the
most important role in final decisions.
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